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SAMENVATTING 

Dit proefschrift is gewijd aan de bestudering van de eigen
schappen van informatie grootheden. Hieronder worden verstaan 
de wiskundige grootheden die in de informatietheorie op eniger
lei wijze geinterpreteerd worden als "hoeveelheid informatie" . 

In gesprekken met Prof. Ir. Dr. J. L. van Soest is de promo
vendus gebleken dat deze grootheden een aantal interessante 
problemen bieden, deels de samenhang der verschillende be
grippen en deels de wiskundige eigenschappen ervan betref
fend. Een aantal van deze problemen is hier onderzochL Tij
dens dit onderzoek zijn een aantal wiskundige vraagpunten naar 
voren gekomen die mede behandeld zijn. 

Uit het werk van Schützenberger blijkt dat informatiegroot
heden een zekere formele overeenkomst vertonen. Hierop is 
nader ingegaan, terwijl onderzocht is in hoeverre de formule
ring van Schützenberger verdere veralgemening toelaat. 

Zoals bekend is uit het werk van McMillan [56], Feinstein 
[ 18], Kullback en Leibwr [34], verschaft de maattheorie de 
methode om resultaten der informatietheorie algemeen te for
muleren. Bij vele behandelde onderwerpen is hieraan dan ook 
aandacht besteed. Om verwijzingen te vergemakkelijken zijn de 
benodigde begrippen en stellingen der maattheorie en hun toe
passing op de waarschijnlijkheidsrekening samengebracht in 
Aanhangsels I en 11. 

De moeilijkheden die samenhangen met het verschil tussen 
de entropieën (H, volgens Shannon) voor continue en discrete 
variabelen worden met de notatie der maattheorie - althans 
wiskundig gezien - meer begrijpelijk. 

Het grootste deel van de verdere ruimte is gewijd aan eigen
schappen van de grootheden H (entropie volgens Shannon) Em I 
(informatie volgens Fisher) . 

In hoofdstuk 1 worden de voor het onderzoek in dit proef.;. 
schrift benodigde begrippen uit de informatietheorie kort be
handeld. Tevens worden hier enige opmerkingen gemaakt over 
de interpretatie ervan. Ook wordt een begin gemaakt met het 
onderzoek hoever de ideeën van Schützenberger uitgebreid 
kunnen worden. 
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In hoofdstuk 2 wordt allereerst de notatie met behulp van 
maattheorie besproken, waarbij blijkt dat alle in hoofdstuk 1 
behandelde grootheden in één schrijfwijze kunnen worden sa
mengevat. Enige daarbij optredende moeilijkheden (bestaan van 
conditionele waarschijnlijkheidsmaten en behoud van absolute 
continuiteit daarbij) worden nader onderzocht. . 

Voorts wordt voor het meest algemene geval aangetoond dat 
de vorm van een info rmatie grootheid , zoals door Schützenberger 
aangegeven, volgt uit een aantal voorwaarden, waarvan de ad
ditiviteitsvoorwaarde de belangrijkste is. Een continuiteits
voorwaarde behoeft hierbij niet gesteld te worden. 

Tenslotte wordt in hoofdstuk 2 een klasse van grootheden 
onderzocht die alleen additief zijn in onafhankelijke variabelen. 
Ze worden gevormd door de logarithme te nemen van een ver
algemeend gemiddelde van willekeurige graad (App. lIl) van de 
waarschijnlijkheidsdichtheid. 

In hoofdstuk 3 worden de eigenschappen van concaviteit en 
convexiteit van enige informatie grootheden behandeld, alsmede 
de extremen die zij aannemen onder bepaalde nevenvoorwaarden 
(maxentropische distributies en Cramér-Rao-ongelijkheid). 

Hoofdstuk 4 behandelt de theorie der sufficient statistics en 
wel speciaal de met dit begrip verbonden ongelijkheden. De on
gelijkheid voor de grootheid I is de meest interessante. Zij 
heeft gevolgen die zowel voor de ongelijkheden der informatie
theorie als voor de ongelijkheden der zuivere wiskunde van 
belang zijn. 

Een van de eruit af te leiden resultaten is de convolutieonge
lijkheid voor entropievermogens (Shannon (4~ , p.63, theorem 
15) . 

In dit hoofdstuk blijkt voorts dat er enige formele analogieën 
·bestaan tussen het begrip entropievermogen en een speciaal 
geval van de informatie volgens Fisher . 

In hoofdstuk 5 ziet men dat bovengenoemd speciaal geval van 
de informatie volgens Fisher in nauw verband staat met hetgeen 
men in de quantummechanica zou noemen "de variantie der 
waarschijnlijkheidsverdeling van de canonisch geconjugeerde 
impuls" . 

Men kan hiermee de onzekerheidsrelatie der quantumme
chanica zien als een speciaal geval van de Cramér-Rao-onge
lijkheid. Toepassing van de resultaten van hoofdstuk 4 levert 
bepaalde verscherpingen van de onzekerheidsrelatie . Deze op 
hun beurt doen verdere verscherpingen veronderstellen (onze-
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kerheidsrelatie in de entropieën) die voeren tot bepaalde ver
onderstellingen omtrent de beste constanten in enige bekende 
inte graal ongelijkheden . 
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SUMMARY 

This thesis deals with quantities of information by which are 
meant the mathematical concepts that are interpreted in infor
mation theory as "amount of information" in any sense. 

In conversations on this s!lbject with Prof. Ir.Dr. J.L.van 
Soe st it became evident that these quantities offer several in
te r esting problems, that concern partly the connections be
tween the different concepts and partly their mathematical 
properties.Some of these problemsare examined in this thesis. 
During this investigation a numbèr of mathematical questions 
appeared that also are treated. 

The work of Schützenberger shows that different quantities 
of information exhibit a certain formal analogy. It will be ex
amined as to how far his formulation admits generalization. 

As is known from the work of McMillan [56J, Feinstein [1S] , 
Kullback and Leibler [34], measure theory provides the method 
to give a general formulation of results in information theory. 
With many of the problems treated this method is used. To 
facilitate references the concepts and theorems of measure 
theory needed here and their application to probability theory 
a re listed in Appendices land ll. 

The difficulties arising from the difference between Shan
non's entropy (H) for a continuous and a discrete variable be
come more understandable (at least when seen mathematically) 
by the use of measure theory. 

The larger part of the problems treated further are con
cerned with the properties of the quantities H (Shannon's en
tropy) and I (Fisher' sinformation). 

In chapter 1 the concepts in information theory that are 
needed are defined, some of their best known properties are 
mentioned, and some remarks on their interpretation are made. 
Further some considerations on the extension of SchUtzen
berger's ideas are given. 

In chapter 2 first the use of measure theory!s considered. 
All quantities defined in chapter 1 can be brought together into 
one notation. Some mathematical difficulties (existence of con-

• 
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ditional probability measures and preservation of absolute con
tinuity for conditional measures) are examined. 

Further for the most general case the form of quantities of 
information as given by Schützenberger is shown to follow from 
a set of conditions, the most important of which is the additivity 
condition. A continuity condition is not necessary. 

In this chapter finally a class of quantities is considered 
that satisfy an additivity condition for independent variables 
only. One finds these quantities by taking the logarithm of a 
generalized average of arbitrary index (App. IIl) of the proba
bility density. 

Chapter 3 deals with convexity and concavity properties of 
some of the quantities defined, and with their extremes uri.der 
certain conditions (maxentropic distributions and Cramér-Rao 
inequality) . 

Chapter 4 conta~s some results on the theory of sufficient 
statistics, especially on the inequalities connected with this 
concept. The inequality for Fisher's I is more interesting than 
the one for H. lts consequences are important for the inequali
ties of information theory but also for the inequalities of pure 
mathematics. 

One of the results derived from it is the convolution inequal
ity for entropy powers (Shannon [46], p.63, theorem 15). 

Further it is shown in this chapter that there exist some 
formal analogies between entropy power and a special case of 
Fisher' s information. 

In chapter 5 one sees that the special case of Fisher' s in
formation mentioned above, is connected closely with the quan
tity that in quantwn mechanics would be called "variance of the 
probability distributionof the canonically conjugated momenturn". 

Soone can see the uncertainty relationof quantwn mechanics 
as a special case of the Cramér-Rao )nequality. Application of 
the results of chapter 4 gives certain, sharpenings of the un
certainty relation. These suggest further sharpenings (uncer
tainty relation containing entropies) that lead to conjectures on 
the best constants in some well-known integral inequalities. 
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LIST OF QUANTITIES OF INFORMATION 

These quantities may,. depend on a probability measure .,\) 
and an arbitrary measure (IJ) or on a probability measure only. 
When IJ is Lebesgue measure, or "nwnber measure" (1. 3) on a 
countable space, ~I gene rally is lef tout and the quantity is spec
ified by the probability density (or the probabilities of the points 
of the space) or even by the random variables whose distribu
tion we consider. 

We give sections and formulae where the quantities are de
fined: 

H 1. 1 (1) 
1 1. 3 (9)-(13), (27); 2.5 (1) 
l' 2.5(5)a.f. 
I" 2.5 (10) 
.57 1.4(1),(2);2.1(1) 
K 1.4(15),(16);2.1 
G r 2.4(5) 
J 3.6(2),(3) 
J (Woodward and Davies [54], only in section 1. 1 (14». 
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INTRODUC TION 

The subject of this thesis is what we will caU here "quanti
ties of information", a term by which we mean any numerical 
concept, defined in information theory, and interpreted as a 
numerical measure for some .aspect of the abstract concept of 
information. 

Since Gabor 123] , Wiener [53] , and Shannon [46] used the 
word "information" in their work, the question whether some
thing like "increase of one's knowiedge" could be measured 
numericaUy has been taken as a serious one even by some phy
sicists and engineers. If indeed we de fine information as Itthat 
what increases our knowiedgeIt , it is clear that this is a much 
more general - and vague - concept than the one defined by 
Shannon, but nevertheless it is true that at least some aspects 
of it are covered by Shannon's definition. 

The author feels that the question how information in a more 
general sense can be measured, offers an interesting field of 
research. However, this subject is outside the scope of this 
thesis. We only refer to the work of Bar-Hillel and Carnap [31 ' 
[9] and of MacKay [35], [36]. 

The subject . treated here will be the study of some of the 
quantities of information in existence, and especia.lly of their 
mathematical properties, though we will have occasion to make 
some remarks on their interpretation. 

All quantities of information considered here refer to limit
ed parts and differentaspects of the general problem considered 
above. The limitations are twofold: 

First, when we say "information" we always mean informa
tion concerning a well-defined . system having a well-specified 
set of possible states. 

The second limitation is the fact that information can be 
gained only by a fixed set of experiments (e. g. in communica
tion theory by receiving one of the possible signals). 

And even so the situation turns out to be rather complex, for 
there have beell defined several quantities of information. As 
each of them has properties that give it a right of existence, 
we must conclude that tlley cover different aspects of the con
cept of information. In short, there exist several kinds of in
formation. 
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The author thinks that this fact is the cause of a large part 
of the pseudoparadoxes that sometimes arise in discussions on 
information theory. It is important that one should stick strictly 
to the definitions, especially where concepts are concerned 
that are loaded so heavily with by-meanings from everyday 
speech. 

The quantities considered he~e are the entropy H defined by 
Shannon, called "selective information" by MacKay, (see also 
van Soest [48]), some quantities related closely to it, and the 
"intrinsic accuracy" I defined by Fisher . 

The latter belongs to statistics, the former to communica
tion theory, but it also has important aJ;>plications to physics, 
as is shown by the work of Brillouin [8J. Therefore we shall 
not use the terminology of communication theory, except when 
we think it illustrative. We wil! rather see the quantities of 
information in a more abstract sense, as functionals defined on 
probability distributions. 
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Chapter 1 

QUANTITIES OF INFORMATION 

In this chapter we willlist the definitions and most common
ly known properties of the quantities eonsidered, and make 
some remarks on their interpretation in eonneetion with the 
properties stated. 

1.1 Entropy of a discrete probability distribution 

Consider the probability distribution of a !1 variable!1 x (whieh 
need not he a real number) that ean assume n !1values!1, with . 
probabili ties 

n 

p(l), ... p(n) (p(i) ~ 0 ~ p(i) = 1) 
i=l 

The entropy of this probability distribution is defined by 
n 

H(p) = - c ~ p(i) In p(i) 
i=l 

(for p(i) = 0 we define p(i) In p(i) = 0). 

(e > 0) (1) 

We wil! use the notations H(p) (where p symbolizes the proba
bility distribution) , H(x) (where the probability distribution is 
symbolized by the random variabIe) and H(p(l), ... p(n». 

Here we will take e=l, but of ten e is given the value I/In 2, 
whieh gives 

n 

H = - ~ p(i) 2Iog p(i) (la) 
i=l 

First we list some properties of H that are useful to illustrate 
its interpretation,. They were first given by Shannon, and the 
proofs ean be found in his book [4~ or in Feinstein [18]. Some 
of these properties, or their proofs, wil! be eonsidered late ~ î: 
a more general sense. 
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(i) 0 àH à In n, where the first = sign holds if attd only if one of 
the p(i) is 1, and the second if and only if p(i) = ÏÏ (i=1, ... n). 

n 

(ii) Let p'(i) = ~ aij p(j) where 
j=rl 

aij ~ 0 (i=1, ... n, j=1, ... n) 

n 

~ aij = 1 . (i=1, ... n) 
j=l 

n 

~ aij = 1 (j=1, ... n) 
i=1 ,...-

Then H(p') ~ H(p) , with equality if and only if p'(1) ... p'(n) is a 
permutation of p(1) ... p(n) . 

(iii) Let x, y be two "variables" that can take on "values" enu
merated by i=1. .. mand j=1. .. n, for which joint probabilities 
p(i, j) (i=1. .. m, j=1. .. n) are given. 

From the p(i, j) we can define the marginal probabilities for 
x and y: 

n 

P(i) :: ~ p(i, j) (1==1 ••• m) 
j=1 

n 

rr (j) = ~ p(i, j) (j=1. .. n) 
i=1 

and the conditional probabilities for x given y, and y given x: 

p(ijj) = ~~jp 

11: (j I i) = P~<,i~) 

80 far we suppose rr (j) > 0 (j=1 ... n) and P(i) > 0 (i=1 ... m» . 
If we define : 

m n 

H(xJ y) = -~ ~ p(i~ j) In p(i, j) ' 
i=1 j=1 

(2) 
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H(x) = - ~ P(i) In P(i) 
i=l 

. n 

H(y) = - ~ n (j) In nO) 
j=l 

m 

H(xly=j) = -~ p(ilj) In p(ilj) 
i=l 

n 

H(ylx=i) = -~ n: (jli) In ït(jli) 
j=l 

n 

Hy (x) = ~ no) H(xly=j) 
j=l 

m 

Hx (y) = ~ P(i) H(YI x=i) 
i=l 

we have the relation: 

H(x,·y) = H(x) + Hx(Y) = H(y) + Hy(x) 

17 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

( 7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(2) ... (6) are the entropies for the joint, marginal and condi
tional probability distributions. Hx(y) and Hy(x), the averages 
of the entropies of the conditi:onal distributions, are called con
ditional entropies ° 

(iv) If we define 

M(x, y) = H(x) + H(y) - H(x, y) = H(x) - Hy(x) = H(y) - Hx(y) 
. (10) 

or: 
. m n 

M( ) - ~ ~ (0 0) 1 p(i, j) (10a) 
x,y - ~ ~ PI,] n P(i) n(O) 

F1 Jf'1 J 
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M(x, y) = ~ P(i) ~ ~ n:(jIi) In lP(·I.l)·) l 
1=1 ( J=l J 

= ~ n(j) ~ ~ P(~lj) In p(i[j) l 
j=l ( i=l P(I) 

(lOb) 

we have: 

M(x,y) ~ 0 (11) 

with equality if and only if x and y are independent, i. e. p(i, j) = 
P(i) n(j). M(x, y) is called the mutual information of x and y. 
If in communication theory x and y stand for the transmitted 
and received symbol of a message and if successive pairs (x, y) 
are independent and have the same joint probability distribu
tion, then M(x, y) is equal to the rate (per symbol) of transmis
sion of information. This quantity, denoted by R, is even more 
important than H in the theory of communication. 

(v) If H(p(l), ... p(n» is required to satisfy the conditions: 

(H I) H(q, 1-q) is a continuous function of q for 0 ~ q ~ 1. 

(H II) H(p(l), ... p(n» is symmetrie in its n variables 

(H lIl) lf p(n) = s + r > 0, 

s r 
H(p(l), ... p(n-1), s,r) = H(p(l) ... p(n» + p(n) H (p(n)'p(n» 

then H is determined uniquely to be of the form (1), where c 
now is allowed to be negative. (Feinstein [18] p.4, the condi
tions are a weakened ve rsion of the set given by Shannon in [46] , 
p.19). 

The interpretation of H can be formulated in two -Nays: 
First, H(x) is a measure for the uncertainty in x, i. e. H is 

a numeri cal answer to the question: "How uncertain am I with 
respect to the true value of x when I am given the probabilities 
pl· \ , ... p(n) for the n possible values?" (In this sense In n - H 
\\~S defined as a measure for certainty by Castaîis Camargo 
[lC].) 

Then, H(x) can be seen as a measur j for the amount of 
cholce onE' has with respect to x, i. e. it is a numerical answer 
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to the question: "I have to choose one of the n values of x, using 
some chance mechanism that gives the values probabilities 
p(i) (i=1, ... n) to be chosen. How much "freedom of choice is 
there Ieft?" (Cf. [2~ where a mathematical formulation of the 
concept of freedom is given). 

It is ciear that these two interpretations are two ways of 
Iooking at the same thing. To see this, one has to think oneself 
in the position of someone, who is wonde ring how the choice 
mentioned above will turn out. 

These interpretations are illustrated by the properties men
tioned above: 

(i): One of the p(i) having the value 1 (certainty) gives the 
least, all p(i) equal the most uncertain situation. 

(ii): The replacement of the p(i) by the p'(i) corresponds to 
"making the p's more equai" , i. e. passing to a greater uncer
tainty in x. 

(v): This is a special case of the "splitting up condition" of 
Shannon ([46] p. 19, condition 3) which states that "a choice may 
be broken down into successive choices". 

This interpretation can be given a numerical meaning by one 
of the formulations of the well-known "noiseless coding theo
rem". (Ville [5~ ; for a proof see [46] p.28 and [18] .) Let H be 
defined by (la). Suppose, we want to specify x by reçeated 
yes-no experiments. (We divide the n values of x into two sets 
and find out to which of these sets the actual value of x belongs. 
Within this set we proceed in the same way.) The successive 
partitions of the x values into two sets can be chosen in several 
ways. We will speak here of "procedures". 

Let, for a given procedure, mi be the number of dichotomic 
experiments by which x will be identified if its actual v.alue is i. 
Then we have the results: 

(vi) For any procedure we have: 
n 

E fml = ~ p(i) mi ~ H(p) 
i=1 

(vii) There is at least one procedure for which: 

and: 

210g 1/p(i) ~ mi < 1 + 2tog 1/p(i) 

n 

H(p) S ~ p(i) mi < 1+H(p) 
i=1 

(i=1. .. n) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 
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There is equality if and only if the binary choices invol ved are 
hetween alternatives with equal probabilities. 

We see that H(x) is closely connected to the number of such 
binary choices needed on the average to specify x. The cause 
of the inequality in (13) is that gene rally we can not find a pro
cedure so that all binary choices are between equally probable 
alternatives. The optimum procedure will be the best approxi
mation to this situation. 

The amount of choice in the simplest case (n=2, p(l) = p(2) = 
i) has been taken as a unit for H. It is called bit, and H is 
measured in bits if it is defined by (la). For analytical pur
poses one of ten prefers the use of natural units, i. e. using 
naturallogarithms in the definition of H, which is done here. 

A further examination of the properties of H connected to 
those of (vi) and (vii) can be found in [16], [1~, [29], [44]. 

As to the interpretation of H as an amount of information, 
this is done in two quite different ways . 

First, suppose that we try to find the true value of x by per
forming an experiment, and that the a priori and a posteriori 
probabilities for the n values are respectively p(l) ... p(n) and 
q(l) ... q(n). Our uncertainty concerning x was H(p) and is now 
H(q). If we think that information is decrease in uncertainty, 
we must say that we gained an amount of information H(p) -
H(q) concerning x. If the a posteriori probability distribution is 
certainty for any of the x values ("if we receive the symbol x 
without noise") then the information gained is H(p). 

One can make the following objection to this: It is possible 
that an experiment which intuitively carries positive informa
tion gives a negative value for H(p) - H(q), e. g.: p(l) = i, 
p(i) = 1/16 (i=2, ... 9), and the experiment tells us that the value · 
1 can be excluded, giving q(l) = 0, q(i) = 1/8 (i=2, ... 9). 

The conc1usion is then that our intuition - if it is not to he 
altogether wrong - refers to an other kind of information than 
the one defined here. Here, information is nothing more than 
decrease of uncertainty in a well-defined sense, and there is 
nothing against the fact that this may turn out to be negative. 

Any interpretation as "information contained in the experi
ment", even with the addition "concerning x", that suggests more 
than is given in the definition, is dangerous. 

One of these dangerous interpretations is seeing H(p) - H(q) 
as the number of dichotomic experiments (if H is measured in 
bits) necessary to bring down the uncertainty in x from H(p) to 
H(q). This follows already from the fact that H(p) - H(q) can be 
negative. The essential fact here is that such statements on 
binary digits only hold on the average. Therefore these diffi -
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culties disappear when we consider M(x, y). An experiment on 
x necessarily consists in observing a "variable" y correlated 
to x. If the "valueH found for y is the one denoted by j, then in 
the notation of (iil) H(p) - H(q) becomes H(x) - H(xly=j). And the. 
average of this over all possible j is H(x) - Hy(x) = M(x, y). 

This quantity is always ~ 0 (iv). Further, it has a clear in
terpretation as an average number of dichotomic experiments. 
As this is treated extensively in communication theory, we only 
give an illustration by a special case: 

Divide the set of x values into M subsets Ek (k=1, ; .. M). The 
experimentconsists in determining to whichof the Ek x belongs. 
So the "variable" y can have the values k=1, ... M, and we have 
in the notation of (ili): 

p(ily=k) = p(i) (i e E0 
Pk 

p(ily=k) = 0 

H(xly=k) = - ~ 
ieEk 

M 

(i ~ Ek) 

p(i) ln p(i) 
~ Pk 

Hy(x) = ~ Pk H(xl y=k) 
k=1 

But bythe "splitting up condition": 

So 

M 

H(P(l) , ... p(n» = H(Pl ... PM> + ~ Pk H(xly=k) 
k=1 

H(Pl, ... FM) = H(x) - Hy(x) = M(x, y) 

And by (vii) we see that here M(x, y) is the ave rage number of 
binary digits to be specified in order to find to which of the Ek x 
belongs (we still suppose Hand M' to be defined in bits). 

One could say that M(x, y) is not the information cOJitained in 
any experimental result, but that it says something about the 
experimental methods used. 

The same holds for the interpretation of H (vii) as a number 
of dichotomic experiments: it is the average number when an 
optimum procedure is applied. In fact, H is onlya special case 
of M(x, y), viz. the case that the conditional probability for x 
given y is 1 for some value of x and zero for all other values. 
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The second interpretation of H as an amount of information 
is the following: 

In pti) is the amount of information gained when x is found 10 

have the "value fl i ("when the ith symbol is received" (without 
noise)). It is called the self-information of the ith alternative 
and interpreted as a measure for the unexpectedness of the 
result i. The more unexpected an experimental result is, the 
more information it contains . With this interpretation, H = 
n 

~ p(i) In (1.) is the average amount of information gained by 
i=l PI 
identifying the value of x. 

From property (vii) above we see that, when measuring in 
bits, the self-information 210g l/p(i) also has a numerical in
terpretation. It is (approximately) equal to the number of di
chotomic experiments necessary to specify x when x has the 
value i and when we are applying the optimum procedure. 

Woodward and Davies [54] added to the strength of this 
opinion by showing that the form -c In p(i) for the self-infor
mation follows from some very plausible postulates. Suppose 
we are testing an hypothesis A by experiment, and the a priori 
and a posteriori probabilities for this hypothesis to be true are 
Pand Q respectively. It is reasonable to expect that the amount 
of information gained by the experiment with respect to the hy
pothesis satisfies the conditions: 

(JI) This amountof information is a function J(P,Q) of Pand Q. 

(Jll) When a second experiment is carried out that changes the 
probability from Q to R we have: 

J(P, R) = J(P, Q) + J(Q, R) 

(JIII) For a composite hypothesis consisting of two parts that 
are independent (in the sen se that the a priori and the a poste
riori joint probabilities are products of the corresponding prob
abilities for the parts) the information is the sum of the infor
mations concerning the two parts: 

It was proved in [5~ that from these conditions follows: 

J(P, Q) = c In Q/p (14) 
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For Q = 1, P = p(i) ("receiving the ith symbol without noise") 
we find the self-information In l/p(i), up to the constant c which 
corresponds to the possibility of choosing arbitrary units. 
Here the hypothesis considered was that the value of x is i. If 
the experiment consists in determining the "value" of y corre
lated to x, and if the result is that y has the value j, then in the 
notation of (iii) above we have, for c=l: 

J(P Q) = In p(ilj) 
, P(i) 

By (lOb) the average of this over all possible x and y is M(x, y), 
a fact that offers another interpretation of this important quan
tity. 

One sees that the amount of information H(p)-H(q) considered 
above also satisfies the conditions JI, JU, Jill, with the obvi
ous modification that the term "probability" has to be replaced 
by "probability distribution" . 

Here, however, H(p)-H(q) is not the only solution (see sec
tiön 2.4) in accordance with the fact that JIU is much weaker 
than (9) which also holds for non independent x and y. As one 
would expect it is this additivity of information (9) that is re
sponsible for the logarithmic form of H. We will see (section 
1. 4) that the condition Hill is a particular case of it. 

The difference between both concepts of information is, that 
H(p)-H(q) refers to a variabie having an unknown value, or a 
system in a state unknown to us, and J(P, Q) to a fixed hypo
thesis, e. g. the hypothesis that the variabie has a given value. 
H(p)-H(q) is a functional, defined on pairs of probability distri
butions, J(P, Q) is a function defined on pairs of probabilities. 

It is this kind of considerations that must give the answer·
if any exists - to the following paradox: 

Our experiment for testing A is equivalent to an experiment 
for testing the hypothesis "not A". And here the information is 
J(l-P, 1-Q). 

However, the self-information In l/p(i) still can be inter
preted in another way (see section 1. 4 on the quantity K(p, q». 

The properties mentioned here give only a small part of the 
justification of the use of H as a measure for amount of infor
mation. The main argument is the succes of Shannon's theory 
based on it. 
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1. 2 Entropy for a continuous probability distribution 

If (Xl, ... Xn) is a real valued random vector with a proba
bility distribution defined by the density function p(Xl, ... Xn), 
the foUowin~ extension of the entropy concept immediately sug
gests itself L46] : 

H(p) = - f p(x) In p(x) dx (1) 

We also use the notations H(xl' ... xn) and H(x). Here and in 
the foUowing chapters we will abbreviate (Xl, ... Xn) and 
dXl' ... dX"n by X and dx if there can be no confusion. 

Strictly, it is not wholly correct to use the same notation 
and name as in the discrete case without bein~ sure that H is 
the same concept in both cases. (See [15], [48J). As we shall 
see there are some differences in properties and interpreta-
1;ion. The relation between the "discrete" and "continuous" H 
wiU be co me clearer when we use the notation of measure theory 
(Chapter 2). 

For cóntinuous X H can be negative as weU as positive. In 
the limiting case of certainty (when p approaches a 6 function) 
H is either declared undefined or given the value -00. 

It is not possible to derive H as a limit of "discrete" entro
pies -l:P(i) In P(i) where the P(i) are the probabilities for cells 
L}Xl, ... 6Xn into which we divide the n-dimensional space and 
where we let6xl'" .6xn ---70. This limit is + 00. 

But many properties are similar to those holding for the 
discrete case L 46] : 

(i) If p is zero outside a set with volume V, then 

H(p) ~ In V 

with equality if and only if p = I/V on the set V. 

(ti) Let p'(x) = J a(x, t) p(t)dt" with a(x, t) ~ 0 

f a(x, t)dx = J a(x, t)dt = 1 

Then H(p') ~ H(p) 

(tii) Let (Xl, ... xk), (Yl"" Yl) be real valued random vectors 
and let a probability density P(XI' .. ~l' Yl'" Yk) be defined for 
the random vector (Xl ... XI, Yl ... Yk). We can de fine marginal 
and conditional probability densities: 
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P(x) = f p(x, y) dy 

TI(y) = f p(x, y) dx 

p(xly) = p(x, y) 
TI(y) 

n:(ylx) = p(x, y) 
P(x) 

If we define 

H(x, y) = - f f p(x, y) In p(x, y) dx dy (2) 

H(x) = - f P(x) In P(x) dx (3) 

H(y) = - fTI(y) In TI(y) dy (4) 

H(xly) = - fp(xIY) In p(xIY) dx (5) 

H(ylx) = - frc(Ylx) In rc (Ylx) dy (6) 

Hy(x) = fTI(y) H(xly) dy ( 7) 

Hx(Y) = fp(x) H(Ylx) dx (8) 

we have the relation: 

H(x, y) = H(x) + Hx(y) = H(y) + Hy(x) (9) 

(iv) If we define: 

M(x, y) = H(x) + H(y) - H(x, y) 

:t: H(x) - Hy(x) = H(y) - Hx(Y) (10) 

or: 

- II ( 1 p(x,y) d d M(x, y) - P x, y) n P(x) TI(y) x Y (lOa) 

M(x, y) = J P(x) ~ Jn:(Ylx) In n:rlrJ» dy ~ dx (lOb) 

= ITI(y) ~Ip(xly) In P~I~ dx~dy 
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we have: M(x, y) ~ 0 (11) 

with equality if and only if x and y are independent, i. e. p(x, y) = 
P(x) II(y). 

M(x, y) is called the mutual information between x and y. It has 
the same relation to the "rate of transmission of information" 
defined for the continuous case in .communication theory as in 
the discrete case. 

(v) There exists something like an analogon of the condition 
HilI of section 1. 1. If we divide the n-dimensional space into 
msetsE1 ... Em, we have: 

where 

m 

H(p) = H(P1, .. '. PrJ + ~ Pi Hi 
i=1 

Pi = f p(x)dx and 
Ei 

(12) 

But so long as we cannot say that the discrete and continuous 
concept of entropy are identical, we are not allowed to say that 
(12) is strictly analogous to Hill. This point will become clear 
with the introduction of measure theory (see chapter 2). 

(vi) If the probability density q(Xlo ... x n) is defined by 

1 Xl x n 
q(x , ... X ) = À. À. ph--,.· .~), then 

1 . .. n 1\1 I\n 

n 

H(q) = H(p) + ~ In À. ; (13) 
i=1 

The interpretation of H gives more difficulties here than in the 
case of discrete x. Of course, we can interpret H as a measure 
for the uncertainty concerning x, if we are satisfied with the 
fact that this measure can have negative values. The properties 
(i), (ii) and (vi) are illustrations of it. 

But H cannot represent a number of binary digits: H can be 
negative; it is not, as for discrete x, a special case of M(x, y). 
and then, if we want to specify 'x by binary digits we need an 
infinite number of it. 
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Just as for discrete x we are not allowed to interpret a dif
ference of entropies H(p)-H(q) as a number of dichotomie ex
periments. And as soon as H(p)-H(q) is put forward as an 
amount of information in any sense, immediately the objection 
arises that this quantity is not invariant under transformation 
of coordinates "which would mean that information could be 
augmented by logical manipulation'.' . For if the coordinates 
Xl ... x n are transformed into X'l, ... x'n the probability density 
of Xl ... x'n is determined by 

or '(I ')-IJ(Xl ... xn)1 ( ) p xl"· X n - , ,P Xl' .. Xn 
xl'· ·xn (14a) 

where J is the Jacobian of the transformation. From (14a): 

H(x') = H(x) - f p(x) In J(x,) dx 
X 

(15) 

If fp(x) In J dx rf fq(x) In J dx, H(p) - H(q) is not invariant. 
Before we turn to this difficulty we first consider the quantity 
M(x,y). 

M(x, y) is always non negative, and it is invariant when (x, y) 
is transformed into (x',y'). Further, M(x,y) is the limitofa 
sequence Ç>f "discrete" M's correspondin~ to a sequence of ever 
finer partitions of the x and y space. ([ 46J, appendix 7). There
fore M(x, y) also admits an interpretation in terms of numbers 
of binary digits (cf. [46] p. 65). 

Now let us consider the objection mentioned above, that 
H(p)-H(q) is not invariant under transformation of coordinates. 
If we interpret H(p)-H(q) as nothing more than a decrease in 
the uncertainty concerning x, our answer to this objection will 
be: "of course it is not invariant, this is a fact that is familiar 
to anyone accustomed to do measurements". 

For suppose we are observing the position of a point in a 
plane. Two observations limiting (x, y) to small squares with 
equal dimensions give the same value for H(q) (and so for 
H(p)-H(q» if we consider H(x, y). (We assume the a posteriori 
distributions to be uniform on the squares). But let us now con
sider the uncertainties in polar coordinates, that correspond to 
the two a posteriori (x, y) distributions. The uncertainties in r 
are about the same. But if one of the squares has a distance 
from the origin much larger than the other, the uncertainties 
concerning the azimuth cp for the two a posteriori distributions 
are quite different. Certainly this fact, that has a direct bea "
ing on the angular accuracy of all kinds of measuring equipment 
is not in contradiction with our intuition. 
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But if we average over all possible results of the experi
ment, the result is invariant under transformation of coordi
nates. Therefore the non-invariance of H is not a reasonto 
expect that the capacities of two channels, transmitting se
quences of results of observations of the same random vector 
in different coordinates with the same "geometrie" accuracy 
will be different. Of course, it is possible that on the average 
the methods require different numb,ers of decimals to record 
the results (even if trivial decimals that one lmows be forehand , 
are left out). But this is not a question of more or less infor
mation obtained in either of the coordinate systems, but of more 
or less efficient encoding of the results. 

The fact that the avera~ e amount of information gained by an 
experiment is expressible as an average number of binary 
digits, is claar when the experiment consists in determining 
the variabie y correlated to x. Then it is M(x, y). 

We add an illustration of the same fact for a case that the 
result of the experiment can take on only discrete values. Of 
course, the average amount of information obtained here is an 
extension of the concept M(x, y). It can be compared to the rate 
of a channel with continuous input and discrete output. A ga in , 
our experiment consists in determining to which of the sets 
El ... EM (with total probabilities Pl ... PM> x belongs. For the 
result x E Ek we have 

H(p) - H(q) = H(p) + f p(x) ln p(x) dx 
Ek Pk Pk 

Averaging this over k, we find, using (v): H(PI, ... Pk), a quan
tity that is invariant under transformation of coordinates, 
whereas. its interpretation in terms of binary digits follows 
from 1.1, property (vii). 

So when we ask what is the information gained on the aver
age by an experiment, the answer gives no difficulties and can 
he interpreted as an average number of binary digits to be 
specified. 

But we think that the answer to the same question, when it 
concerns one specific re sult of the experiment, is less satis
factory. 

In sections 1. 3 and 1. 4 we shall see that another answer can 
be given to this question, but just as the quantity H(p)-H(q) 1t 
does not cover all aspects of the problem. 
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1. 3 Fisher' s quantity of informaiion 

As early as 1922 a quantity called "information" or "in
trinsic accuracy" was defined by Fisher [2~, [22] (see also 
Pitman [39] and Bartlett [4], [5], [6]). 

It is a concept that appears naturally in the theory of estima
tion. The problem of estimation is the following: There are m 
real numbers Ql, ... Qm that we want to know within a certain 
accuracy. To that end we have to perform measurements. Let 
xl ... )Ç:N be the results of these measurements. It is possible 
but not necessary that xl",xNare the results of n groupsof 
"direct" measurements of Ql' .. Qm' i. e. Ql'" ~ are the "true 
values" of xl'" .Xm' Xm+l" 'X2m'" 'XN' 

The question is now: "What is the 'best' set of values for 
Ql ... Qm we can derive from the data Xl· .. XN?" 

. Estimation theory provides an answer to this question under 
the following assumption that is fundamental for this approach 
to the problem: Xl'" XN is a sample drawn from a population 
whose distribution has a known mathematical form that depends 
on the (unknown) parameters Ql ... Qm. It is not necessary that 
the members Xl'" xN of the sample are independent. So the 
basic idea is that Ql'" Qm are parameters in a probability 
distribution, and the problem is one of the cases where we have 
to estimate the distribution of the population from a sample 
drawn from it. 

An example: We know that the results of a measurement will 
be distributed normally around an (unknown) méan m, with un
known variance if. We do 100 independent measurements, giv
ing results Xl' .. XIOO and want to estimate mand cr. 

Suppose that Ql ... Qm have an a priori probability density 
Po(Ql" .Qm) and that for given Ql' ... Qm' Xl'" ,xNhave a prob
ability density p(Xl, ... XN I Ql .. . ~) (X and Q are assumed 
here to be continuous quantities. For Q this is essential, for X 
not). By Bayes' principle ([55] §.1.2.2) we find the a posteriori 
pro babili ty densi ty fo r Ql ... Qm : . 

P(Ql" ·Qm I xl" .xN> = C Po(Ql" ·Qm) P(Xl'" 'XN I Ql" ·Qm) 
. (1) 

(A priori and a posteriori of course refer to "before" and "af ter 
the experiment".) C may depend on Xl ... XN, but not on Ql ... ~ 
It ensures that the Q distribution has norm 1. 

We are following here the presentation of the theory as given 
by Jeffreys ([55], chapter TIl). M~ny statisticlans reject the 
use of Bay~s' principle because of the arbitrariness involved in 
the a priori distribution that is even alleged not to exist in all 

----------
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cases. Their theory uses only P(X1' ... XN I 91, .. 9m), called 
likelihood function (the term "likelihood" mostly is reserved 
for a probability, and would apply if the x were discrete quan
tities. Then the probability density p(xI9) would be replaced by . 
the probability P(h, ... iN I 9». For our purpose it doesn't 
matter which theory is used. The likelihood function is the all
important quantity. 

We will denote In P(X1'" xN I 91", 9m) by L(X1"" xN' 
I1l, ... 9m). 

Fisher also introduced the term "statistic" . Astatistic T is 
a function T of Xl, ... xN, whose value for a given sample 
Xl, ... XN can be used as an estimate of one of the 9i . 80 a Sta
tistic is a random variabIe, and we have to distinguish it from 
the estimated value for 9i it offers when a particular sample X 
is given. In the discussion of this section we shall denote ran
dom variables by Xi, T(Xl, ... X n), etc. and a sample and the 
estimated values obtained from it by Xl>' .. Xn , T(X1,'" xN)' 
If there can be no confusion we also caU a random vector 
(Tl, ... Tm> that can be used as a set of estimates for 91, ... 9m 
a statistic . 

A statistic is called unbiased if its expectation is equal to 
the true value of the quantity it estimates: 

E~Td = fT i (X1" .xtJ P(xl'" ,xN 1 91," .9m) dXl," .dXN = ~ 
(2) 

The difference E [Td - 9 is caUed the bias of a statistic. For 
a random vector the corresponding definitions will be obvious. 

A most important example of a statistic is the maximum
likelihood statistic 91 (X), ... , 9m(X). It is defined by the condi
tion: 

P(Xl, ... XN I 91 (X), ... 9m(X» ~ P(X1, .. ,X N I T1(X), ... T~» 
(3) 

for all statistics Tl, ... Tm. If this definition is not unique we 
may choose any 91 ... 9m that satisfies (3). For fixed Xl ... xN 
91 (x), ... 9m (x) is the set of 9 -values that maximizes the func
tion of 91 ... 9m P(X1 ... xN I 91 ... 9m), or what is the same, 
L(x 1, ... xN, 91,.·. 9m) . 
... When 'tie use Bayes' principle, its interpretation is clear, 
9l(X), ... 9m(x) is the set of values that give the maximum of 
the a posteriori probability density for 91 ... 9m if P (9l . . 9m)is 
a uniform distribution. 

For given Xl' ... XNI . ~1 , ... 9m have to satisfy: 

a~l' L(Xl"" XNI 91"" 9m) I ... = 0 (i=l, •.. m) (4) 
9=9 
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So the maximum-likelihood statistic satisfies: 

Another important concept introduced by · Fisher is sufficient 
statistics. A set of M random variables Sl(X), ... SM(X) is cal
led a set of sufficient statistics for Xl, ... ~ if for all samples 
Xl'" . ~ the numbers Sl(X)" .. ~(x) contain all information 
with respect to 91 ... 9m that is contained in the whole sample. 

The term "all information" can be formulated mathematical
ly in a way that is especially clear when we use Bayes' theo
rem: for given Xl ... Xl\! the a posteriori 9 distribution must be 
determined completely by the numbers SI (X), ... SM (X) . From 
(1) we see that P(X1'" xN I 91, .. 9m) must be a function of 
~ (x), ... ~(x) and 91, ... 9m• apart from a factor that does not 
depend on 91 •... 9m and can be put away into the norming factor 
C. 

So there must exist two functions hand G of N and m+ M ar
guments respectively, that satisfy: 

This is equivalent to: 

àL(X1, ... XN. 91, ... 9m) = f
i 

(Sl(X)," . SM(X) , 91, ... 9m) (7) 
à9i (i=1. .. m) 

We see that the conditions refer only to the likelihood function, 
which is in (1) "the factor that carries the information". 

The existence of sufficient statistics is only non trivial if 
M ( N. In most cases we have M ~ m. Sometimes we call the 
random vector (SI, ... SM) a sufficient statistic • especially if 
M=m. 

Strictly the term statistic is used here in a wider sense than 
above, as it is not necessary that SI' ... SM are of any use as 
estimates for the 9's. 

If SI, ... SM are a set of sufficient statistics and Tl •... TM 
are defined by: 

Sk = ID< (Tl •... Tw (k=1. .. M) 

then Tl •... TM also are a set of sufficient statistics. 
li SI, ... Sm is a set of sufficient statistics , by (5) and (7) 

the maximum-likelihood statistics are defined by: 
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fi(SI •... Sm.~I •... ~m)=O (i=l •... m) (8) 

If these equations admit a solution for SI •... Sm. the maximum 
likelihood statistics also are a set of sufficient statistics . 
. The existence of sufficient statistics imJ>0ses strong condi

bons on P(XI •... xN I 91 •... 9m)· For p = TIk=1 p(Xk1 •... Xkm I 
91 •... 9m) these conditions were given by Pitman [39] and 
Koopman [31] . 

For m=l Fisher' s quantity of information is defined by: 

S02L~ . j' 02L(Xl •... XN.9) 
I(p) = - E ?êl92 S = - p(Xl •... xN 19) 09 2 dXl •... dXN 

This definition is equivalent to: 

I(p) = E ~(~~)2~ = Jp(xI9) (~~)2 dx 

= j'_l_ (êlP(xI9»)2 dx 
p(xI9) 09 

if the condition 

is sa ti sfied. 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

In any point where p(xI9) = 0 the integrands in (9) and (10) 
will be defined zero. If there is a fixed x set F so that p > 0 on 
F and p=0 outside F and if p(xI9) is continuous with respect to 
x on F. then (11) is satisfied. 

For discrete X the definitions (9) and (10) are replaced by: 

I(p) = -~ p(il Q) êlo;2 In p(il Q) 
i 

i 

(12) 

(13) 

with equality when the set of possible X values does not depend 
on 9. 

As we want to use the same notation as for H we sometimes 
write I(XI •... XN) or I(x) for I(p) . 

We list some properties of I (assuming (11» 
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(i) I ~ 0 as is seen from (10). 

(ii) Generally I depends on the - unknown - value of Q. But in 
the important case that Q is a location parameter: 

Q disappears by the integration. 

(iii) If Xl •... XN...are independent and gaussian with mean Q and 
. :~ 2 h vanances ° 1 • .• • ON' we ave 

N 

I = ~ l/cr! (14) 
i=l 

(iv) If p = q(XI-Q •... x~Q) is replaced by 

* _ -N xI -Q xN-Q . . .. 
P -" q(-,,- , ... , -,,-) , 1. e. lf the deVlatlOns from Q are 

multiplied by " , I is replaced by 1/À. 2 1. 

(v) If we use the notation of 1. 2 (iii): 

p(x, YIQ) = P(xIQ) n;(ylx, Q) (15) 

Cl2 
I(x) = - fp(xIQ) ClQ2ln P(xIQ) dx (16) 

Cl2 
I(Ylx) = -f1t(Ylx,Q) ClQ2 lnn;(Ylx,Q) dy (17) 

Ix(Y) = f P(xIQ) I(ylx)dx (18) 

we have 

I(x, y) = I(x) + Ix (y) (19), 

- N A 

(vi) Let P(XI," ·~IQ) = TIk=1 f(Xl< IQ) and let Q (Xl, ... ~) be 
the maximum-likelihood statistic. Then, under rather genera! 
conditions on f, the distribution of VN (ON-Q) for N ~ 00 tends to 
a gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance cr2 ' where . 

(20) 

(Doob, [14]). 
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(vii) If T is any statistic, we have 

d Ç? 2 < (dQ E~Tl) = V(T) . I(Xl" 'XN) (21) 

where V(T) is the variance of T (Cramér-Rao inequality, Cra
mér [25] § 32.) When the statistic T is unbiased : 

(22) 

(viii) Let Tl(X), . .. TM(X) be a set of random variables, with 
probability density cp(Tl, ... TM I Q). Then 

(23) 

where 

For a given value of ~ there is equality if and only if 

(25) 

This means that there is equality in (23) for a!l_Q if and only if 
Tl> ... TM is a set of sufficient statistics (see (72)· 

These properties illustrate the interpretation of I(Xl, ... XN) 
and I(Tl," . TM) as the information concerning Q contained on 
the average in Xl,'" XN and Tl, ... TM respectively. Again, 
this quantity of information does not say something about the 
information contained in a specific experimental result, but it 
says something about the method of experimentation. 

Property (viii) connects the intuitive concept of information 
with a precise mathematical formulation of it, but only so far 
the term "all information" is concerned. However, we shall 
see that I is not the only quantity that satisfies this interesting 
property. 

Further, by (v), I satisfies the condition of additivity, in the 
same way as H. 

At the root of this kind of information is not the concept of 
digits to be specified, but the concept of accuracy, in the sense 
of inverse of variance. (Fisher also used the term "intrinsic 
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accuracy") . How close the connection with inverse of varianee 
is , can be seen from (iii), (iv), (vi) and (vii). 

When the re are more parameters, the situation becomes 
more complex. Instead of a number I there is defined a matrix 
I with elements 

If 

(26) is equivalent with 

~ oL -oL ~ J oL oL 
lij;:::; E ~ o9i . o9j ~ = p(x~9) 09i o9j dx 

J 1 - op op d 
"" p(x~9) 09i o9j x 

It is clear that the matrix I is symmetrie. 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

The properties (i) - (viii) can be extended to arbitraty m. 
Equalities become matrix equalities. Inequalities become in
equalities between the quadratic forms defined by the matrices. 
We denote them as matrix inequalities, A < B or A ~ B. A pre
cise definition of this concept, and some properties are given 
in Appendix IV. Some of the extensions of (i) - (viii) wil! be 
studied in sections 2.5, 3,5, 3.6 and chapter 4. 
Here we mention: 

m m 

(ia) _ The quadratic form ~ ~ lij Ili Il j is non negative: 
i=l j=l 

where q is a gaussian probability density with arbitrary mean 
and coefficient matrix A, 

(29) 
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(via) If P(X1 • . .. xN \ Q1 •. .. Qm) = n~ .::1 f(Xk1 • ... x km \ Q1 · . Qm) 

and ~ = (91(N) , ... 9m(N» is the maximum-likelihood statistic , 
then under rather general conditions on f. the distribution of the 
random vector VN (~N - Q) for N-HXl tends to a gaussian distri
bution with z~ro mean and coefficient matrix A = I(f) 

Le . f oln f oln f 
aij = lij (f) ::::; J f oQi oQj dx 

(Doob [14]). 
When we transform Q 1 . .. Qm into Tl! •... 11m, the matrix I is 

transformed into I' with: 

l' :::: JT ~) I J (~) 

Here J~) is the matrix of the Jacobian: 

Jk1 = oQk 
0111 

and BT stands for the transposed of the matrix b: bl1 ,. bIk' 

(One has Ik1 :r; ES ...,oL ...,oL l ::::; 
. lo11k oTi)15 

(30) 

(31) 

We will have occasion to say something about the two most im
m 

portant invariants of I, Det (I) and Tr (I) :::: ~ Ikk. 

k=1 
for Det (I) to be an invariant it is necessary and sufficient that 
the Jacobban has the value ± 1. Tr (I) is only an invariant if the 
matrix J(11) is o r thogonal. 

It will be shown that the r e exis t all kinds of analogie~nd 
connections between land Hand the quantities related to it. 

The m~ttrix 1 is connected to the concept "inverse of co
variance matrix" in the same way as for ·m=l 1 is connected to 
the inverse of varianee . Again it is a mea sure for the accuracy 
of the estimates of Q1, ... Q m that can be de r ived from the x 
samples. 

If we require that "amount of information" be expressed as 
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a number, we have to choose one of the invariants of 1. As we 
shall see there can be given some reasons to choose Tr(l) (3.5, 
4.1). The same is done by MacKay [35}, who takes the infor
mation matrix I as one of the bases of his considerations and 
defines Tr(l) as the "information content" of an experiment. 

1. 4 Generalized quantities of information 

When we consider the quantities of information 
H = - Jp(x) ~n p(x) dx and 1= - Jp(xI9) (32/(39 2 In p(xI9) dx, we see 
that they exhibit a certain similarity. Schützenberger [43], [44], 
[4~ supposed that land H are special cases of a more ge ne ral 
concept of "quantities of information". 

Let us first consider the discrete case. We suppose that the 
probabilities p(i) depend on a set of parameters (symbolized by 
9, as I, defined above, is the only case of it that is known yet). 
The generalization by Schützenberger consists in assuming that 
a quantity of information defined on the p(i) is not a function of 
the n real numbers p(l) ... p(n) but a functional with the n func
tions of 9 p(i) as arguments. He imposes some conditions on a 
~eneralized quantity of information (denoted here by --FI") (see 
L43]) : 

--FI'I cPl' is a functional depending on the n functions p( 1) ... p(n) , 
and continuous in its arguments. 

--FI'II --FI' is symmetrie in its arguments . 

..erI'II1 ti p(l)+ ... +p(m) = P, p(m+1)+ ... +p(n) = 1-P then 

--F!'b;>(1), ... p(n» = --FI'(P, 1-P) + 

p--FI'(P~l), ... ~) + (l-P) --FI'(Pl~;l), ... ,ï~~) 

The functionals satisfying these conditions can be written in the 
form: 

n 

~(p) .. ~ p(i) §' h .. p(i) 
ill=l 

(1) 

where !!? is a linear operator that works on 9, but not on the 
index i (this will be seen to be essentiai). The term "linear 
operator" is used here in a slightly more general sense than 
e. J;C. in the theory of linear spaces: we only require 
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§' (f+g) == §jJ (f) + !?J (g) 

In section 2.3 we wil! consider the proof of (1) in a more gener
al sense which allows us to omit continuity conditions on ePI". 

~!'Ill, the most essentialof the conditions, is nothing but 
the splitting-up condition of Shannon (section 1. 1). 

For !iJ = -1 and !?/ = -'0 2/'092 we get back Hand I. 

It is obvious to extend (1) for continuous distributions to 

~!'(p) = f p(x) §' In p(x) dx (2) 

where §jJ' is a linear operator that works on the parameters 9 
on which p depends, but not on Xl, ... Xn' 

One can try to attain (2) by dividing the X space into cells 
t, N with volume t,V and taking 

h:=:: ~Pi !!!)' In Pi (3) . 
i 

where Pi is the probability that x E t,iV: 

P = J p(x) dx 
t,N 

(4) 

Defining q(XI, ... xn) as a stepfunction, constant on each t,N and 
equal to the average of p over ~.N: 

(5) 

we have 

h = !!!)' In t, V + J p(x) !?J In q(x) dx (6) 

If §jJ In b V =oe 0 we see that lim h exists and is equal tö :.er(p). 
t,V~O 

This is the case for I, where !?J = -'0 2/'09 2 but not for !!!)' 
a multiplicative constant. 

Here the meaning of the condition that §jJ' must operate on 
9 only, becomes clearer: For any fixed x set E P(E) = f p dx is 

.E 
a function .of 9 only, and for this function ,9? P(E) must be de-
fined. 

Generally ~ is not invariant under transformation of coor
dinates xv ... xn. 1. 2 (15) is replaced by: 
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<P'/(x') :;;; ~!'(x) - J p(x) f5)' In J(~,)dx (7) 

It is possible that the term with J(~,) is zero, as J does not de
pend on 9. For D"" -'02/7Jff2 this is the case, so I is invariant. 

The question arises what is the extension of the condition 
~!'III to the continuous case. One could take for it the genera
lization of 1. 2 (12) (just by adding the operator ~ ), but then 
the same difficulty appears as in 1. 2. We think that the funda
mental condition that quantities of information have to satisfy 
is: 

(8) 

(notation and definitions as in 1. 1 (iii) and 1. 2 (iii) except for 
the operator 39). 

As we shall see in section 2. 2. 3, 1. 2 (12) and its gene rali
zation to arbitrary f5)' are special cases of (8), when (8) is 
considered in a wider sense. 

For the condition cpr IlI the same is true ([49] p. 205). We 
can enumerate the p(i) as 

p(l , 1) ; p(l, 2) ... p(l, m); p(2, 1); ... p(2, r) 

with r=n-m. To the smallest of mand r, say r, can be added a 
number of possible values with probability p(2, k) :;:: 0 (k = r+l, 
... m). Then c%,(p) can be written as $ (x, y) where x takes the 
values 1 and 2 'and y the values 1, . . . m. In c{1'cIII ~(P, 1-P) 
is ~I'(x) and the second term on the right side is $ x(Y). 

The relation (8) shows that 9 must not operate on the co
n 

ordinates x: Suppose !!J == ~ :o::~ '0 2/oxr. For n=2 the relation 
iel 

(8) would give 

'02 J p(x, y}~ In p(x, y) :0:: J P(x) 7Jx2 In P(x) dx + 

'02 
Jp(x) Un:(Ylx) 'Oy2Inn:(Ylx) dyJdx. 

which is not true. 

So far !!J == -1 and 9 == - '02/'092 are the only cases of im
portance. However, as there can be defined several kinds of 
information it may be possible that still other operators 9 
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will be found that admit an information-theoretic interpreta
tion. For Bome researches into this direction, see Sohützen
berger [4<9 and Mandelbrot [3~, p.34. 

The quantity ~ admits still further generalization ([44] , 
[49]). Let P(X1, ... xn), q(xlI ... Xn) be two probability densities, 
depending on parameters 9, and !?J 1 and !?J 2 two Iinear ope
rators that work on 9 but not on x. We define: 

~(pjq) :c: f P(X1 , ... xn) f 9 1 In P(X1, ... Xn) + 

+ §5J2ln q(X1," .xJJ dX1," .dxn (9) 

Using the notation for conditional probability densities: 

p(x, y) "" P(x) n(ylx) P(x):c f p(x, y)dy 

q(x, y) = Q(x) x (ylx) Q(x) = f q(x, y)dx 

we have: 

~(pjq) = f P(x) f !?J 1 In P(x) + !?J 2 In Q(x) J dx 

+ fp(x) [fn(Ylx) f 9 1 In n(ylx) + §5J2 In x (Ylx)J dyJdx (10) 

With an obvious extension of our definitions of ...("'t'(x) and ~x(y) 
this can be written: 

7 (x, y) "" ~(x) + ~x(y) (11) 

where 

~Î X<y) ... Jp(x) , pY'(rt( Ix), x( Ix»dx (12) 

The only case that is, so far, of any interest, is !?J 1 = 31, 
!?J2=-31j 

'jf'(P 'q) = Jp(x) §5J In p(x) dx 
'-1. ' q(x) (13) 

When we use measure theory notation the formal connection 
with $ (p) will be seen to be far cIoBer than it appears from 
(2) and (13). 

The same remarks appIy to discrete x, when (13) is re
placed by: 



~(P"q) IC ~P(i) !?/ In p(~) 
, i q(l) 

For f5J = 1 we will denote ~(p;q) by K(p, q): 

K(p;q) .. Jp(x) In p(x) dx 
q(x) 

K(p"q) .. ~ p(i) In p(~) 
, i q(~ 
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(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

These quantities have some importance in statistics (Mourier 
[38], Kullback [32], [3~, and Leibier [34] "where further refer
ences on this point can be found). 

Kullback and Leibier gave some interesting properties of K. 
We will consider only those that are of interest in information 
theory. Here we mention that K is always nonnegative. K(p ;q) 
is zero if and only if P(Xl, ... Xn) == q(Xl, ... xrJ or p(i) = q(i)for 
all i, respectively. (Cf. 3.1, theörem 2). 

K(p;q) is invariant under transformation of coordinates as 
can be seen from 1.2 (14). 

We recall that M(x, y) (1. 1 (iv), 1. 2 (iv» can be written 
either as an ave rage over quantities K or as a special case of 
it. By 1. 2 (lOb) 

M(x, y) ;:; J TI(y) K(p Iy), P)dy 

By (1. 2) (loa): 

M(x, y) = K(p;I!I) 

To a certain extent -K can, for fixed <1, replace H, in so far 
the important quantity" M(x, y) can be derived from -K in the 
same way as from H fiO], [49] (under certain conditions on q). 
When x and y in q(x, y) are independent " 

M(x, y) ::: - K(x) + Ky(x) (17) 

For we have: 

-K(x) + Ky(x) ::; - J P(x) In ~~~~ dx + f p(x,y) In ~~~l~~ dxdy 

If x and yare independent in q, q(xly) IC Q(x). 

Do we have any interpretation for the quantity of information 
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K? With all reserve we propose the following: As K(p;q) is al
ways ~ 0, the = sign holding only if ~, it can be considered 
as some kind of 11 di stanc e " between the distributions pand q, 
[38] , [34]. When q and pare the a priori and a posteriori prob
ability distribution for x before an:d af ter an experiment, K(p;q) 
is a measure for the change made by the experiment in the 
probability distribution that describes our opinian concerning 
the value of x; it is a numerical answer to the question : "How 
much our opinion concerning x is changed?" 

K is a quantity of information quite different from H(q)-H(p) 
or I. 

H(q)-H(p) tells us how much our certainty concerning x is 
increased, and there may be quite a change in probability dis
tribution that leaves the uncertainty unchanged. The quantity I 
has to do with still another problem: it is a measure for the 
confidence that a statistician would have in the best estimate to 
be drawn from a set of experimental results. 

K can be seen as a generalization of the concept of " self
information" (section 1. 1). It is a measure for the unexpected
ness of the conclusion drawn from the experiments as com
pared to the a priori distribution for x. The self-in:{ormation 
is a special case of it : If x is a discrete variabie. with a priori 
probabilities q(l), .. . q(n) and a posteriori probabilities p(i) == 0 
(i;ik) p(k) == 1: 

K(p;q) = In 1/ q(k) 

Several objections could be made to this interpretation. 
However, these seeming deficiencies are rooted in the nature 
of this kind of 11 information" . 

First, K(p;q) does not satisfy the second condition of Wood
ward and Davies: generally K(p;q) f. K(p;r) + K(r;q). This is a 
consequence of the fact that K is always positive: if p=q our 
opinion is unchanged af ter two experiments, but each of these 
two experiments may have positive K. 

Further I(p;q) " I(q;p). An experiment that changes prob
ability distributions from q to P does not carry the same infor
mation as one that changes probability distributions from p to q . 
We will show by an example that this is not in jcontradiction 
withour intuitive ideas on this kind of information. The example 
is a rather extreme one: 

q = (1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/8) p;:; (1/2, 1/4, 1/4, 0) 

1 K(p ;q) = 4 In 2 K(q;p) I=: + !Xl 
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This corresponds to the fact that a finite amount of information 
is enough to reduce the probability of a possible state from a 
fini te value < 1 to zero, but that an infinite a'mount of informa
tion is necessary to rise the probability of an a priori "impos
sible" state to a finite value. 

The relation K(p;q) :ç: K(p;r) + K(r;q) "holds on the ave rage" , 
i. e. when we take the ave rage over all possibie résults of the 
two experiments. This fact is contained implicitly in the rela
tion K(x, y) ~ K(x) + Kx(Y). (The property of additivity when x 
and y are independent means that in this special case K(p;q) ., 
K(p;r) + K(r;q) if the two experiments refer to x and y). 

But a ciearer illustration is given by the following formula
tion of it: if two experiments on x consist in determining the 
variables y and z correlated to x, we have: 

Jp(y,z) fjP(xIY,z) In p(~r~Z) dxj dydz ~ 

f p(y, z) U p(xIY) In P<:<I~/ dxj dydz + 

+ J p(y, z) Up(xIY, z) In P~Z~~) dxJ dydz (18) 

It is even:enough to average over all results of the second ex
periment (z) that can occur when the result y of the first ex
periment is given: 

f r(z fy) U p(xlY z) In p(x '1, z) dx1 dz:o:: f p(xIY) In p(xIY) dx 
, P x) J P(x) 

(19) . 

+ fr(zly) f fp(xIY, z) In P~%~~) dxJ dz 

(r(zly) is the conditional probability density of z for given y). 
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Chapter 2 

THE USE OF MEASURE THEORY 

2.1 Notatián witk measure tkeory 

The mathematical apparatus must suitable for probability 
theory is measure theory. The definitions and theorems of 
measure theory that are needed here, are listed in appendices 
land II. 

All quantities of information for a given linear operator !5J 
(for discrete and continuous variables and for one or two prob
ability distributions) can be brought together into one unified 
notation that also includes more general probability measures. 
([34], [40] for two probability measures, [49]). 

Throughout this chapter we will assume that v is a probabili
ty measure and Il a a-finite measure, both defined on the meas
urable space (Q • .9J). (Further we will assume that v < <. Il, so 
that theRadon-Nikodym derivative dV/dll exists and is Il inte
grable. 

The quantity 

~(v;ll) = E(V) ~ gIn: ~ = f ( 9'ln ~~) dv = 
Q 

'dv dv 
= j ~ !5J In dil dIJ. • (1) 

(where !5J In ~~ is supposed to be v integrable, which we al

ways assume) • includes all quantities of information for a par
ticular 9' that were defined in chapter 1. We mention: 

(a) (0. 5W) is n-dimensional Euclidean space with Borelsets, 
and v is' determined by the density function P(XI •... Xn). 

. dv 
(a. 1) Il is Lebesgue measure. Then dil ::; P(XI •... Xn) and (1) 

is the Lebesgue integral fp(x) 9'1n p(x)dx . 
. (a. 2) Il is a probability measure defined by the probability 

derisity q(Xl •... Xn), so that 'p/q < 00 [v] (the , last condition is 
nothing but v «Il). Then dv/dll = p/q and (1) becomes 
fp !5J In p/q dx. . 
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(b) Q is a countable space {Ui; i=l, 2, ... l and .!'ff is the class 
of all subsets of Q. v is define/d by giving the probabilities p(i) 
of the one-point sets {wd (i=l, 2, ... ). 

(b.1) \l is "number measure" on (Q, .!'ff), fl(fwd) = 1 (see 1. 3) 
Then dV/dll (w = JJi) = p(i). 

(as veE) = ~ p(i) = J p(i) dll(i» and (1) becomes 
WieE E 

~ p(i) 9 In p(i). 
i 

(b 2) fl is a probability measure defined by the probabilities 
q(i) of {wd (i=l, 2, ... ), so that p(i) :;;: 0 if q(i) "" O. Then 

dv ~1Oi..u - ) .. p(~) as V(E) = ~ p(~) q(i). 
dfl 1 q(l) w-eE q(l) 

1 

Hete (1) becomes ~ p(i) gIn p«~»' 
i q 1 

The notation (1) includes many more cases than those given 
here: non enumerable abstract spaces, mixed discrete-continu
ous distributions and measures fl that are not probability, 
Lebesgue or number measures. 

We know that ~ v is 11 integrabie . But we cannot be sure that 

~~ gIn ~~ is fl ~ntegrable, not even if 9;;:: 1. For g = 1 

we can say: dv d 
If 11 is a finite measure then h = df1. In ~ is 11 integrable in 

the wide sense (see 1.4). We have ~h_1 à 1. Sa h_ is integrable 
and h is integrabie in the wide sense. 

If~~ is bounded on Q then h is integrable in the wide sense. 

The set where : ,,1 (h " 0) has finite measure 11, as f ~~ dil & 1. 

As : is bounded, 14 is bounded and therefore integrabie. 

Two examples for which h is not integrabie in the wide sense 
are: 

(i) Q == {1, 2, .. ol; v and fl determined by 

v<fnl) = c/n2 (n = 1,2 ... ) 

\l({n}) "" exp«-1)On3) (n=l,2 ... ) 
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(ii) (Q, g) is the real line with Borelsets; II is Lebesgue 
measure, v is determined by the density function p(x): 

p(x) = 0 (x ~ 0) 

p(x) - C (0 < x ~ a < 1/ e) - xlln xl k 

p(x) = C a < x < b 

p(x) ;:; X(I~ xf x ~ b > e 

and 1 < k < 2 

THEOREM 1. Let T be a measurabie transformation from 
(Q,.9) into the measurabie space (Y, <9""), so that T~ 1 (§) = 
!!$. Then ~(VtL) is invariant imder T, i. e. if T, v and II de-

fine the measures vT- 1
, llT- 1 on (Y, 9) (see 1. 7) then $(vill-) 

= $(VT1 ; II T-1). 
(Wé also have to assume that II T- I is cr -finite) . (For a more 
general Jheorem see 34 and chapter 4). dv 

Pro of . By 1. 7, theorem 4, vT- 1 « llT- 1 . If r\ , = f(w) , 
dvT-1 '+' 
~T-l = g(y) , we have: 

vT- I (F) = J g(y) dllT- I (y) (F E .ff) 
F 

By 1. 7, theorem 3 and the definition of vT- I : 

v(T- I (F» ;;:: J g(T(w» ~(w) 
T-I(F) 

(2) 

As any .9 set calLbe written as T- I (F), F E .!!IJ (2) shows that 

dv 
d~, = g(T(w» [~] 

$(VT- 1 ; llT-I) ::; f g(y) 9'ln g(y) dllT-l 

::; f g(T(w» .?JIn g(T~» c\l (.:) 

= <11"(v;ll) by (3). 

(3) 

Of course this relation does not disprove the formula 1. 2 (15): 
when II is Lebesgue measure on the n-dimensional xl,' " x n 
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space, '~ T -1 gene rally is not Lebe sgue measure on Y 1, ... Yn 
space. But one can think it strange that it is customary to 
transform II if it is a probability measure but not transform it 
if II is Lebesgue measure. 

For !?J = -1 and !?J = 1 (and IJ, a probability measure) we get 
the generalization of H(p) and K(p;q) (1. 4 (15». These will be 
denoted by H(v jll) and K(\ljll) respectively. 

For !5J =-à2/àG2 we get the generalization of I (see 2.5). 

2. 2 Additi vity 

Here we shall examine whether the relations $ (x, y) = 
% (x) + ~ x(y) and M(x, y) = H(x)-Hy(x) are preserved when we 
generalize to arbitrary measurable spaces . For apart from the 
difficulty that, 5?)în dv/dll may not be integrable, the conditional 
probabilities may not be defined as measures or, when they 
are, absolute continuity may be lost, which makes the exist
ence of R . N. derivatives questionable. 

2.2.1 We distinguish the following two cases: 

CASE I. (Q, ,g;, IJ) is the product (X ® Y, 9 ® .!T. 111 ®1l2 ) 
of two O'-finite measure spaces (X, g, llÛ and (Y, 9, 1J'2) (and 
therefore itself 0' -finite) . v is a probability measure on (Q, ..9ff) 
v <<- ll. 

We define the probability measures VI on (X, 9) and V2 on 
(Y, .9') by: 

VI (E) = v(E ~ Y) (E E 9 ) 

v2(F) .. v(X ® F) (F E ff) 

Then v). (<- IJ 1 and V2 « 112· 

(1) 

(2) 

Conditional probabilities for x sets given y and y sets given 
x will be denoted by vI( ~y) and \'2( Ix). Conditional probabili
ties for w sets, given y or x wi!l be denoted by v( Iy) or v(tx). 
cf. IT.2 (29). 

CASE II. v and II are probability measures on (Q , á5") with 
v < <ll. y = T(W) is a measurable transformation from (Q, ,9ff ) 
into (Y, !.g). Then vT -1 and II T -1 are probability measures 
and VT- 1 « llT- 1 '(1. 7, theorem 4). 
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THEOREM 1. If in case I there is an y set F with v 2(F) = 0 so 
that for ytF V1( Iy) is a measure on (X, 9 ) that is absolutely 
continuous with respect to 1l1' then any function 

. g(x, y) = ~~~ f(x, y) with 

f(x, y) :z: bounded and non negative (y E F) 

is equal [11] to ~~. 

Proof. Let E E 31. By Fubini's theorem (I. 6, theorem 4) 
the integral of X Eg with respect to Il is defined and equal to 

j. dv . 
Y dll~ 1 X~(x, y) f(x, y) dll1 î d!l2 = 

J s J f(x, y) dil 1 ~ dV2 + J S J f(x, Y)d!ll~ dV2 
y-F1EY 5 F1EY 

(the last transition is by I. 5 theorem 3. We have to choose 
f(x, y) for yeF so that it is P'l integrable. For y~F it is). 
As V2(F) = 0: 

Jg(x,y)dfl= J v1(EY\y) dv 2= J v(Ely) dv2 
E Y-F Y-F 

by (11. 2, (29». 

By the definition of conditional expectation: 

J g(x, y)dll = V(Enfx ® (Y -F)î ) 'f v(E) 
E 

Sc we can write 

J Elln dv dv = J Elln dV2 _dV2 + J 9ln dV1( Iy) (2) 
Q diJ. Y d\l2 Q dil 1 

(the non defined values of <:tv ~ Iy) for yeF do not matter as we 
1 

integrate w. r to v) (2) is a straightforwal:d generalization of 
1. 4 (8). 

THEOREM 2. If in case 11 the~e is an y set F with VT-1(F) a: 0 
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so thatfor y~F v( Iy) and f.1( Iy) are measures and v( Iy) « ~ Iy) 
then any function 

dvT- 1 
g(w) = dflT-l f(w) with 

f(w) = dv( Iy) (y; F) 
dfl{ Iy) 

f(W) bounded non negative (y E F) 

is equal [~J ] to ~~. 

Proof. E(fl) fXEgJ=E(fl) ~~~~~ E(jl) fXEfIY!~ (11,2(15) 

and theorem 3) 

J
' dvT-l 1 

+ d T- 1 E(fl) f XEfly! dflT
F fl 

for y EY -F E(fl.) f XEfly! = v fEIY j (Il,2 theorem 2). 

We may appIy 1. 5 theorem 3, as in the v T- 1 integrals the 
integrands are finite and ~ 0 (even bounded). 80: 

E(fl) fX E gj 7' J v fElyl dVT-l = v(EnfQ-T-l(F)j) a:: V(E) 
Y-F 

This result g:l ves: 

c:W'(V V) = 3f(vT-l 'fl T-l) + J' gIn dv( Iy) dv (3) 
'-C" ~ , dfl( Iy) 

This is a . generalization (not only to abstract spaces, but alsp 
to a more general type of conditioning) of I. 4 (11) (for g 2 = 
- !!!J I>, It can be denoted by: 

(4) 

From chapter 1 (1.1 (iii), 1.2 (iii), 1.4 (17» we expect that in 
case I M(XJ-Y) can be defined by 

M(x, y) :;:: H(x) - Hy (x) (5) 
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and that M does not depend on the chpice of 111 and 1l2. The es
sential point here is that 'll is a product measure. 

If in case I V1( Iy) is a measure with v1( Iy) « v1 « 111 for 
almost all y [V"2] we have by I. 5 , theorem 4 : 

dV1( Iy) dV1 
dV1 dll1 

(6) 

(This holds [1l1] for almost all y [V2]. so (6)holds[v]) (6) gives: 

j. , d V1( Iy) J' dV1 f dV1( Iy) d 
In dv dv = - In d dv 1 + In d v 

Q 1 X IJ l Q IJ l 
(7) 

or M(x, y) ;; H(x) - Hy (x) (8) 

(The y set where (6) does not hold does not matter in the inte
gration w . r. to v). 

However, this relation can be extended much farther. When 
Il is an arbitrary a -finite measure, and v( Iy) is a ~robability 
measure with v ( Iy) « v « Il (for almost all y fJ T- J; we use 
the no ta ti on of case II), then I. 5 theorem 4 gives 

and 

dv( Iy) 
dil 

dv( Iy) dv [v1 
dv dil ~ (8) 

J In dv( Iy) dv = - JIn dv dv + JIn dv( Iy) dv (9) 
dv cV dil 

This relation suggests an interpretation in the form: 

M(x, y) = H(w) - Hy(:.ll) (10) 

But Hy(W) is defined here in quite another way than in (4). As 
we shall not make use of the properties of M(x, y) we will con
fine ourselves to case I for its definition. 

2 . 2.2 Here we will show that in case I the relations (2) and (7) 
make sense , in so far that thE. conditional probabilities are 
measures a . e. and absolute continuity is preserved a. e. In 
case. II (3) makes sense under certain conditions and still can 
be defined if these conditions are not satisfied . 

THEOREM 3. Under the conditions of case I the.re is an y set 
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F with V2(F) :00: 0 such that for y E Y -F v l( Iy) is a probability 
measure on (X, gl that is absolutely continuous with respect 
to fll with: 

d\IJ. ( Iy) ==(dV 2)1 ctv fu 1 
dfll dfl.:2 dl1 I.l 1 

(11) 

Pro 0 f. Consider aversion f(x, y) of ~~ that is defined and 

f 0 for all (x, y). By I. 6 theorem5 there is F 1 E ffwith fl2(F 1)=== 
o so that f(x, y) is fll integrable for y E Y - F 1. We define : 

g(y) IE: ff(x,y) dfll(X) y E Y-Fl 
(12) 

g(y) == 1 

By the same theorem g(y) is fl2 integrable. lt is a vers ion of 
dV2/dfl2 as we see by applying I. 6 theorem 5 to 

vdL)::;: f f(x, y) dfl (L E 9') 
X®L 

The set F2 where g(y) === 0 has v2(F2) == 0, as "J.2(F2) == f g(y) 
dfl2(Y)· F2 
Now we define for any EEg: 

~ f(x, y) dfll Ix E(X) f(x, y) dfll (x) 
P(Ely) == g(y) == I f(x, y) dfll 

for y fI F (F == Fl UF2) 

P(Ely) == 0 (y E F). 
By 1.5 theorem 1 P( Iy} for y, F defines a measure on 

(X, .:9\ that is absolutely continuous with respect to fll. As 
P(Xly) == 1 (y ~ F) it is a probability measure. lts R.N . deri
vative with respect to fll is f(x, y)/g(y). By I. 6 theorem 5 X Ef 
is ~l integrable for y E Y··Fl, and the function 

h(y) '" j f dfll (y fI F), h(y) == 0 (y E F) 
E 

is fl2 integrable and therefore ff measurable or at least equal 
[iJ'2] to a ff measurable function. By I. 2 theorem 1 the same 
holds for P(Ely) (here equality [V2] to a measurable function is 
sufficient). As P(E Iy) ~ 0 it is v2 integrable in the wide sense. 
By I. 5, theorem 3: (G E 5) 
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f XG(Y) f J f(x, y) dlll J dIl2 
Y-F E 

By I. 6, theorem 4 this is equal to 

fxG-F(y) XE(x) f(x,y) dil =V(E ®(G-F» 
Q 

As v(E® F)::: 0: 

J P(Ely) dV2 = v(E®G) 
G 

80 P(Ely) is a version of vI (E Iy) by the definition of conditional 
probability. 

THEOREM 4. Under the conditions of case I we have 

(i) vI ( Iy) ~< VI [V2] 

(ii) V2( Ix) «V2 [VI] 

(iii) V « VI ® V2 

(iv) 
~Vl( Iy) dV2( Ix) dv 

::: dV2 = d(Vl ~ V2) [v] 

Proof. By (40], lemma 3.3, (i), (ii) and (iii) are equiva
lent and imply (iv). Consider aversion f(x, y) of dv/dll that is 
defined and ~ 0 for all (x, y). Define g(y) as in theorem 3, and 
h(x) by: 

h(x) = f f(x, y) dIl2(y) (x j E Ü 
Y 

h(x) = 1 (x E E Ü 

Here El is an x set E g so that f(x. y) is 112 integrable. 
Ill(El) = O. The sets F2 E g, E2 Eg, where g(y) ::: 0 and 
h(x) ::: 0 have measures v2(FÛ = 0, vl(Fl)" 0 as we know from 
the proof of theorem 3. We define: 

f(x, y) 
cp(x, y) ;0: h(x) g(y) «x, y) E Q-G) 

cp(x, y) = 0 «x, y) E G) 
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where G = (El U Ez) ® Y u x ® (F1 U F2) and v(G) = O. 
Just as in the preceding proof we see that cp is VI ® v 2 inte

grable in the wide sense. If Le g ® 5, by I. 5, theorem 3 , 
we have 

f d - J' f(x, y) dV1 ® v2 J cp (x,y) vI ®V2- ( ) h() d d ~ 
L L-F- g Y x f-L 

As h(x) is a version of ~~ ~ and g(y) of ~~~ (see the proof of theo

rem 3) h(x) g(y) is a version of dV1 ® v2 
d f-L 

J CP (x , y) dV1 ® V2 = J. f(x, y) df.L = v(L-F) :=; v(L). 
L L-F 

80 (iii) follows . 

THEOREM 5 . If under the conditions of case 11 there is an y set 
F1 E !?7 with f-LT- 1 (FI> :::: 0 such that for y E Y-F 1 f-L ( Iy) is a 
probability measure on (Q, g ), then there is an y set F t 5 
with VT- 1(F) :::: 0 such ' that for y E Y-F v ( Iy) is a probability 
measure on (Q, g ) that is absolutely continuous with respect 
to p ( Iy) and 

d v( Iy) dvT- 1 -1 dv ' 
dl1 ( Iy) == (df-LT- 1 ) df-L ([u] for y fÎ F) (13) 

Proof. Consider aversion f(w) of dv/d~ that is defined and 
~ 0 for all w . As f is ~ integrable, there is an y set F 2 with 
l1T- 1(FÛ:::: 0 (and F2 ~F1) so that for y E Y-F2 fis f-L ( Iy) inte
grable, and the y function 

g(y) .. J f(w) ~(Iy) (y E Y -FÛ 
Q 

g(y) ::.: 1 (y E FÛ 

is a version of E(f-L) ~fly l. 

dvT- 1 
g(y) is also a version of df-LT-1 : 

When L E .~ we have by the definition of E(f-L) ~fIYl: 

f g(y) df.L T-1 (y) :::: f f(w) c4l(W) :::: vr1 (L) 
L T-1 (L) 
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The y set F3 where g(y) = 0 has VT- 1(F3) = 0 as VT-1 (F3) = 
f g(y) d\lT-l (y). 

F3 
We define for all y and all EE g : 

1 J' fXE f dIJ{ Iy) 
P(Ely) = g(y) E f(W) dIJ{ Iy) = ff djJ,( Iy) 

for Y E Y - F. F = F 2 U' F 3 

P(E y) = 0 for y E F . 

For y E Y-F P(Ely) is a probability measure on (Q, .!$) 
(f ~ 0, P(Qly) = 1) that is absolutely continuous with respect to 

IJ ( Iy) and ~:~ :~~ = i~}) (with g(y) considered as a constant.) 

XE f is \l( Iy) integrabie for y E F2, as fis. Therefore the func
tion 

4-(y) os: J XEf d!l( Iy) (y E Y -F) 

q;(y) = 0 (y E F) 

is (IT.2 theorem 2) a version of E(Î..l) [XEfly J and so it is 9 
measurabie. By 1. 2, theorem 1, P(f;ly) is also ff measurabie 
for any fixed E. As it is ~ 0 it is vT-l integrabie in the wide 
sense. For any LE g we have: . 

80 

J P(Ely) dvT-1(y) = J P(Ely) dVT-l (y) 
L L-F 

= J ~ J f(w) d\l( IY)~ dflr1 (y) (by 1. 5, theorem 3) 
L-F ~ E 

= J EQl) [XEflyl d\lT - l(y) 
L-F 

= J XE(w) f(w) d\l(w) (by the definition of conditional 
T-1(L-F) expectation) 

J P(Ely) dVT;-l(y) =V(E nfT-l(L)-T-l(F)}) =v(Errr-1(L» 
L 

(as vT- 1 (F) :;:; 0). 80 P(Ely) is a version of V(EI~). 
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When the conditions of this theorem are not satisfied, we 
still can define ~Y(w), as we can take the right side of (13) as 

1 . 

a substitute for ~~ :~~ . (~~i:I is zero on an y set with vT-1=O 

so this gives no trouble in the integration with respect to v) . 

. 2.2 . 3 Here we give an example of additivity that will be need
ed later. Using the notation of case II we assume now 

that !l is an arbitrary a-finite measure and that Y.:. is a finite 
space tYl, . . . y nj and .§/ the class of all subsets of Y. 

We define the transformation T by: 

T(0j) = Yi if W E Ei (i=l, ... n), 

where tE 1, . . . En j is a class of n dis~unct measurable W sets 
with union 0 (a partition of 0). Then T- (.9') is the class of all 
unions and differences of the Ei, and VT-l is defined by 
VT- 1 (tyd) = v(Ed (i:::;1,2, ... n). Thé conditional probabilities 
\I{ IYd are measures [vT- 11 as for all Yi with v(Ed r= 0 

(EI , ) = v(E ÎI Ed 
v Yl v(Ed (15) 

Evidently v( Iy) « 1J.{vT -1] and 

dv( lyÜ = _1_ dv r, T-l] 
dil V(Ei) XEi dIJ LV 

(16) 

Now consider the::;product (0', g,) of the measurable spaces 
(Q, !!$) and (Y, g). We define a probability measure v' on 
(0', g') as follows: The Q set G is defined uniquely by its n 
Y-sections GYi ,.. Gi (i-1, ... n). GE!!$' if and only if Gi E g 
(i=l, ... n). Gis the union of the n rectangles Gi ® t Yi j (i=l, .. n) 

. and we define : 

n n 

v '(G) IC ~ V'(Gi ® tyd) = ~ v(Ed V(Gi/Yi) 
i=l . i=l 

n 

or v'(G) = ~ V(Gi n Ed 
i=l 

(17) 

(18) 

We have defined here v' by the marginalprobability measure on 
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(Y ,g) and tbe n conditional probability measures for (Q , g ) 
given y, for which we have chosen tbose given by (15). For Yi 
with V(Eï) = 0 we do not need one in (18). (18) is in accordance 
with the general definition for .conditional v' probabilities. 

Further we define a a-finite measure 11' on (Q', g ') as tbe 
product of tbe measure 

1 
111 = - 11 (a > 0) a 

on ~ , gJ ) and tbe measure 112 on (Y, 5 ) that is given by 

fl2 Oyd) = a (i=I, .. . n) 

1l'(G) (G E g,) is defined by: 

n n 

. 

fl '(G) = ~ fl '(G i ® tyd) ;::; ~ fl1(Gd· fl2<t yd) 
i=1 i=1 

n 

1l' (G) = ~ fl(Gd 
i=1 

We have \I' <" 11' and 

(i9) 

(20) 

(21) 

dv' dv 
dll,(W')-='XEi(W)dll (W) if w'=(w,YÜ (22) 

(i=l, ... n) 

as we have 

which is tbe integral of (22) over G witb respect to fl' by Fubi
ni's theorem. 

Now ~(v';Il') is equal to $(v;'fl). This follows from tbe 
property that, when we de fine ~P;À.) for tbe probability meas
ure pand tbe a- finite measure Î\ on a measurable space (X, .9), 
and if there is a set A E g witb p(A) = 0, ..{!I' does not change 
if we redefine it on ths. measurable space (X-A, 9 -A) if tbe 
measures of .9 -A sets are left unchanged. As tbe R. N. deri
vative dO/dÀ. also remains unchanged on X-A, and p still is a 
probability measure on (X-A, .9 -A) the relation 
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J ~ gIn ~~ dÀ = J ~ E1ln ~ dÀ 
X X-A 

that follows from P(A) = 0 is the equality between $ (P;/I.) and 
the redefined quantity $ . "-

So, when considering ..{W'(v', Il') on (Q', g ') we may Ieave 
out the union of the rectangles ~-Ei) ® [yd (i=1. .. n) as these 
all have v '=0. This gives a space consisting of the points : 

But this space is identical with Q; the only difference is that 
the points w are marked with an extra and superfluous index y 
according as they lie in El, . . . En (the Ei are disjunct). In the 
same way the measurabie sets of this space coincide with the 
g sets. The measures v' and Il' now coincide with v and Il (as 
now Gi C Ei we have by (18) v'(G) ;:;: V(U?=l Gd and by (21) 1l'(G) = 

n dv' dv 
Il(Ui=l Gd· Also dil' = dfl as can be seen from (21) where the 

factor XEi has become redundant. 
Therefore ~(v' ;Il') 11: ~(v;ll) and the additivity relation for 

(v';ll') can be written: 

(notation as given in 2.2. 1 case I) 

dV2 ~ dt12 = a for Y=Yi (24) 

dVl (y) = a dv( Iy) = _a_ X dv if y=y i (25) 
dll l dil v(E J Ei dil 

So (23) gives: 

n 

~(v ;\J.) ., ~ V(Ei) E1(ln v(Ei) ) a 
i==l a a 

(26) 

n 

+ ~ V(Ei) 1 V(~i) ~~ E1(ln V(~i) ~~) ~ dil 

What we have showed now is that this relation, that is trivial 
when we start from the definition of !(!I', can be considered as 
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a special case of the additivity relation $(x, y) := $(x) + 
$ x(Y). We shall use this fact in 2.3. 

lt clears up the difficulties that were caused in 1. 2 and 1. 4 
by the relations 1.2 (12) and its generalization to $(p) where 
discrete and continuous entropies were not written 'in a unified 
notation, and it shows the connection of 1. 2 (12) with the addi
tivity property. 

2 . 3 Conditions determining the farm of $ 

We give a set of conditions that determine the form of ~I': 

I. $(v;iJ.) is a functional determined by the a-finite measure 
IJ. and'- the probability measure v «iJ. tha t are defined on a meas
urable space (Q, 31). 

U. If v(E) := ~~) ,for all E E 31, ~(v;iJ.):= o. 
IU. When there is a set N E ~ with v(N) = 0, $(v,iJ.) does 
not change if we redefine it on the measurable space (Q-N, 
31 -N) where the measures IJ. and v of 31 -N sets are left un
changed. 

IV. When (Q, ..911, iJ.) is the product of the cr-finite measure 
spaces (X, 9,iJ.Ü and (Y, 9,iJ.Û, 

%(v;iJ.) = $(Vl;iJ.l) + J ~(V2( Ix); iJ.Û dv l(X) 
X 

(the notation of measures is as in case lof 2. 2.1). 

THEOREM 1. When Q is a finite space {~1"" xn l, ..911 the 
c1ass of all subsets of Q. and the measures v and IJ. are defined 
by: 

v({ xd) - Pi. ~{xd) = ai (i=1, ... n) 

n 

(a ~ 0', Pi ~ 0 ~ Pi = 1, Pi = 0 if ai = 0), then 
i=l 

n 
~ Pi 

$(v;iJ.) IC ~ Pi ~ln ~i 
i=l 

(1) 

where !iJ is a linear operator that works on the parameters 
on which the Pi and 3t depend. "Linear" means here: 
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9(x+y) = i?I(x) + !ll(y); i?I(x-y) = i?I(x) - i?I(y) 

All measures that occur in this section are assumed to be 
functions of a set of parameters, that are not specified further. 
The same holds for their R. N. derivatives. The operator i?I 
works on these parameters but non on w: 9 (a) lias to be spe
cified for any quantity that depends on the parameters but per
haps not on w. 

Proo f. By I $ is a functional depending on the 2n func
tions PL·· ·Pn; al,·· .an· Itis denoted by $(Pl., . . ·Pn; al," .~) . 

Consider the product of the measurable space ~, .9J) with 
itself. The points will be denoted by (Xi, Yj ). On this measurable 
space we de fine the measure p = n ®11, where n is number 
measure on Q (i. e. n(~ Xi}) = 1) and IJ. is defined above, ,.and the 
probability measure 0 . 

o is defined by the marginalprobabilities Pi (i=l, ... n) for 
~ xi1 and the conditional probabilities for f Yj 1, given Xi: 

So we have 

02 (fyd I Xi) = Óij 

P(fXi'Yjj) = aj' O<fXi'Yjj) = PiÓïj 

By 111 we may leave out all points with 0 = 0, giving $ (V;I1 ) = 
$ (O;P) (2). But by IV applied to ..ff(OiP) we have: 

n 

~(o;P) = ~(alin) + ~ Pi $ (02( lXi); 11) (3) 
i=l 

Byill: 

== ,5f'(l,ai). By(2) and(3): 
~ n 

$(PI'··· Pn; al'·' aJ = ~(PI'· .. Pn; 1, ... 1)+ ~ Pi ~(1, ai) 
i=l 

Putting ai=Pi and applying 11: 

n 

~(PI, .. ·Pn;l, ... 1) = -~ Pi ~(l,Pi)' So: 
i=l 

n 

..{W'(PI' ... Pn; al' ... a n) = ~ Pi f ~(1, ai) - ~1'(1, Pi) l 
. ~1 . . 
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If we put 3'1'(1, x) = 9(ln x) we find, by taking n = m2 and ap
p1ying IV with Pkl = qk rl, akI = ~ cl (k, 1=1, ... m) that g must 
satisfy 9(a+b) = g(a) + 9(b). If we want to write $in the 
form (1), § a1so has to satisfy 9(a-b) = 9?(a) - 9(b). 

In 2 . 2.3 we saw that for any measurab1e space (Q,31) 
~t(V;fl) is equal to ~(V',fl') defined on the product spa ce of 
(Q, .99) and (Y, ..:7) where Y is a finite space . f Y1 , ... y nJ. For 
the definition of v' and fJ' see 2.2.3. To prove this in 2.2.3 we 
used no more than condition IIl. 80 we can use this result now, 
and app1y IV which gives 2.2.3 (23). Making use of theorem 1 
we have now: 

;l'HEOREM 2. If fE 1, ... En! is a partitionof Q into measurable 
sets, we have: 

n n 

..pl'(v;fl) = ~ v(Ed 91n v (Ei) + ~ v(EÜ ~t(vl< lyd;~V (4) 
. i=l a i=l 

where g is the linear operator chosen in (1). Here vI ( IYi) 
and fl1 are defined on (Q, .99) by: 

fl1 = fl/a 

v(E n Eü 
vi (Ely ) = v(E i) (v(Ei) of 0) 

(5) 

(6) 

(For Yi with v(Ed = 0 the corresponding .P! is not defined, but 
as we assume the existence of the second sum in tlte ' right side 
of (4) in the sense of a measure theoretic integral, the terms 
with V(Ei) = 0 vanish. This a1so can be se en by III). 

THEOREM 3. If ~~ = c (w E G) 

dv= 0 (w E Q-G) 
dfl 

(c does not depend on w; G E 31) then 

, where !?J the 1inear operator chosen in (1). 
Proof. By III we may restrict (Q, $8) to (G, 31rG). Take 

in (4) n=l, El =G. As v(G) IC 1, the first term in the right side 
of (4) becomes - 9?ln a. Further 
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v' f Elyl = v(ErG) = V(EnG) = V(E) 
I V(G) 

80 (4) becomes: 

~(V;!l) = - g In a + $ (V;lll) 

tnlJ dv 
On (G, C7iJ nG) ct = ac as IJl = ll/a. When we choose a = 11c 
d V III 
dlll = 1 everywhel:e on the restricted space G. 80 l;ly 11 

$ (V;ll) ;: - 9 1n 11c = gIn c. 

THEOREM 4. Let f5J be the operator chosen in (1). When 
gIn dv/dlJ· is v integrable (for any t2, :~) and v « ll , v(Q) = 1) 

(7) 

Proo f. Consider the product (Q ® V, g ® .!l) of ~, . .98) 
with an arbitrary measurable space (V, .!!'). On this space we 
define two measures: 'A = III ®~ where III and 112 are a-finite 
measures on (Q, .9$) and (V, !:! ), and the probability measure 
P defined by 

dp = 1 on G e g ® f 
d'A 

dp = 0 outside G 
d'A 

80 À.(G) must be 1 When E e .!iJ. 

PI (E) lil: p(E ® V) = p(E ® VnG) 

PI(E) ='A(E ®V nG) 

(8) 

By 1. 6 (4): PI(E) = J 112(Ww) dIJ.I(J.l) where Ww is the Q-section of 
Q 

W=E~VnG. WhenweE, Ww= Gw, whenw;l!;, Ww=O so 

PI (E) lil: f 112(~) dlll(w) 
E 
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and (9) 

By 2.2, theorem 3 P2( /W) is a probability measure for almost 
all [~1], with . 

dP~~2IW) == (:~ r 1 ~ [PI] 

dp2( 10J) _ 1 . 
By (8) and (9) djl2 - ~2 (~) Xd.w, v) 

d P2 ( Iw) == 1 F ] 
d~2 '~2(Gw) Xcw (v) L PI (10) 

AppIying IV to ~(p;À.), we have, as by theorem 3 $(P2( 1w);~2) 
= - gIn ~2(Gw): 

$(P;À.) = ~Pl ;~Ü - f gIn !J'2(Gw) dPl (11) 

But ~P;À.) = 0 by theorem 3 (or by 11 and 111). So, By (9): 

$(p 1;!J, 1) = f ~In dd
P1 

dPl 
~1 

(12) 

Now we choose ~ 1 == ~ and determine the measure space 
(V, ff,~2) so that its product with (Q, g) contains a g ® f 
measurable set G with~2(G:.u)" dv/d~(w) for all Q-sections Gw. 
This always can be done, as ,we are entirely free in the choice 
of (V, ~,~z). Then IJ ® ~2(G) = 1, as by L 6 (4): 

f ·d 
~ ® ~2 (G) = ~2(Gw) d~(w) = j d v d~= 1. 

Q . Q ~ 

lf we then define P by (8), PI = v by (9), and (7) follows, as it 
is now identical with (12). 

The w set (with v=O) where ~2(Q.u) = 0 does not matter in (11) 
as we supposed g In dv/d~ to be v integrable. 

2.4 Weakening of the conditions on H 

Here w'e assume that there are no parameters on which our 
measures depend. We re strict the additivity condition to the 
case that x and y are independent. On the other hand we impose 
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an extra condition on the form of the quantity that is to be a 
generalization of H. As it is easier here to work with a multi
plioativity condition than with an additivity condition, the quan
tities defined actually ' will be generalizations of exp(H). Our 
conditions are: 

G J G(val ) is defined by the two measure spaces (Q, g, V), 
(Q, g, f..!.). (v(Q) = 1, P a-finite, v «f..!.) and has the general form: 

G(v;f..!.) = f( f F(~v) dv) 
. f..!. 

(1) 

whe re F and f are continuous real functions of a real variabie , 

F(~) is supposed v integrabie, and f 'is non negative. 

GIl. When(Q, g , v):and (Q, g, IJ) are the products of (X, g, VI), 

(Y, 9, v2) and (X, Y , f..!.1), (Y, §,fl2) respectiveIy: 

(2) 

THEOREM 1. Under these conditions G(v;f..!.) satisfies: 

either Gk(v;f..!.) == u(~~r dV.r/
r 

(3) 

or In G(v;f..!.) == k f In ~~ dv (4) 

where k and rare arbitrafY constants. 

This means that Gk is a generalized average Mr (~~, v) of ~ 
wlth respect' to v. (For the definition of Mr see m. 1). When we 
choose "natural units" by taking k = -1 we have 

(5) 

as a generalization of exp .[H(v;f..!.) Land 

(6) 

When f..!. is a probability measure, l/G r is a generalization 
of exp fK(V; f..!.) J-- (see 1. 4 (15». 

Pro 0 f 0 f th e 0 rem 1. Choose VI and IJ 1 so tha t 
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d Vl 
- = a on El E 9 
dlJ,l 

= 0 outside El 

dV2 = b on E2 E 5 
d!J2 

= 0 outside E2 

80 IJl(EI) = l/a, fl2(E2) == l/b. CondltionII gives : 

f(F(ab» = f(F(a)). . f(F(b» 

80 f(F(x» = x À. , f1/À.(F(x» = x 

If fl /À.(y) = h(y) and k=1/ À. we have: 

k { dv . G (v ;fl) = h ( F-
d 

) dv) 
. fl 

with h(F(y» = y. 
If we define v2 by (7) we have: 

dv =- dVl 
dfl dfll b XE2 (y) 

f F (~~)dV = J ~~; bI J2 · F (b ~~; XE2 (y» d~21 d~l 
. d J" d J F (d~)dV = X F (b d~~)dVl 

Applying condition II: 

(6) 

(7) 

If we now assume that F(x) is strictly monotone for x, 0 we 
find by ill.1 , theorem 4 that Gk(V;fl) must be a generalized 
average M r of d v/dfl with respect io v. 

When we do not make this assumption we ean derive the 
same result by a lentghy proof that will be omitted. 
. One verifies" easily that when G is determined by (3) is sa
tisfies eondition IJ. 
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The quantities G have some properties in common with H, 
as we will see below. 

Two weIl known properties of generalized averages (nI. 1 
theorems 1 and 2) give: 

when r ~ s. 

lim Gr (V;Il) = expfH(V;IJ-)l 
r-iO 

G r (v ;f.!,) ~ Gs (v ;11) 

2.5 The quantity I 

(8) 

(9) 

The generalization of the definitions of L3 is as follows: v is 
a probability measure on (Q, ..91) that depends on a set of para
meters eb ... em, 11 is -a a-finite measure that does not depend 
on el, ... em and v «11 for all values of e. As we have to dif
ferentiate with respect to the ei, the setof e-values must satis
fy Bome conditions. We assume that it is a finite or infinite 
" in te r:v:al" D. 

We define the elements of the matrix I by 

(1) 

where f=~, L=lnf (2) 

We aSl'lume that for all values of e the second partial deriva
tives of f with respect to the e' sexist and that -a2 L/-aek -ael is v 
integrable for all e. 

I does not depend on the choice of 11, so we may denote 
l(v;ll) by I(v). When v <<"111, v «112 (111 and 112 a-finite), V« 111 
«113, v « 112 « 113, where 113 = 111 + 112· By I. 5 theorem4: 
dv _~~_ [ dlll . qJ.3 - ~l qJ.3 U3], and as dll3 does not depend on el, ... em' 

Ik.l (V;1l3) = Ikl(v;IlÜ. In the same way: Ik.l(V;Il~ ::z: 1k1(v;1l2). 

This fact suggests that I(v) can be defined without being given 
thatthereis a measure 11 with 'v« 11 for allvalues Of(el,· .. em). 
This can be done when for~al! E E ,5W v(E) is a continuous func
tion of el,' .. em' If then g(Ql," . Qm) is a probability density 
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defined on the set D of 9 values, so that J g d9 1, . . . d9m = 1 and 
g > 0 on D, D 

lJ(E) = J g(91, ... 9m) v(E) d91, ... d9m 
D 

(3) 

is a measure on (Q, .9!) with v « II for all 91, ... 9m . It is even 
a probability measure, as IJ (Q) :. 1. 

Further we have IJ (E) = 0 if for all 9 v (E) = O. This does not 
mean lJ-« v for all 9. 

As 

we have 

provided that 

02 In f 1 02f 1 of of 
09k oQ1 = 1 09k êl91 - yr êl9k 091 

f 02f 02 j' 
Q êl9k 091 dfl = 09k êl~ Q f c\l = 0 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

When (6) is not satisfied we shall denote (5) by I~l' where we 
suppose tacitly that the partial first derivatives of f with re-

spect to the 9i exist, and that ;~ ;~ is v integrable for -all k 

and 1. 
For some applications we need the property 

ov(E) _ f of '-
09i - E êl9i d fJ (1-1, ... n) (7) 

for all F E .9! . 
When (7) does not hold or when f is not differentiabie with 

respect to the 9i> it still may be possible to find a substitute 
for I' and (7) that is sufficient for our purposes. 

THEOREM 1. Let for every E E .9! o~~~) (i=1, . . . n) exist 

and be finite. Let for ~very decreasing sequence fFnJ of 
measurable sets with nn=l F n = 0: 

lim o~- v(Fn) = 0 (i'f1, . . . n) 
n..., (;<) 1 

(8) 
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Then the set functions VI, ... vn defined by 

_ ov(E) ._ 
vi(E) - 09i (1-1, ... n) (9) 

are finite signed measures on (Q, 3#) for every value of 
(91, . . . 9m). When V «iJ. for all 9, the same holds for VI, . .. \In . 

Pro 0 f. As Vi (0) == 0 is trivial, we ~nly have to prove count
able additivity. Let rEd E !?d , E- == U i=l Ei and F n = E -U?=l Ei 

n 
ov(E) = ~ ov(EÜ + ov(F n) 
o9k . 1 o9k 09k 

(the Ei disjunct). 1= 

From (8) follows the convergence of the series ~ Vk(Ei ) to 
Vk(E) . i:;:: 1 

ov(E) - 0 iJ.(E) = 0 gives v(E) == 0 for all 9, so ~ - . 

When iJ. is 0 -finite the R. N . derivatives (I. 5) of vI, . . . Vn 
with respectto iJ. exist and are iJ. integrable. They will be denot
ed by f 1, . . . f n • 

If (7) holds, we have fi ::; ~:i (i==l, ... n). 

(5) suggests the further generalization of I: 

j. ik f l I" (v)::; - -dv 
kl f . f (10) 

holding for the case that the conditions of theorem 1 are satis
fied and the integral (10) exists. 

I. 5 theorem 4 suggests writing (10) as 

T" (v) ::; J' dVk dVI d 
Kl dv dv V (11) 

We know that if v(E) = 0 for all G, vi(E) ::; 0, but this does not 
mean Vi «v for any fixed 9. 

For m ,= 1, 91 == 9, the matrices I, I', I" are reduced to re al 
numbers. The index 1 of 91 gene rally is left out, but the index 
1 of VI (E) = oV(E)/o9 and f1 ~ dv ddiJ. is kept, to distinguish 
V1(E) from v(E) and f1 from f = dV/$. 

As to the non ne~tivity of I" we have: 

THEOREM 2. I"(v) is a positive matrix (see IV. 1) except when 
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there exist m real numbers Xl' ... xm(not all of them zero) so 
that for all EE g 

(12) 

In the latter case lil is non negative. 

Proof. 

m m . m 

~ ~ lij z'! Zj = J ~ Zk ik/f 2 dv 
i=l j=l k=1 

So lil is a positive matrix, except when there is a set (Zl, ... zn>= 
(Xl, ... Xn ) (not all of them zero) that can be chosen as real 
numbers and that satisfies 

m 

~ Xi f/f = 0 [vJ (13) 
i=l 

(13) is equivalent to: 

(for all E E .9!). 
One sees that the xi may depend on QI'· .. Qm. 



Chapter 3 

CONVEXITY, CONCAVITY , AND EXTREMAL 
PROPERTIES 

3.1 Concavity of H(v,v.) 
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It is a well known and important fact that H(p) is a convex 
functional of p (Féron [19]). It is shown in the smoothing prop
erties 1. 1 (ii) and 1. 2 (iii) and it is cIosely connected with the 
positivity of M(x, y). 

Our definitions in this chapter are the same as in the pre
ceding one: (Q, .91) is a measurable space, v is a probability 
measure and fl a a-finite measure on (Q, .9J), dv / d fl will be 
denoted by f. When there is a a-finite measure flo with fl « ~J o , 
V « fl Ü' dfl/d flo == g , dv /dflo == h, f = h/g. We always can find 
such a flo by taking fl o = fl + v. Then 

h 
H(v ;fl) = - J fIn f df.l == - J h In g dfl o (1) 

K(v; fl) == J h In!!. dflo (2) 
g 

(In K we assume that fl is a probability measure) 

THEOREM 1. Let s(x, w) be a non negative function on the prod
uct of the measurable spaces (X, ..9) and (Q, .91) that is inte
grable with respect to À ® v, where À is a a-finite measure on 
(X, ..9). When 

f S(x,w) dfl(W) = 1 [À] (3) 
Q 
f S(x, w) dÀ(x) == 1 [fl], (4) 
X 

t(x) = f S(x, w) f(u,) dlJ(w) [À] (5) 
Q 

defines a probability measure a on X with a « À by 

and 

a(E) = f t(x) dÀ(x) 
E 

H(a;À) ~ H(v;fl) 

(6) 

(7) 
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Pro 0 f. By I. 6, theorem 5, t(x) exists [À.] and is À. inte
grabie . r t dÀ. = 1 by (4) (after changing the order of integration 
when (5) is substi tuted for t). For almost all J{À.] S(x, w) define s 
a probability measure Px on Q by: 

Px(F) = f S(x,w) dlJ(w) (F E g ) 
F 

(8) 

By lIl. 1, theorem 5, and the strict concavit<j of the function 
-y In y we have for almost all x [À.] : 

- t(x) In t(x) ~ - f f(w) In f(:u) dpx(w) 
Q 

with equality if and only if f(w) = constant [Px]. Integrating with 
respect to À. we find (7). There is equality in (7) if and only if 
for almost all x pl.]: f(:..u) = constant [Px]. 

THEOREM 2. When fl is a probability measure, 

K(V;fl) ~ 0 (9) 

with equality if and only if ~~ = 1 [fl] (cf. [42]) . 

Proof. By the strict convexity of the function y In y and by 
III. 1, theorem 5: 

with equality if and onIy if f'rconstant [I.l.], whichmeans f==1 b..t}. 

A special case of this theorem is the relation M(x, y) ~ 0 
with equality if and only if x and y are independent. Written as 
H(x) ~ Hy (x) in the notation of 2. 2. 1 (7): 

- f dVI In d vI dfll ~ - J 1 J dVI ( Iy) In dVI( Iy) dfll \ dV2 (10) 
X dfll d!-1I Y X dfll dfll 

This is the clearest formulation of the concavity of H with re
spect to v, as v I in the left side of (10) is the integral of VI ( ly) 
with respect to V2. (10) is an example of the extension of III. 1 
(7) to concave functionals . 

However, H is not only concave with respect 10 v, it is con
cave in both measures v and fl. This is causedby the convexity 
of the function xIln xdx2in its two variables. Thoughthe latter 
property can be shown directly by the nonnegativity of the 
quadratic form with the second part~al derivatives as coeffi-
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cients, we shall derive it from · theorem 2to find more easily 
the cases of equality. 

THEOREM 3. When SI(W) and S2(JJ) are non negative measurable 
functions on the probability space (Q, .!JIJ , v) 

/, S (w) \ SI f sl\.W) In ~ dv(w) ~ SI In S2 

where Si= f sidv (i=1,2). · 
(assumed that the integrals exist) . 

When the trivial case SI ==0 and the dubious 
excluded, there is equality in (11) if and only if 

where pis the probability measure defined tiy 

P(E) = ~ J SI(W) dv 
1 E 

Pro 0 f. (11) is equivalent to: 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

When we define the probability measure 0 by o(E) :0::: Sl J sáw)dv 
2 E 

the left side of (14) is equal to S 1 K(p ;0), from which the theorem 
follows. 

THEOREM 4. H(v;ll) is concave in v and Il. The proof will be 
restricted to the special case 

(a.,~ f: 0, a.+~ == 1; VI and V2 probability Iheasures, 111 and 112 
o-finite measures, all defined on Q, .!JIJ). 

The = sign in (15) holds only if 

dVl dV2 
a.~= ° or - = dll1 d!l2 

where blo is any o-finite measure with Vi« Ilo, Ili« f.lo (i==1,2). 
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Proo f. For ~o we can choose ~l +~2+~1 +~2. By theorem 3 
dv · diJ , : 

we have ifh' = _1 g . = . .::t:.l (i=1 2): 
, 1 d~ o' 1 d~o ' 

h · g 
with equality if and only if a~ = 0 or ahl +1 ~h2 agl +i ~g2 (i=l, 2) 

(15) follows by integration with respect to ~o. 
An application to probabiÜty densities is the following: 

THEOREM 5. Let p(x) be a probability density and Po(x), q(t, x), 
qo(t, x) non negative functions. Then 

II p(x) q(t x) In p(x) q(t, x) dx dt L 
, Po (x) q(t, x) -

f S I p(x) q(t x)dxl In Ip(x) q(t, x)dx 
~ 'S Ipo(x) qo(t, x)dx 

wi th equali ty if and only if 

p(x) q(t, x) _ Po(x) go(t, x) 
Jp(x) q(t,x)dx"' Jpo(x) qo(t , x)dx 

Pro of. By theorem 3 we have 

~ I p(x) q(t, x)dx ~ ln f p(x) q(t, x)dx ~ 
f p(x) ~(~) qo(t, x)dx 

f p(x) q(t, x) In 1(~' x) dx with equality if and only if 
Po x ( ) p(x) q t, x 

Po(x) (t x) 
. q(t, x) "" p(X) qo ' 
fp(x) q(t, x)dx f Po(x) q(t, x)dx . 

(16) 

(17) 

When Po, qo and q are a probability densityand two conditional 
probability densities, (16) is nothing but an application of the 
additivity theorem to the quantity K. . 

TheOrem 2 illustrates the interpretation of K(v ;~) as a "dist-
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ance" between two probability measures. There can be defined 
convergence of a sequence of probability measures f vnJ to a 
probability measure 'p. , making use of this "distance" : 

THEOREM 6 . When lim K (vn ;~) = 0, lim vn(E) :0: ~(E) for every 
n-+:>O n...,oo 

E E .9!f . The convergence is uniform in E. 

Proof 

. _ ~ ~ _ l 1-v(E) 
K(v ,~) - v(E) In WE) + (1-V(E)S In 1 ~~(E) (18) 

I dV' ~ lidV" 
+ v(E) E In d~' dv' + (l-V(E)S Q-E In dp," dv" 

where v', p', v ", ~ " are the conditional probability measures 
definedby 

'(F) = v(EnF) - t v v(E) e c. 

When K < E each of the three terms of (18) is < E, as all are 
non negative. 

By the expansion: 

1 1 2 1 
In x - In y = x (x-y) + 2" (x-y) ~ 

_ (ç, between x and y) one finds: 

~ ~ l 1-v(E) = 
v(E) In ~(E) + l1-v(E) ~ In 1-~(E) 

.! ~V(E) _ "(E)l2 ~v(E) + 1-v(E) l 
2 l .... ~ l Tl 2 ( 1- ç)2 ~ 

where Tl and ç between v(E) and ~(E). So when K(v;~) < E, 

fV(E) - ~(E)J2 < 2E.. 

3.2 Concavity and convexity of Gdv ;~) 

For Gr (V ;~) there exist theorems analogous to those of 3. 1 
(in some cases only for -1 < r < 0). For r < -1 concavity gen
erally is replaced by convexity. As .by definition Go = H the 
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case r = 0 is included in the theorems if the corresponding 
theorem of 3. 1 allows this. 

Using the notation of 3.1 we have 

Gr<v~) = HfrdV~-I/r = Ufl+r d~, ~-I/r = H h~:r ~o~ -1/r 

Proofs wili he sketched only. They depend on the strict 
concavity of the function x1+r for -1 < r < 0 and strict convex
ity for r <. -1; r > 0 (x ). 0). 

THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions of 3. 1; theorem 1 

Gdo ;11.) ~ Gdv ;j.l) ~ 1 < r 

Gr(o;À.) ~ Gr (v ;j.l) r < -1 
(1) 

There is equality if and only if for almost all x [11.] f(w) = con
stant [Pxl. 

Theextension of formulae like 3.1(10), (15) means concavity 
of the functional In Gdv ~) in v or (v. j.l). When proving such 
relations we also have to do with the concavity of the function 
In x, which gives that this method of proof succeeds only for 
-l<r<O: 

THEOREM la. For -1 < r ~ 0 

In Gr(av1+~v2;j.l):f a In Gdv1;j.l) + ~ In Gr<v2;j.l) (2) 

(a,~ ). 0, a + ~ = 1) 

There is equality if-and only if a~ = 0 or V1 == V2. 
Proof. By the concavity (convexity) of x 1+r we have: 

1 f l+r" 1 S f 1 +r f l+r ~ -r In (af1 + ~f2) ~ f, -r In ~a f1 dj.1 + ~ f2 <\is 

(-1 < r < 0; 0 < r) 

For r < -1 theinequality is reversed. This inequality can befol
Iowed by a second one in the Iogarithm only for -1 <. r < 0 (con
cavity of -~ In x). 

THEOREM 2. When v ,j.l are probability measures 

l f (~::tr dlf/r ~ 1 (-1 < r) 
~ ~L lr<-I) 



with equality if and only if ~~ = 1 [iJ] 

Proof 

J f1+r diJ~dfdiJ)1+r = 1 (-1 < r <. 0) 

~ 1 (r < -h 0 <. r) 
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In the same way as theorem 3 of 3. 1 is derivèd from 3.1, theo
rem 2, one can derive from the preceding theorem: 

THEOREM 3. When SI and S2 are non negative measurable 
functions on the probability space (Q, .§J, V) 

(-l<r<O) 

(r < -1, 0 < r) 
Where 

8 i = J Si (W)dv (i=1,2) 

The re is equality if and only if 

Sl(W) _ ~ [p] 
81 - 82 

where P is defined by 3.1 (13). 
This theorem is nothing but the property of concavity 

(-1 < r <. 0) or convexity (r < 0, r> -1) in (Xl, Xv of the func
tion 

In the same way as theorem la follows by the concavity af x1+r 

(-1 < r < 0) and In X, we have by theorem 3: 

THEOREM 4. In GdV;Il) is concave in (v;ll) for -1 < r ~ O. 

In Gr(UV1 +~ V~ <Xll 11-}3112) ~ uln Gr (v 1 ;1l1) + ~ln Gr(v 2 ;1l2) 

(ex ,~ :f 0, ex + ~ = 1) with equality if and only if ex ~ = 0 or 

d V1 _ d'-'2 [ 1 
dIl1 - dll2 lloJ 

(VI <<. 111 « Ilo; v 2« 1-12« Ilo)· 
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THEOREM 5. When p(x) is a . probability density, and Po(x), 
q(x, t}, qo(x, t) are non negative functions: 

[ J
o 11 p(x) q(t, X)dX!'+t dtJ -I /r ~ [fJ· ~p(x) q(t, x)p+r dXdt] -I /r 

Ppo(X) qo(t, x)dx r - ~po(x)qo(t, x)lr 

for -1 < r. 
For r < -1 the inequality is reversed. The == sign holds if and 
only if 

p(x) q(t, x) Po(x) qo(t, x) 
f p(x) q(t, x)dx - f Po(x) qo(t, x)dx 

Theorem 2 suggests that -In Gr (-1 < r) and In Gr (r < -1) can 
be considered as a "distance" between two probability meas
ures, just as K(v ;~). The convergence theorem that extends 3.1 
theorem 6, is: 

THEOREM 6. When f vn l is a sequence of probability measures 
and ~ is a probability measure with vn « ~ (n-= 1,2 .. . ) and. 

lim Gdvn ;11) = 1, . 
n-* CXl 

then the sequence f Vn(E)-l converges uniformly in E to ~(E). 
(E E .91). 

Proof. We have to consider only r> -1, as for r = -l-s 
(s > 0) 

and the proof is symmetric in v and~. (The proof gives more 
than the theorem: we actually show that if \Gr (v ,~)-1\ ~€ 
Iv(E) - ~(E)I < 6(E) (r > -1). 

For r ) 0 the theorem follows from 1. 3 theorem 6 and the 
relation 111.1 (3). 

When r = -s, 0 < s < 1, we proceed as follows: We have for 
any E E .~ 

"S~~~Hr Sl-V(E)lJ I /\S dv r ll/r 
l'(E) (~E)S + (l-v(E» (1-~(E) S = ( f (dil) dvS (5) 

(This relation is a special case of the "sufficient statistics in
equalities"; for its proofwe refer to section 4.2). So when 
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1/1 < 1 +E, there is a 6 not dependent on E so that 

(omitting the argument E from v (E) and fl(E)) 

v l - s fl S + (1_v)1-S (l-fl)S > 1-6 

or: 

(1 - s)v + sfl - v l - s fl s + (1-s)(1-v) + s(1-fl) - (1_V)1-S (l-fl)s < 6 

As 0 < s < 1 the left side contains two terms that are the dif
ference of an arithmetic and a geometric mean. For the differ
ence lnl(1-s)V + slJl - (l-s)ln v - sIn fl an estimation can be 
made by an expansion of the difference of two logarithms up to 
the second degree , in the way as is done in the proof of the 
convexity of f(x) when f"(x) ~ 0 in [27] section 3.10. 

By this estimation (V-fl)2 can be majorized by an T) (6 ) that is 
independent of the values of v and fl. 

3. 3 C anvexity of I 

THEOREM 1. 1"( v) is convex in \) when the weights with respect 
to which we take the average of the measures v do not depend 
on Ql, ... Qm· 

When a , p ~ 0, a + p ~ 1 

I"(av' + pv") ~ aI"(v') +!3 I"(v lt
) 

The = sign holds only for ap = 0 

or 

or 

fk/f' = fk/fI' [vj 

fk/f' = flk/fI' [V"] 

(matrix inequality, see IV . I. For the definition of fk' ft, etc . 
see 2.5). 

Pro 0 f. The theorem follows from the relation 

. m m . (af'i+pf"J(af'j+pf"j ) 

~ ~ Xi Xj J af' + Pf" ê4l -
1=1 J=1 . 

mmm m 
~ ~ . ft ft. ~ ~ . flJ f" 

-a ~ ~ XiXj J Tdfl- P~ ~ Xi. Xj J y,dIJ = 
i==l j==l . i==l j==l 
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_ . f' f" :!1 !lL 2 l
m 

- - a~ J af' + ~f" ~ Xi< G, - f,,~l d~ 

3.4 Extremal property of H(v ;f1) 

The probability density P(Xl, ... :xrJ that maximizes H(p) when 
the variances and covariances of Xl, ... Xn are fixed by 

(1) 

is determined by 

In P(Xl' ... xn ) = In C - L: ~ aij Xi Xj 
i J 

where the constants C and aij are determined by f pdx = 1 and 
(1). This result extends to the determination of "maxentropic" 
probability densities (or maxentropic sets of probabilities) when 
the expectations of an arbitrary set of functions are prescribed. 

This property is important in statistical mechanics where 
the probability distrib~ion for coordinates and momenta is 
chosen maxentropic (Jaynes [28]). 

It can not be guaranteed that such maxentropic distributions 
always exist, but we have the general theorem: 

THEOREM 1. When there exist constants C, al, ... a n so that 
the measure Vó defined by 

(2) 

is a probability measure that satisfies: 

(3) 

(the Si are measurable w functions), then for every probability 
measure v < < f1 with 

n 

H(v ;f1.) ~ H(V o ;f1.) = - In C + ~ ai Si 
i=l 

(4) 

(5) 



The = sign in (5) holds only if 

v < < Vo and dd v = 1 [v 0] 
Vo 
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(6) 

So the problem of maximizing H(v;fJ) for given p, under the con
ditions (4) has a unique solution if it has the solution (2). 

Proof. 

n 

H(vo dl) = - J ~ In C - ~- a i Si(W) l dvo(w) 
~ 1=1 ~ 

n 

H(vo;f),) = - In C + ~ ai Si 
i=1 

By 3.1, theorem 2, when v < < Ilo 

dv 

JIn dil dv = r In dv d\! 2 0 
dv o j d;Vo -

~ 
with equality only if ~~o = 1 [vo] . 

( 7) 

When not v < < Vo the above integral has the value + 00. From (7) 

n 

. dv 
H(v ;Il) ~ - J In c4l0 dv (8) 

By (2) and (4) the right side of (8) is equal to - In C + ~ ai Si == 
H(Vo ; Il). i==1 

We remark that when Q is the real line and s(x) = IxIa the 
conditions (2) and (3) always can be satisfies (for S > 0). 

3 . 5 Extremal properties of 1(v). 

In this section we consider the extensions of the property 
1. 3 (vii) to matrix inequalities and probability measures on an 
abstract spacé. Most of the theorems given here can be found 
in a more or Iess general (and sometimes sharper) form in the 
literature [1], [12], [41], [2], [11], [30], [3~. -

Their importance in information theory and their connec Jn 
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with the subjects of chapters 4 and 5 excuse us when treating 
them here. 

The inequality 1. 3 (22) is arelation between Fisher's infor
mation land the expectation of the "distance" between the true 
value of 9 and an unbiased '3stimate of it. One of our problems 
will he the following: Is there for m > 1 a number that is a gen
eralization of I for m = 1 and that -is connected with the expec-

m 
tation of the distance ~ (Ti -9ï)2 in a way comparable to 

i=l 
1. 3 (22)? 
If we want to express the average amount of information con
cerning (91, ... 9m ) given by Xl, .•• Xn by a number, we have to 
find a number connected with the matrix I (preferably an in
variant of it) that justifies its choice by showing some proper
ties that make it acceptable. There are some reasons to think 
that 

m 

Tr(I) = ~ Ikk 
k==1 

is the quantity looked for. 

(1) 

We wil! make use of the notations defined in 2.5. For the 
matrix and vector notations !lsed see appendix IV. 

3.5.1 The theorem from which all cases of the Cramér-Rao 
inequality considered here can be derived is 

THEOREM 1. Let F be a complex measurable w function so that 
F fi (i=l, ... m) is j.l integrable and I FI2 is \I integrable. 

When the matrix 1"(\1) (2.5 (10» exists, 

mmm 

~ Wi J F* fi dil 2 ~ J IFI2 d\I . ~ ~ l'Ü wt Wj (2) 
i:o:1 i=l j=l 

for all sets of m complex numbers (W1, ... wru). There is equal
ity in (2) for a set of values 91, ... 9m if and only if there exist 
complex numbers a(91, . .. 9m }, ~(91, ... 9m ) (not both zero) 
such that 

m 

a; (9) Ff = ~ (9) ~ Wi fi [11] 
i=l 

(3) 
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.(3) is equivalent to 

m 

a(Q) f F dv = ~(Q) ~ Wi à~JE) 
E i=l 1 

for all E E ~. When f sa tisfie s 

o~~~) = f ~àQ~ d~ (i=l, ... m) 
o 1 E 0 1 

(5) 

then fi = àf/àQi (see 2.5) and (2) becoriles 

mmm 

~ wi JF* ~:. c\l2 ~ J IFI2 (Iv. ~ ~ lij wt Wj (2a) 
i=l 1 i=l j=l 

and (3): 

m 

a(Q)F = ~(Q) ~ Wi ~~ [~] 
i=l 1 

. (3a) 

When 

à j. F* f d~ = I ~ (F*f) d~ 
~ J àQi (5a) 

(2) becomes: 

(2b) 

Pro 0 f 0 f . (2) : 13y the Schwarz inequality we have 
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. m 

l F* (~wifJc412 = 
J i=1 

m 

J F* fl/2.f-l /2 ~ Wi fi 2 ~ 
i=1 

mmm 

JIFI2 f d~. j î ~ Wi f i 2 ~ = JIFI2 d\!. ~ ~ l'ijwt ~ 
1=1 1=1 J=1 

There is equality if and only if 

m 

a F fl/2 = ~ f -1/2 ~ Wi f i 
i=1 

For m = 1 (2), (3), (4) reduce to.: 

I J F* f 1 c4112 ~ J IFI 2d\! . I"(\!) 

with equality if and only if 

a(9) Ff = ~(9) f 1 [~] 

or a(9) J F d\! == ~(9) o\!(E) (E E .91) 
E 09 

(2a), (2b), and (3a) reduce to 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

I J F* ~~ c4112 ~ J I FI2 d\! . I'(\!) (6a) 

10~tF*~ - E~o~*U~ ~ J IFl2 d\! . I'(\!) (6b) 

with equality if and only if 

a(9) F = ~(9) ~ [~] (7a) 

THEOREM 2. Let UI, ... Urn be a set of unbiased statistics for 
91, . .. 9m , i. e. a set of reai valued measurabie w functions (not 
dependent on 91 , ... 9m) so that 

J Ui (w) d\! (w) = 9i (i=1, . . . m) 

(see 1.3). 'When UkUl is v integrabie (k==1, .. . m; 1=1, ... m), 
n\ exis ts for all i and j and 



then 

. 0 . 
I U · f · ,.lil = - I U · f dil = 0 " JIJ up- oQj J 1 t-" IJ 

m 2 mmm m 
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(8) 

~zt Wk ~ ~ ~ Cij zi Zj . ~ ~ lij wT Wj (9) 
k=1 i=l j=l i=l j=l 

where C is the matr~x of variances and covariances of the ran
dom vector (U - Q) with respect to the probability measure v . 

There is equality in (9) if and only if there exista, ~ (not 
both of them zero) so that 

m m 

a (Q) f ~ Zj (Uj - Qj) = ~ (Q) ~ Wi fi [f.l] (10) 
j=l i=l ' 

For m = 1 (9) and (10) become 

1 ~ E i(u - Qr l lil (9a) 

with equality only if 

(10) 

n 

Proo f. We take F = ~ zJ (Uj - Qj) in (2). Then the left side 
m m j=l 2 

of (2) becomes ~ ~ wi zj f f Uj f i df.l - Qj f f i dill· ' 
i=l j=l 

Th~s is equal to the left side of (9) as by (8) f Uj fi df.l = 0ij .and 
as ffi df.l = a/aQi v ~)= o. 

THEOREM 3. Under the assumptions of the preceding theorem, 
and if the matrices C and lil have an inverse 

C- 1 So lil 

1 ~ Det(C) Det(I") 

(11) and (12) are matrix inequalities as defined in IV. l. 

(1~) 

(12) 

' (13) 

For the conditions on the measure v that make sure that lil 
has an inverse, see 2.5, theorem 2. 
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By IV. 2, theorem 3, (11) and (12) are direct consequences 
of (9) . (13) follows by IV.2, theorem 5. 

When we want to know under which conditions (11) and (12) 
can be written with < or with = in the sensE! of matrix inequality 
and . matrix equality respectively, we have to investigate the 
case of equality for the corresponding relations between qua
dratic forms . 

From the proof of IV. 2, theorem 3 one sees that (11) is de
rivedlrom (::}) by substituting z = C-1 w. This gives: 

mmm m 

~ ~ C~l wif- w. {,. ~ ~ lil. w'F W ' ~ ~ IJ I J -~ ~ IJ I J 
i=l j=l i=l j=l 

(14) 

The case of equality is found by substituting z:::::; C-1 VI into (10). 
After some manipulation (making use of the fact that C is sym
metrie) one finds : 

m m 

a (9) f~ Wj (Vj - T)j)= ~ (9)~ wi f i (15) 
j=l i=l 

where the vectors V and Ti are found by transforming U and Q 
with the matrix C -1 : 

v 'Ir; C-1 U; T:i = C- 1 Q (16) 

m 

(r)k = ~ Ck; 9 r ) 
r=1 

In the same way one finds by substituting into (9) Vi = 1,,-1 z: 
mmm m 

~ ~ 1'!~1 z'tC z ' < ~ ~ C" Z*I' ZJ' ~ ~ IJ 1 J = ~ ~ IJ 
i=l j=l ' 1=1 j=l 

(17) 

with equality if and only if 

m m 

a(9) f ~ Zi (Ui - 9i)' = ~(9)~ Zj gj (18) 
i=l j=l 

where gis defined by 
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m 

g = ~ 1,,-1 f 
k ~ kr r 

r=l 
(B) 

(11) and (12) are matrix inequalities with < if there exists no 
set of numbers (W1,." wm) that are not all zero so that (15) 
holds (or an analogous condition concerning (18». It should be 
noted that these numbers w may depend on Q 1, ... Q m. 

The condition for matrix equality in (11) and (12) is that (15) 
(or (18» holds for all w1'" .wm (or zl," ,zm)' This gives 

0: (Q) (Vi -Th)f = ~(Q) f i (i=l, ... n) 

or the equivalent condition 

o:(Q) (Ui - Qj} f = ~ (Q) gi (i=l, ... n) 

When fi = ;~ i these conditions can be written: 

0: (Q) I Cl 11 - C- 1 gl = ~(Q) gradQ L 

or o:(Q) 11' Û - I' 9l = ~(Q) gradQ L 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

3.5.2 Here we consider the inequalities for Tr(l) and Tr(I-1 ). 
As they are rather coarse the presence of the equality 

sign in them means that there is matrix equality in (11) and 
(12). Tr(l) is related to the average "distance" of an estimate 
UI, ... Urn to Q1"" Qm in the same way as I (for m = 1) to 
EI (U-Q)2l . 

THEOREM 4. Under the assumptions of theorem 2 we have 

...l... Tr(I") Tr(C) ? Tr(l") f: 1 
m2 - Tr(C -1) (24) 

1 ( " > Tr(C) > m2 Tr I ) Tr(C) = Tr(l" -1) = 1 (25) 

The first = sign of (24) holds only when C is diagonal with all 
elements equal, and the first = sign of(25) holds under the same 
condition on I". 

The second = sign holds only under the conditions (20) and 
(21). So equality in (24) or (25) means equality of the matrices 
C- 1 and I". 
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Proo f: The second inequalities follow by taking Wk = 0 
(~i). Wi = 1 in (14) and adding or (for (25» by doing the same 
in (17). The equality conditions therefore are (15) and (18) re
spectively, for all values of Wl , ... wrn (ZI •... zrn>, which gives 
(20) and (21). 

The first inequalities have nothing to do with the Cramér
Ral) inequality. They are applications of IV. 2. theorem 6. 

3.6 The quantity J 

An important special case of I arises when Q is n-dimen
sional Euclidean space, 1.1 is Lebesgue measure and v is defined 
by the probability density 

q(Yl'" ·Yn) is a probability density (we choose m=n). We make 
the following assumptions on q: 

(i) q > 0 for all Yl,· . . Yn. 
(ii) q has first partial derivatives with respect to Yl, ... Yn. 

(iii) The integrals J' ! ~q ~q dYl"" dy n exist. Then 
q oYi oYj 

. 0 2 
lij (p) = - j p(xIQ) oQi oQj In p(x\9) dx 

-fl~~d d - J q(y) OYi oYj Yl' .. , Yn (2) 

We denote the matrix elements (2) depending on q by Jij (q). 
For n=1 the matrix J becomes the number 

(3) 

There is no danger of confusing J(q) with J(P, Q) =:=ln p/Q defin
ed in 1. 1 as the latter quantity is made uf?e of only in chapter 1. 

J(q) (n=1) can be seen as a measure for theuncertainty con
cerning y ~hen the probability density q(y) is given, in this 
sense that J decreases when the uncertainty increases. This is 
illustrated by the properties (iii) and (iv) of 1. 3. A similar in-
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terpretation holds for the matrix J (1. 3, properties (iva) , (iiia». 
There are many connections between J(q) (n==l) and H(q) or 

rather the inverse of the entropy power N(q) = l/2n:e. exp (2 H). 
As these properties are scattered over the sections 1. 3, 3.6 

and chapter 4 we willlist them in 4. 5. 
Another important interpretation of J is given in chapter 5. 
Most of the properties of J can be derived from those of I 

for m=l by considering 

In this way the extremal properties of J can be derived from 
3.6 (6b): 

with equality if and only if 

a(Q) G = b(Q) aln P(X1~~ .. Xn I Q) (5) 

THEOREM 1. Let F(Y1' ... Yn) be a complex valued function so 
that the expectations of aF /aYi (i=l, ... n) and IF 12 with respect 
to q exist. Then, for any set of real numbers al, ... a n 

(6) 

with equality only if there are constants a, b (not both of them 
zero) so that 

n 
~ àlnq 

a :E'(Y1, ... Yn) :eb ~ a i --:>-.- (i=l, ... n) 
i=l oYl 

Pro 0 f. Take in (4) 

G(X1,··· xn,Q) ==F(X1~ IQ,· .. xn-anQ) 

First we remark that the condition for 3.5 (Sb) to hold 

(dFj~*) == J ;Q (G*f)dll) is satisfied. 

(7) 
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As E fG*} = J F*(Yl , . .. Yn) q(Yl' ... yn)dYl' . . . dYn 
dEJ:*L o. It is easily seen that 

n 

E PG* ~ = ~ a i f q 'OF* dy 
? '09 ~ i=l 'OYi 

n n 

JIGI 2 p(xI9)dx= JIF(y)1 2 q(y)dy and I(p) = ~ ~ Jij(q) ai aj. 

i=l j=l 
The equality condition (5) goes over into (7), where one sees . 
that a(9)/b(9) does not depend on 9. 

When we substitute 

n 

F(Yl, ... Yn) = ~ ~ (Fj -Fj) where Fj, ~j are real and 
i=l 

n n 

. ~ ~ Jij (q) ai aj 
i=l j=l 

(8) 

where C(F , q) is the covariance matrix of Fl, ... Fn with re
spect to q. From this inequality just as in 3.5, theorem 3, ma
trix inequalities can be derived. These involve the matrix with 
elements 
. 'OF' . 
jq 'OY~ dy. We shall confine ourselves to Fj(Yl,·· ·Yn) = 

Yj(j=l, .. . n) : 

n n n n n 

(~ai ~Ü2 ~ ~ ~ Cij(q) ~i ~j . ~ ~ Jij(q) ai aj (9) 
i=l i=l j=l i=l j=l 

with equality only if 

n n 

a ~ ~j (Yj -Yj) = b ~ a i '0 In .q 
j=l i=l 'OYl 

(10) 

C is the matrix of variances and covariances of q . 
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From (10) one derives, in the same way as 3.5 theorem 3 
is derived from 3.5 (9): 

THEOREM 2. When the matrices C and J have an inverse 

(matrix inequalities) and 

1 ~ Det(C) Det(J) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

The conditions for matrix. equality in (11) and (12) can be writ
ten as 

a(C- 1 y - C- 1 y) = b grady ln q 

or, equivalently, 

a(Jy - J y) = b grady ln q 

(cf. 3.5(22), (23». 
For n=l (6) and (7) become: 

, . dF* I i j q dy dy 2 ~ J IF\2 q dy . J(q) 

with equality only if 

a F(y) = b dln q(y) 
dy 

Furthermore, (9) and (10) become 

1 à. J(q) f (y_Y)2 q(y) dy 

wi th equali ty if and only if 

( -) b dln q ay-y = -dy 

(14) 

(15) 

(6a) 

(7a) 

(9a) 

(10a) 

The relations (14) , (15), (10a) of course mean that q(Yl' . . . y n) 
must be gaussian. 

For ~k = ak = 1, ~ i = 0 (ifk) a j = 0 (jfk) (9) and (10) give 
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(16) 

with equality only if 

(17) 
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Chapter 4 

SUFFICIENT STATISTICS 

In 1. 3 we saw how the fact that no set of statistics can con
tain more information concerning Q than the whole sample, is 
expressed by the corresponding inequality in I: 

with equality for all 9 if and only if Tl, . . . Tk is a set of suffi
cieilt statistics . For m > 1 this property extends to a matrix 
inequali ty . 

It turns out that for the quantities of information Hand Gr 
analogous inequalities exist . They can be considered as a con
sequence of the convexity and concavity properties or the addi
tivity (Kullback and Leibler [34], for H(v;fl) with fl a probability 
measure). 

4.1 Sufficient statistics inequalities 

We use the notation explained in 2 . 5. 

THEOREM 1. Let T be a measurable transformation from 
(Q, ..9J , v) into (Y, ff, VT- l ). When the matrix I"(v) exists, the 
matrix I"tv T-l) defined on (Y, ff, v T -1) also exists and we 
have the matrix inequality (see IV 1) : 

(1) 

There is (matrix) equality in (1) if and only if 

fk/f is T-l ( 9 ) measurable [v] (k=1, ... m) '(2) 

Under the condition (7) of 2. 5 (2) becomes: 

aln f is 
aQk 

T-l (g ) measurable [v] (k=1, . .. m) (2a) 



When (2a) holds for all values of Q, T is a sufficient statistic 
(see [26]). 

For m=1 (2) becomes an inequality between numbers with the 
-= sign holding only if fl/f (or aln f/a~) is T-l ( § ) measurable. 

Pro 0 f 0 f th e 0 rem 1. The set function defined on !?$ by 

VJ< (E) = a;J~) is for all Q a signed measure on (Q, !?$), absolu

tely continuous with respect to a measure p, not dependent on Q 
(by the assumptions of the theorem, see 2 . 5). When we re strict, 
the sets E to those of T- l ( § ), \It< (T-l(F)) (F E 9 ) defines a 
signed measure on (Y, 51), denoted by \Ik T - 1 . As 
\lkT-l(F) = a/'OQk \l T-l(F) \l kT-l is defined on ~o/ by \lT- l in 
the same way as \Ik on .§J by \I, 

When f.1 0 is a a -finite measure on (Y, 9) sueh that \lT-~< f.1o 
for all values of Q, .also \lkT-l« f.1o, By 2.5 we always can 
find su eh a f.1o. (Gene rally we can not ehoose f.1 T,:'l for f.1o as 
f.1T- l need not be a -finite), If we denote 

(3) 

fk/ f is \I integrable, so its conditional expectation exists. By 
the definition Il . 2 (10) gk/ g is a version of it, as for any 
FE ._0/ : 

J gk / gd\lT-l = J gkçlf.1 b = \lkT-l(F) = J fk/fd \l 
F F T-l(F~ 

Now let 0:1, ... O:m be m real valued LY measurable y functions, 
that may depend on Ql , ... Qm. Then 

(by Il. 2, theorem 3) . 
By lIl. 2 theorem 6 and the convexity of the function x 2 : 

~ ~ O:i O:j gi ~ ~ E ~(~ O:k f k/f)2 Iyl = 
i::l j=1 g g ~ k=1 ~ 

m m 

~ & O:i O:j E ~f/ ~y~ (4) 



with equality on1y if 

m 

~ O'.k fk/f is T-l( § ) measurab1e . 
k=1 
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By the assumption that I"(v) exists, the right side of (4) is v 
integrab1e for all bounded functions 0'.1, . . . O'. m. 
When we define 0'.1, .•. O'.m by 

every term_ in the 1eft side of (4) is non negativeand bounded-by 

an integr.ab1e function. And with Igg.li I also gig/g2 is v inte

grable . So I"(VT- l ) exists.. 
The inequality (1) follows by taking for 0'. 1 , ... O'.m constants 

that may depend on 9, and integrating both sides of (4) with re
spect to v. For matrix equality in (ll the necessary and suffi
cient condition is that ~ ilk f kif be 'r- ( 9 ) measurab1e for all 
(0'. I , ••. O'.m), which gives (2). 

When fk/f is T-l ( 9 ) measurable it is equal to its condi
tional expectaÜon for given y. So by (3) we can replace (2) by 

(5) 

and (2a) by 

àlnf=~ [v~ 
à9k à9k J (k=1, . .. m) (5a) 

One sees that the property expressed by theorem 1 is not re
stricted to the quantity I", but is satisfied (for m=l) by any 
quantity that has the form f h(fdf)dv where h is a convex func-
tion of a rea!' variable. . 

THEOREM 2. Under thé assumptions of theorem 1 

Tr(I" (V T -1 » ~ Tr(I" (V » (6) 

w~th equality only if 

So equality in (6) entails matrix equality in (1). This again is an" 
argument to consider Tr(I) as a numerical measure for the ' 
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average amount of information concerning Q 1, ... Qm contained 
in Xl, ... xn (cf. section 3.5.2). 

Proof. Take ai = 0 (i f k), ak = 1 in (4), integrate with re
spect to v and sum over k. 

THEOREM 3. Let T be a measurable transformation from the 
probability space(Q, g ,V) into (Y, ff ,VT-1 ), where v is ab
solutely continuous with respect to the 0 -finite measure fl . When 
Gdv ifl ) exists (see 2.4), fl T- 1 is o-finite, andeither fl is finite 
or fl == v (I. 5) : 

G r(vT -1 i flT -1) ~ Gdv ifl ) 

~ 

(-1 < r) 

(r < -1) 
( 7) 

w.ith -equality if and only if:' is T-l( § )measurabie [fl ] which · 
glves 

(8) 

(7) includes the case r = 0: 

H(vT-1 i flT-1) :f H(v ifl) (9) 

lt can not be guaranteed that the lef~ sides do not exist as + 00 

(for r > -1) or as 0 = 1/00 (for r < -1). 

Proof . By 1. 7, theorem 4: vT- 1 « flT- 1 . Let f = ~~ , g = 
dvr-1 r 

dflT-1 . 
When v == fl1/f is v integrabie in the wide sense. lts indefi

nite integral is \l (and therefore o-finite). So E(v) f1/flyl exists 
(Il. 2 , theorem4) and a version of it is l/g(y), as for any F E .9 

f l/g dvT-1 = 11 T~l (F)';' . f l/f dv 
F . T- 1 (F) 

By lIl.2 theorem 6 and the strict concavity of the function In X 
(x ). 0) we have 

1 > rIl 
In g(y) = E(\t) tIn 11 Y5 (10) 

with equality only if l/f is T-1( 9 ) measurabie. (9) follows by 
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taking the expeètation with respect to v of both sides of (10). 
By the strict convexity of the function x- r for r < -1 , r > 0 

(and the concavity for -1 < r ( 0): 

f1/g(y)rr ~ E(v ) f(l/f)-r I yl (-1 < r ·< 0) 
(11) 

~ (r < -1, r > 0) 

with equality only if l/f is T- 1( 9 ) measurable. (7) follows by 
taking -the expectation of both sides of (11) with respect to v and 
rising to the power -l/r. 

When l/f is T-l( 9 ) measurable l/g(y) = E(\!) f l/f I y 1 = l/f 
(II . 2 theorem 3). 

When 11 is finite it is no restriction to assume that it is a 
probability measure . Then 

g(y) ::: E(Il) f fly 1 (12) 

as for any F E ff 

f g(y) dil T-l = VT-l (F) = J f(w)dll 
F T- 1 (F) 

Now the theorem follows from the strict concavity of the func
tions -x ln x and x 1H (-1 < r <, 0) and strict concavity of xl-t:r 
for r < -1, r > 0 (x ~ 0) . 

The condition v =- 11, given by Kullback and LeibIer [34] still 
can be weakened to the following condition: the inverse image 
of the y set where g(y) = 0 is the w set where f = O. Then we 
leave out these sets from (Y, 9 ) and (Q, . ..98). 

When I" = I theorem 1 can be derived from the additivity 
property for I (see 2. 2 (3». If H bas a definite sign (e. g. when 
it is Shannon' s quantity of inforII1ation on a countable space, or 
when 11 is a probability measure) the additivity property for H 
gives aresult analogous to theorem 1. 

4.2 Applications of the inequalities of 4.1 

Theorem 3 gives a proof of the relation (5) of '3.2 . Let T be 
defined by 

T(w) = Yl 

T(lu) = Y2 

(w E E) 

(.JJ ~ E) 
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(so Y is a two-point space) . Then 

GdvT-1 ;~T -1) = ~V(E) (~«EE»{ + (l-v(E» (l-V(E)/l-l/r 
~ r- l-~(E) 5 

For -1 < r < 0 theorem 3 gives 

Theorem 3 also, gives a proof of 3 . 1 theorem 5, and 3.2 theo
rem 5 for the case that Po(x) is aprobability density, and q(x, t) 
qo(x, t) are conditional probability densities in t for given x. 
J p(x) q(t, x)dx and J Po(x) qo(t, x)dx are the probability densities 

fort and their ratio is ~i~~ for the transformation T(x', t) = t. 

As shoWn by these examples the applications of theorem 3 
are of a rather trivial nature. The application to non definite 
quantities H or In Gr is hampered by the condition that ~T-1 ' 
must be a -finite which excludes transformations as T(x, y) = 
x + y on the Euclidean plane. 

The inequalities derived by theorem 1 are much more inter
esting as is shown by the theo'rem below, by section 4.3, and 
especially by the proof given in section 4.4 for the inequalityof 
Shannon ([461, § 23, theorem 15). The author thinks that the 
inequality of theorem 1 (and its extensions, to arbitrary convex 
functions of aln f/oe) may turn out to be a powerful tooI in deriv
ing all kinds of inequalities. 

THEOREM 1. Let ql, ... qn be n positive differentiable func
tions of the real variabie x, defined on (0,00), and satisfying: ' 

and 

00 

I qi(x)dx = 1 (i=l, ... n) 
o 

lim x qi(X) == lim x qi(X) = 0 (i==l, ... n) 
x->o+ x~oo 

Then, if the integrals on the right side exist: 

(13) 

(14) 

00 n 00 

-1 + J ~ (dr)2 dz {~ 1-1 + J ~ (dqi)2 dx l (15) 
,0 r(z) dz i=l 0 qi(X) dx ~ 

where ris the convoiution of q1, ... qn' 
,There isequality only if 
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(15) also holds when the Qi are defined (and positive) on (-00, ioo) 
and (14) is replaced by lim x qi(x) = 0 (i=1, ... n)butthen there 

X-t+ 00 
is no case of equality. 

Proo f. Consider the n independent random variables 
Xl, . .. Xn whose distribution is determined by the probability 

densities i q (~i) for Xi (i=1, ... n). Making use of (14) one finds 

00 
1 J' x2 dn, 2 

1'(x · )=~(-1+ __ (_=':li-) dx) 
1 G 0 qi(X) dx 

(for the definition of I' see 2.5). 
Again by (14) one finds that I'(XI, ... Xd is additive in Xl, ... Xn. 

(So we avoid proving the equality of I' and I, which requires 
extra conditions on the Cli). 

n 

The random variabIe z = ~ Xi has the probability density 
i=1 

~ r (~). One sees easily that r(z) is positive and differentiabIe 

on (0,00) and satisfies lim zr(z) = lim zr(z) ~ o. 
z-+o+ z-+oo 

00 

So 1 J' z2 dr 2 
I' (z) = ~ (-1 + , r(z) (dz) dz) . 

o 

The existence of I'(z) and (15) follow by 4. 1 theorem 1 when we 
n 

consider the transformation T(XI' ... x n) = ~ X i = z. 
i=1 

The equality condition '4.1 (5a) for m = 1 gives 

from which (16) is derived easily. 
When the qi are defined on ( - 00, + 00) the proof is not changed. 

But now the solution (16) of (17) can not be used as (16) is not 
integrable over (- 00, +00). 



4.3 Application to the matrix J 

THEOREM 1. Let ql> ... <In be n positive differentiabie func
tions of the real variable x on (_C<l, +CXl) such that 

f qi (x)dx == 1 (i==1, ... n) (1) 

1 dq· (x) 2 
When J(qi) == f qi(x) ( <Ix ) dx (i==1, ... n) exists, then for any 

set of real numbers Y I, ... Y n : 

n n 

(~y i)2 J(P) ~ ~y i2 J(qi) (2) 
i=1 i==1 

with equality only if 

q .(x) == _1_ exp L ~ (x-a .)2l 
1 0' V2TI. ? 20 i~ 1 S (3) 

where Oi2 ==cYi (i==1, . .. n) (4) 

Here P is the convolution of q 1, ... qn' (2) is equivalent with 

n 

_1 ~~_1_ 
J(p) i=1 J(qÜ 

(5) 

withequality only if the qi are given by (3) withnow arbitrary O'i2 

([50] ; the equivalence of (2) and (5) was pointed out to the author 
by Prof. Dr. N. G. de Bruijn). 

Proo f. Conside'r the independent random variables Xl, ... x n 
with probability densities q (Xi-Y i 9) (i=1, ... n). We have 

I' (xi) == Y i2 J(qi) 

Additivity of I'(XI, ... xn) in the xi can be shown when we know 
that lim qi(X) = 0 (i=1, ... n) . It is not necessary to take this 

X~± CXl 
a$ an extra assumption, as it can be derived from the existence 
of J(qü. By the Schwarz inequality we have: 
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~ ~ 1 ~ 
(qi(b) - qi(a»2 = (J qi(x)dx)2~ J -:--() (qi(x»2dx. j qi (x)dx 

a a ql x a 
By the convergence of f qi(x)dx and the existence of J(qi) the 
right side is < E J(qi) for a, b > A(E). By the Cauchy conver
gen ce theorem lim qi (x) exists, and as f qi (x)dx = 1 it must be 
zero. X-+O<J 

n 

The random variabie '[. = ~ Xi ~s the probability density 
n i=1 

P(z-Q ~-YÜ. P is differentiabie and positive. 
i=1 n 

The existence of I'(z) = (~Yd2 J(p) and (2) follow by (4.1) 
i=1 

theorem 1. The equality condition (4. 1) (5a) for m = 1 gives 

from which (3) and (4) can be derived. 
By IV. 2 theorem 2 the sharpest inequality that can be deriv

ed from (2) by substitution is the one we find by substituting 

where ä is a vector with all n components equal and J is the 
diagonal matrix with elements J(qi) , SO 

Y i = al J(qi) (i=1, ... n) 

This gives (5). The equality condition (3) is kept, and the con
dition (4) becomes 

which is satisfied automatically. 

There is a generalization of (5) to matrix inequalities. lts 
proof will be sketched only. It is given by 

THEOREM 2. Let ql, ... qn be n probability densities of k-di
mensional random vectors, and let P be their convolution. When 
the matrices J(qI> , ... J(qn) and their inverses exist: 
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J-l (p) ~ S (6) 

(matrix inequality, see IV. 1) where the matrix S is defined by 

n 

S = ~ J-l(qi) 
i=l 

(7) 

There is (matrix) equality in (6) if and only if the qi are 
gaussian probability densities . 

Pro 0 f. Consider the n independent random vectors 
(x rl, ... x rk) (r==l, ... n) that have probability densities 

The sum (ZI, ... Zk) of these vectors has the probability 
density 

n n 

P(ZI - 91 ~Y1r."" .zk-9k ~ Ykr> 
r=l r==l 

For the matrix elements I\j (Xl1'" .xnk) and l'ij(zl'" ,zk) 
one finds 

n 

Ilj (xl1' ... xnk) = ~ Y is Yjs Jij (qs) 
s==l 

n n 

Ilj (z I' ... Zk) == (~ Y ir) (~ Y jr) Jij (P) 
r=1 r=1 

From theorem 1 of 4.1 (viz. 
tion of 4.1 (4» we have: 

the inequality derived by integra-

k k 

~ ~aiClj 
i==l j=l 

n n 

(~ Y ir) (~Y jr) Jij (P) á 
r=l r==l 

k k n 

~ ~ ~ CliClj Yis Yjs Jij (qs) 
i==l j=l s=l 

(8) 



with equality only if 

k n k n 
~ ~ . . aln qr _ ~ ~ aln p 
~ ~al Ylf~-~ ~aiYir~ 
i=l r:::;l Cl i=l r=l 1 
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(9) 

When we try to minimize the right sida of (8) for fixed values n 

of the factors ~ Y ir (i=l •... k) that occur in the 1eft side and 
r=1 

use the method of Lagrange multipliers. we find for the Y ir the 
equations: 

k 

~ al ai Ju (qs) Yis + 11. 1 = 0 (1 = 1 •... k; s=l •... n) or 
i=l 

(YlS •. . . Yks)=L-1(qs) ë (s=l,.o.n) (10) 

where ê is a k-vector not dependent on s and the matrix L(qs) 
is defined by 

Lij (qs) = ai aj J ij (qs) 

Substitution in (8) and (9) gives 

k k k k 

~ ~ChCl Whl S. ~ ~ Ch Cl Shl 
h=l l:z:l a.h al - h=l 1=1 ah al 

where 

W = S J(P) S 

with equality only if 

k n k 
~ ~ ~ Ch J-l ( ) aln qr = 
~ ~ ah hi qr aXrlo 

h=l r=l i=l 

k n k 

~ ~ ~ ~hh Jhf (~) a~~P 
h=l r=l i=l 1 

(12) is the definition of the matrix inequality 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 
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S J(P) S ~ S (15) 

(15) is. equivalent to J(p) ~ S -1 and (byIV .2 theorem 4) J-1(p) ~ 
S (the matrix inequality A ~ B is equivalent to C TAC ~ CTBC, 
which follows by transformation of the corresponding quadratic 
forms . In (15) we choose C = s-1, where S is symmetric). 

4.4 The convolution inequality for H 

In this section we consider the iilequality 

where (z 1, ... zn) is the sum of the independent random vectors 
(Xl, ... xo) and (Yl," .Yn) <[46] p.63, theorem 15, [50]) . For 
the proof we need the following theorem: 

THEOREM 1. Let p he a probability density on the real line, 
and Pc the convolution of pand a gaussian probability density 
with variance c. Then J(pc) exists for all c > O. 

When H(pc) exists for all. c it is a differentiable function of c 
with 

dH(pd = 1: J( ) 
dc 2 Pc (1) 

A sufficient condition for H(pc) to exist for all c is the inte
grability of Ixia p(x) for an a > O. 

Proo f. Fint we follow the line of pro of without justifica
tion of the operations performed. By differentiation under the 
inte gral sign of 

Pc (z) = (2ncr* f p(x) e -(z-x) 2/2c dx (2) 

we find 

Differentiating H(pc) under the integral sign we have 

~c H(pc> = ~c (H(pc) + 1) = - J In Pc oP~~Z) dz 

(3) 
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SUQstituting (3) and iiltegrating by parts: 

d [d~j+OO 1 àp 2 -d H(pc) = - i In Pc ~d + i f - (~) dz = i J(pc) 
c Z _DO Pc oZ 

(4) 

To show that these operations are allowed we make the following 
remarks: 

From (2) we infer that PC<z) is bounded for any fixed c and 
positive for all z. As Pc is bounded H(pc> exists or is + 00 
(cf. section 2.1). When Pc has an absolute moment of index 
ex > 0, the same holds for Pc, and H(pc) < 00 as it is bounded by 
its extremal property for given absolute moment (section 3.4). 

We may differentiate (2) under the integral sign with respect 
to zand c. It is sufficient to show that 

-.!ax 
g(i, a) = f p(x) e 2 

azx
d e x (5) 

may be differentiated with respect to z anda. This can be seen 
from the relation: 

g(z+llz,a) - g(z,a) = J p(x)e- iax2 
llz 

azx 
axe dx + 

-.!ax2 ax(z+QLlz) < 
+ ia211z f p(x) e 2 . x2 e dz (0 = Q ~ 1) 

For ~~f and ~: we can proceed in the same way. 

PC<z) is differentiable with respect to zand 

op (z) 1 _.! J -(z-x)2/2c _ c :::;: _ - (2rtc) 2 p(x) (z-x) e dx oZ c 
(6) 

As PC<z) > 0 J(Pd exists,either as a finite number or as +00. 
By the Schwarz inequality: 

1 ~ 1. -(z-x-2t4c 1. _(z-x)2/4c ~~ = 2Jtc3 Pc (f p~ (x) e 11 • p~(x) (z-x) e . dxS 

< 1. -(z-x) 2/2c = c-2(21tc)-~ f p(x) (z-x)2 e dx 

And 
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where the right side is convergent. So J(pc;) exists for all c. 
When c is confined to a finite interval the convergence of the 

integral for J(pc) is even uniform in c. The same holds for the 

I d l+ oo 
term L In Pc lz~J _ 00 in (4) as, again by the Schwarz inequality 

applie.d to (6), 

Iln Pc ~;c\ ~ ~ (2TIcr t Iln Pc I Pct) J p(x) (z-x)2 e _(z-x)2 /2cdX~ t 
(8) 

From (2) and (8) one sees that 

lim Ipc. ~Pcl ::; 0 uniformly in c when c is confined to a bOWlded z-.oo oZ 

interval 0 < Cl ~ c ~ C2 <00. . 
So the right side of (4) converges Wliformly in c on this in

terval and by a well-known theoremof integral calculus we may 
differentiate H(pc) under the integral sign. 

This theorem can be extended to convolutions of probability 
densities on n-dimensional space. We give a proof withoutjusti
fication of the operations performed . 

THEOREM 2. Let p be a probability density on n-dimensional 
Euclidean space, and V a matrix of variances and covariances 
with 

Vij =Pij c~ cj (i,j=l, ... n) 

where Pii = 1, ci > 0 (i=l, ... n) 

(9) 

Let Pc be the convolution of pand a gaussian probability 
density wi th covariance matrix V. 

Then the matrix J(pc) exists. When for fixed correlation 
coefficients Pij (i, j=l, ... n; Pii = 1) H(pc) exists for all ci ) 0 
(i=l, ... n), H(pc) is a differentiabie fWlction of Cl, ... cn and 

'OH (Pc ) - 1 -1 (VJ) - 1 -1 (JV) (k=1 ) "" - 2" ck kk - 2" ck kk -, ... n 
oCk 

(10) 

whe;re (VJ)kk is the kth diagonal element of the matrix VJ. 
Pro 0 f. We make use of the characteristic fWlctions (Fourier 

transforms) of pand Pc, defined by 
n 

F(p) = J P(X1, ... xn) exp(i ~ wi xü dX1' ... dXn (11) 
i=l 
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One bas: 

from which follows : 

(12) 

Differentiating H(pc> under the integral sign, substituting (12), 
and integrating by parts we find 

which is (10). 

THEOREM 3. Let pI, ... Pk be k probability densities on the 
real line, and p their convolution. Suppose that the P i satisfy 
the following conditions : 

(i) H(Pi) (i=l, ... k) and H(P) exist. 
(ii) When qi ( ,~) (iT'l, . . . k) and s( , c) are the convolutions 

of Pi and p with gaussian probability densities having variances 
Ci (i=l, ... k) and c respectiveIy, H(qi( ,cd) and H(s( ,c» exist 
for all positive Ci and c. 

(iii) lim H(qi(, ci» = H(Pi) (i=l, .. . kj, lim . H(s( ,c» = H(P) 
Ci40+ c ->0+ 

(iv) Urn fH(~ ( ,CÜ) - i In 2n:ecd = 0 (i=l, ... k). 
C i~OO 

lim fH(s( ,c» - i In 2Tl:ec l = 0 
C->OO 
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Then 

k 
~ e2H(Pi) ~ e2H(P) 
i=l 

with equality only if the Pi are gaussian. 

(13) 

A sufficient condition for (i) - (iv) to be satisfied is that the 
functions Pi(X) are bounded and that there is ana > 1 so that 

lim Ixia Pi(x) = 0 (14) 
x~± DO 

Proof. We may restriet ourselves to k=2, asfor k> 2 
the theorem follows by induction. Let p(x), q(y) be probability 
densities, p their convolution, .and PÀ, <lÀ., Pr... the convolutions 
of P, q, P with gaussian probability densities havingzero means 
and varianees f(r...), g(À.) and f(f...) + g(r...) respectively, where f and 
g are non negative increasing and differentiable functions of the. 
parameterr..., satisfying f(o) = g(o) = o. 

Consider the ratio 

By theorem 1 we have 

d~~r...) expf 2H(Pr...>l = f'(r...) J(PÀ) exp f2H<P!I.) 1 

+ g'(r...) J(qr...) exp f2H(qr...) 1 

- J(,otJ f f' (r...) + g' (À) 1 [exp f 2H(p,,) 1 + exp f2H(qr...) 1 ] 

Applying 4. 3 (2) with 

one has 

'h = ff'(r...)j! expfH(PÀ)l 

Y2 = fg'(r...)l! expfH(qr...)l 

d~) J-I(p(...) expf2H(Pr...)1 f (YI + Y2)2 -

(15) 

(16) 

- ~'(r...) + g'0.) 1 [exp f2H(Pf...) 1 + exp [2H(q~Jl ] (17) 

where Y I and Y 2 are given by (16). 



---------~~~~~~~~~~~---. 

When we choose the functions f and g so that 

we have 

flq,..) = exp f 2H(P/-J J 

gl (À) = exp f2H(qÀ) 1 
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(18) 

(19) 

For any fixed value of À there is equality in (17) and (19) only if 
PÀ and qÀ are gaussian with variances proportional to Yl and Y2. 
This proportionality condition is satisfied autornatically for the 
choice (18) as we have Y 1 = exp f2H(PfI) 1, Y2 = exp f2H(qÀ)J . 

When PÀ and qÀ are gaussian for any value of À, pand q are 
gaussian and PÀ' qÀ are gaussian for all values of À . Therefore 
V(À) is either strictly increasing or a constant. 

Frorn (18) we see that 

lirn f(À) = lirn g(À) = + 00. 

À"'" 00 Î\->O<J 

By the continuity conditions (iii) and (iv) the theorern follows 
directly. 

The sufficiency of (14) follows by the fact that it is a suffi.,. 
cient condition for theorern 1 to hold and by the fact that for any 
two bounded probability densittes r(x), t(y) sa tisfying (14) 

where 

lirn H(r 0) = H(r) 
0-+0+ 

J
1 x ro<z) = - t (-) r(z-x)dx: o 0 . 

(20) 

(21) 

When ris bounded by A, ro is bounded by A for all o. There 
is no restriction in.assurning that r 0 < 1/e as we rnay "stretch" 
the distributions rand t over a factor b, which adds In b to both 
sides of (20). For x < 1/e the function -x In x is increasing. 
When we can find a function h(x) not dependent on 0, so that 
-h(x) In h(x) is integrabIe and ro ~ h ~ 1/e we have 

< < o = -ro In ro = -h In h 

and the convergence in (20) follows by the Lebesgue bounded 
convergence theorem ([25], § 26, theorem ti). 
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By (14) there exist a, c > 0 so that for lxi> a 

c c 
r(z) < Ixia, t(x) < Ixia 

One has: 

fa 1 1 x· J' rcr(z) = PI -- t(-) r(z-x)dx + 
. PI cr cr I I" -a XLa 

1 x cr t(3 r{z-x)dx 
cr (22) 

where 

The first term of (22) is bounded for Izl < a + d and majorized 
by c Ilzl-lal I-a for Izl "a+d. (d an arbitrary positivenumber)~ 

The second term in (22) is majorized by 

~a-1 f -a 
u c x r(z-x)dx 

Ixl~a 

Both terms can be chosen < 1/2e by "stretching" rand t 
over a large enough factor b. 80 the existence of the function h 
follows. 

Theorem 3 can be generalized to propability densities on n
dimensional space, making use of theorem 2. This extension 
also can be prov,ed by induction, making use of theorem 3. 

THEOREM 4. Let (Xl1,' .. Xln), ... (Xkl, ... Xkn) be k independ
ent random vectors, and Zl, ... Zn their sumo When these ran
dom vectors have probability densities satisfying conditions 
generalizing those of theorem 3, we have 

k 

~ exp~~ H(Xil," .Xin)~ ~ exp~~ H(zl," .zn)~ (23) 

with equality only if the random vectors Xl, ... Xk are gaussian 
with covariance matrices that are equal up to a multiplicative 
constant. 

Proof. For n=l (23) reduces to theorem 3. For arbitrary 
n we proceed by induction: 

Again, we restrict the proof to k=2. Consider the probability 
densities P(xI' ... x n+1)' q(YI"" Y n+I> and their convolution 
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P(Zl, ... Zn+1). When we write Ç" Y), ç for (XI. ... Xn), (Yl, ... Yn), 
(z 1, ... Zn) and x, y, Z for Xn+1, Yn+1, Zn+l we have: 

H(X1' ... x n+1) = H(ç,) + Hç,(x) 

H(Y1, ... Yn+1) = H(Y) + HY)(y) (24) 

H(Zl' ... Zn+1) = H(Ç) + Hç(z) 

We define 

Hç"Y)(z) = J p(ç,) q(ll) H(zlç"Y)dç, dY) (25) 

When we apply theorem 3 to the conditional probability densities 
of x, y and z for given Ç" Y): 

exp ~2H(z Iç" Y) 1 ~ exp f2H(xlç,) 1 + exp ~ 2H(YIY) 1 (26) 

with equality only if these conditional probability densities are 
gaussian. S~ 

exp~2Hç"Y)(z)l b 

exp[J p(ç,)q(Y) In f exp2H(xl Ç,) + exp 2H(YIY) 1 dÇ,d Y) ] (27) 

By 111. 1 theorem 5 the right side of (27) is 

:f exp ~ 2Hç,(x) J + exp f2HY)(y) 1 

with equality only if 

(28) 

(29) 

By the usual methods for pro ving inequalities for conditional 
entropies: 

Hç(z) ~ Hç" Y)(z) (30) 

By (28), (30), and the assumptions of induction: 

S 2 l Sn 2 1 l> 
eXP?n+1 H(z 1, ... Zil+1)S f: exp(n+1 ïi H(Ç) + n+1 2Hç" Y) (z>S = 

L-~ I S ~ H(ç,) + ft H(Tl)l + ~ I S 2Hç,(x) + 2HY)(y)l-J--
exp n+1 n(e e S n+1 n le e 

(~1) 
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By applying again lIl. 1, theorem 5, the inequality (23) for k=2 
follows. 

The equality ' condition in the second application of ill.1, 
theorem 5 is 

2 2 
aeÏÏ H(I;) = ~ e2Hl;(x), a eÏÏ H(il ) = ~e2HTl(Y) (32) 

By the equality condition on the 1;, Tl distributions in the second 
inequality of (31) and the equality condition in (26) a necessary 
con dit ion for equality is that (Xl, . . . Xn+l) and (Yl •... Xn+l) are 
gaussian. By the assumption of induction the covariance ma
trices of (Xl, ... x~ and (Yl' ... Yn) must be proportional. From 
(29) and (32) follows that the covariance matrices of (Xl, ... xn+i) 
and (Yl' . . . Yn+l) must be proportional. 

Theorems 3 and 4 have some interesting applications. 

THEOREM 5 . The inequality (13) of theorem 3 is equivalent to 
the following inequality: 
For.any set of non negative real numbers a l' ... ak with 
k 

~ a i= 1 
i::z:1 

k k 

H(~) -~ ai H(Pi) ~ -i ~ ai In ai 
i=l i=l 

(33) 

with equality only if the Pi are gaussian with varianees pro
portional to the (Xi. 

Proof. (13) follows from (33) by substituting(33) intothe 
left side of (13) and choosing ai = c exp ~ 2H(pü 1 
. (33) follows from (13) by substituting (13) into the left side 
of (33) and applying the inlilquality of the geometrie and arith
metic mean (see 111. 1, theorem 2) 

THEOREJ)1 6. When p is a prohability density on the realline 
satisfying the conditions of theorem 3, and when J(p) exists: 

J(p~ e2H(p) f 2TIe (34) 

When p is gaussian there is equality. It is not asserted that this 
is the only- case of equality. . 
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Pro 0 f. Let Pc be the convolution of p with a gaussian prob
ability density having variance c. By theorem 3 

By theorem 1: 

exp!2H(pc-ti)llc)] J(Pc+T)llc) ~ 2rre (0 ~ T) 2: 1) 

By 4.3 (5) J(p) ~ J(pc+T)llc)' so ;: 

J(p) exp f2H(p c+T)llc) 1 f: 2TIe 

Passing to the limit for c->O, llc--+O the relation (34) follows. 

The relation (34) was communicated to Prof. Ir. Dr. J. L. van 
Soest by Prof. Dr. N. G. de Bruijn who gave a variational proof 
of it and used (34) and (1) to prove (13) for the case that all p 
except one are gaussian. 

THEOREM 7. Let p be a probability density on n-dimensional 
spa ce for which the conditions of theorem 4 hold and the matrix 
J exists. Then 

(38) 

Proo f . Let Pc be the convolution of p with a gaussian prob
ability density having a diag'{mal covariance matrix with vari
ances Cl , ... cn. By theorem 2 

(39) 

Consider the Pc with parameters Cl, ... Cn-l, Cn + llc, denoted 
by Pc, llc ' One has 

Pc,llc(x I", .xn);::: Pc(xI'" ,xn_l) pc,llc(xnlxl' . ,xn_l) 

where Pc(XI, ... xn-Ü is the probability density of Xl, ... Xn-l 
for (cl"" cn)· Pc, llc (XnIXI, ... Xn-l) is the convolution of 
Pc(xnlxl" .. xn_V and a gaussian probability density with vari
ance /:'c. 

H(pc, llC> = H(P c> + 

Jpc (Xl, ... xn-I> H(pc, llc( IXl> ... xn-ü)dxI, ... dXn-1 
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By theorem 3, applied to the convolution of PC<xnlxl' 0 •• xn_l) 
and a gaussian probability density with variance !:Jc: 

expof2H(pc,!:Jc)l ~ expf2H(Pc)l· 

e{r Pc(Xl, ... xn_])ln f e 2H(pc( lXI' . 0 • "rI-I» + 2n:e !:Jcl dXl, .. dXn_~ 

o Applying 111. 1, theorem 5, we find 

exp {2H(p c,!:Je> 1 ~ 
exp{ 2H(Pc) 1 [e 2HXl> •.. Xn-l (xn) + 2n:e !:Jc ] 

expf2H(pc,!:Jc)l - exp{2H(Pc)'l f: 2n:e!:Jc expf2H(Pc )l 

By (3:) 

exp f2H(pc, T)OO) 1 Jnn (Pc,T)!:JC> ~ 2n:e exp{2H(Pc ) 1 (0 ~ T) ~ 1) 

Passing to the limit for c-->O, !:Jc-tO we arrive at (38). 

THEOREM 8. Let P be a probability density on n-dimensional 
spa ce satisfying such conditions that theorem 4 holds. When the 
matrix J(p) exists, and V is any symmetric positive matrix 
(IV 01) 

2 
exp {ïï H(p) 1 Tr(JV)"" 
2 1 

= exp{ïï H(p)j Tr(VJ)?: 2n:en IVl n (40) 

where lVI = Det V. Further: 

IJl expf2H(p)} ~ (2iT.e)n (41) 

Proof. When vkk = ck we write 

When we consider the Pij matrix as fixed, and Pc is the convo
hltion of p with a gaussian probability density having covariance 
ma tri X V, H(pc> is a function of cl, ... C n' When we denote Pc 
for the values (l+t:)Cl, . 0 • (l+E)Cn by Pc, E' we have by theorem 
2: 
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n 
dH~C, cl = ~ êlH(pc, d . d(l+E)Ci 

E i=l êl(l+E)Ci dE 

n 
_ 1 ~ 1 
- 2" ~ (1+E)C ' (J(PC, cl Vdii· Ci 

1=1 1 

Here V E = (1+E)V. 80 

dH(pc, cl = 1 T (VJ( _\) 
dE 2" r Pc, tJ (42) 

By theorem 4: 

2 2 1 
exp ~n H(pc, d 1 - exp ~ÏÏH(pc) 1 :f 21Te I EV In 

By (42) we find: 

1 2 ! 
-exp f- H(p nE)l Tr(VJ(p n E» f 2n:e Ivln (0;: Tl ~ 1) n n c, 'I C"I 

from which (40) follows by passing to the limit for (Cl, ... cn> -+ 0 
(In theoréms 7 and 8 the question of continuity of J can bë 

evaded in the same way as in theorem 6) . 
(41) follows from (40) by substitution of V = J-l. It is the 

"best" substitution for V that can be chosen: We can write (40) 
as 

1 2 IJVI 1/ n (11. 1, .. Àn)~ 
IJln exp ~ÏÏ H(p) 1 ~ 2uen Tr(JV) = 2ne 1 (43) 

ÏÏ (11.1+· .. Àn) 

where 11.1 , .. . Àn are the eigenvalues of the matrix JV. When 
these eigenvalues are positive, by the inequality of the arith
metic and geometric mean the maximum of the right.:. side of 
(43) is 2 rre, which is reached when all Ài are equal. All. Ài are 
equal only when JV == cE where E is the unity matrix, or V = 
cJ ;'J.. When the Ài are not all positive a better choice for V may 
be made, but the resulting inequality does not hold for all J, as 
for J = aE (a > 0) all Ài are positive . 
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4 . 5 Connections between J mld H 

The quantities 1/ J(p) (for a piI'obability density on the real 
line) and exp f2H(p)J/2 n:e = N(p) (entropy power, [46] § 21) show 
resemblanee in several respeets: 

(i) They ean be eonsidered as measures for the uneertainty 
eoneerning x or the " spreadl ' in x, as is shownby the properties 
(vi) of 1. 2 and (iv) of 1. 3: 1 

When p(x) is replaeed by ëi p(~, 1/ J and Nare replaeed by 

a2 • l / J and a ~ respeetively. 

(ii) When p is gaussian with varianee cf2, l/J and Nare equal 
and have the value 0'2 . 

(iii) 1/ J and Nare bounded by the varianee a 2 of p, with 
equality only if p is gaussian (3.4, 3 . 5). 

(iv) 1/ J and N satisfy the convolution inequality. When z is 
the sum of the independent random variables xl' . . . x n 

n 
_1_ ~ ~_1_ 
J(z) . 1 J(xü 

1'" 

n 

N(z) ~ ~ N(Xi) 
i=l 

with equality only if the x are gaussian (4.3 (5) and 4.4 (13». 

(v) 1/ J and Nare conneeted by the inequality 

N(p) f: l/J(p) 

(4.4, theorem 6) . 
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Chapter 5 

UNCERTAINTY RELATIONS 

When we write p(x) = I <jJ(x) 12 where <jJ is a complex function 
with J I <jJ12dx = 1, the quantity J(p) is closely connected with 
f (u-üf lCP(uJl2 du where cp is the Fourier transform of <jJ and 
ü = f ul cp(u) 1 duo Immediately the idea suggests itself to con
sider x and u as the coordinate and canonically conjugated mo
menturn of a physical system in quantum me chanics . 

The connection of the quantity of information J with the vari
ance of u might turn out to be important for the investigation 
whether there is any relation between the basic ideas of quantum 
mechanics and information theory. 

Here we will confine our attention to the uncertainty relation. 
The Cramér-Rao inequality includes the theorem on Fourier 
transforms that gene rally is known as the uncertainty relation, 
whether this is interpreted in its quantum mechanical sense or 
as the "uncertainty relation between time and frequency" as in 
the work of Gabor [23]. 

The inequalities of section 4.4, theorems 6, 7, 8, give 
sharpenings of the uncertainty relation that bring in entropy. 
They suggest further sharpenings giving uncertainty relations 
in the entropy alone that lead to some interesting problems in 
the theory of integral inequalities. 

Throughout this chapter we use the following notations : 
~ ,cp is a pair of Fourier transforms defined by 

n 

<jJ(Xl, ... x n) = f «u l' ... un) exp I 211: i ~ Uj 
j=1 

"; I dUl • ... duo 

(1) 
n 

CP(Ul, ... un) = f <);(Xl, . . . x n) expl-2TIi ~ Uj Xj! dXb'" dXn 
lj=l 

with 

(2) 
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When p(x) = 1<jJ(x)1 2 (n=l) we denote 

J(p) == J(I<jJ1 2) = J(x) 

V(x) a: f(x-X)2 l<Ux)12dx 

x = f xl <jJ(x) 12 dx 

V(u) = f(u-u)2 lep(u)1 2 du 

ü := f u· lep(u) 12 du 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

For n> 1 we use the notations J(XI,'" xn) for the matrix J(p) , 
V(XI, ... xn), V~UI, '" unJ for the covariance matrices of the 
distributions 1<jJ1 and lep 1 , and 

V(~) a: f (Xk-Xkf 1<jJ1 2 dXI, ... dXn = V kk (Xl, ... xu) (6) 

V(Uk) = J (Uk-lÏjd2 lep 12 dUI, ... dUn = V kk (uI' ... un) (7) 

We write lVI and IJl for Det(V) and Det(J). Complex conjugates 
are denoted by *. 

We will assume tacitly that all continuity, differentiability, 
and integrability properties hold that are needed. 

5.1 Uncertainty relations in the variances and in a variance 
and an entropy power. 

THEOREM 1. For n = 1 we have 

J(x) ~ 16 rr2 V(u) (8) 

with equality if and only if 

arg (<jJ) = 21tü x + const (9) 

So for given pjx) we always can choose <jJ so that p(x) = l<Ux) 12 

and J(x) = 16 n 2 V(u). 

Proof. When P" 1<jJ1 2 we have 

n d l 2 J' ~ d I -2niüxl p J(x) = 4 J (dx I <jJ1 S dx = 4 (dx <jJ e S dx (10) 
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For any complex function f of real x 

~ Jx Ifl~2 = 1~~12 - Ifl
2 ~Jx arg(f)~2 So 

J(x) ~ 4 J IJx (4; e -2n:iu">1
2 
dx (11) 

with equality only if Jx arg(4;) = 2nu. 

By applying the Parseval theorem to the Fourier transform 
of d/dx~ 4;exp~-2n:mx) 1 one sees that the right side of (11) is 
equal to 16 11 V(u). 

THEOREM 2. For any set of real numbers al,' .. an we have 

n n n n 

~ ~ ak al Jk1 (Xl, ... xn) ~ 16112 ~ ~ ak al Vk1(Ul, ... un ) 
k=1 1=1 k=l 1=1 

with equality only if 

(12) can be written as a matrix inequality: 

or 

J(Xl'" .Xn) ~ 16:12 V(ul'" . tIn) 

16\2 V-I (UI,··· un ) ~ J-l(Xl , ... xn) 

(IV. 2, theorem 4). 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

From (13) follows that there is (matrix) equality in (14) and 
(15) only if 

n 

arg(4;) = 2n ~ uk xk + const. 
k=1 

Another consequence of (12) is 

I 1
1/n < 2 I 11/n J(xlt.·· Xn) = 1611 V(Ul"" un ) 

For (Xk = 1, ai ;::: 0 (i". k) (12) and (13) give: 

(16) 

(17) 
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J kk (Xl' ... Xn) ~ 16 71:
2 V(~) (k=1, ... n) (18) 

with equality only if 

(19) 

~ always can be chosen so that for given P(xl' ... Xn) there is 
equality in (12), (14), (15), (17) and (18). 

Pro 0 f 0 f (1 3 ). When P = 1 ~ 12 

~ ~ ak al Jkl (Xl, ... Xn) = 4 f ~~ ak ~~kl~2 dXl,' .. dXn = 
k=1 1=1 ?k=1 ~ 

I n ~n \ ~ a -2rri _ ü.r X r 
:z: 4 f ~ ak oXk I ~e r- I dXl, ... dXn 

Forany complex function f of real Xl, ... Xn 

n 

with equality only if ~ ak -:>'0 arg(f) = O. 80 
k=1 oXk 

where 

n n 

~ ~ ak al Jkl (Xl, ... Xn) ~ 
k=1 1=1 

n n 

4 ~ ~a,k al J xkxi dXl," .dxn 
k=1 1::;:1 

n 

2 . ~ -
XJ" = ~~e - TH r=1 Ur x r 

OXj 

with equality only if 

n 

~ ak (-::. '0 arg(~) - 2nUk) = 0 
k:::1 oXk 

(20) 
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Applying the Parseval theorem to the integrals in the right side 
of (20) one finds (12). 

The inequalities of theorems 1 and 2 in combination with the 
Cramér-Rao inequality give some formulations of the uncer
tainty relation. 

From (8) and 3 . 6 (9a) we derive 

1 ~ V(x) J(x) ~ 16 n2 V(x) V(u) (21) 

The first = sign holds only when 1<jJ 12 is a gaussian probability 
density, the second = sign only when arg(<jJ) = 2TIux + const. 

(21) is the uncertainty relation for a one-coordinate system 
when h is given the value 1. 

(18) and 3.6 (16) give 

1 ~ V(Xk) Jkk (x) ~ 16 n 2 V(Xk) V(Uk) (22) 

which is the uncertainty relation for the kth coordinate and its 
conjugate momentum in an n-coordinate system. 

(14) and 3.6 (11) show that 

V-1(Xl, ... xrJ ~ J(Xl, . . . xn) ~ 16 n 2 V(Ul, ... un) (23) 

The first equality sign holds only when 1<jJ\2 is gaussian, the 
second only when 

n 

arg(<jJ) = 2n ~ uk xk' 
k=1 

(23) is equivalent to: 

(see IV . 2 theorem 4). 

The inequalities of theorems 1 and 2 in combination with 
theorems 6, 7, 8 of section 4.4 give relatfons that sharpen the 
usual forms of the uncertainty relation in this respect that one 
of the variances is ' replaced by entropy power, which is always 
smaller by the well known relation: 
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2~e exp f2H(x)f ~ V(x) 

([46] § 20, cf. this thesis. section 3. 4). 

(8) and 4.4 (34) give 

1 ~ J(x) N(x) ~ 16 n2 V(u) N(x) 

1 
where N(x) = 2rre expf2H(x)J (cf. (22» . 

By (18) and 4.4 (38) we find 

(to be compared with (22». 

By (17) and 4.4 (41): 

< I 11/n 1 ç2 1 / 1 = J(Xl.··· Xn) 2n:e exp ~ÏÏ H(Xl •... xnh ~ 

2 I . 11/n 1 ç 2 1 ~ 16 n V(ul •... Un) 2Tt:e exp~ïï H(Xl •... xn)j 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

5.2 Hypotheses concerning uncertainty relations in entropy 

The inequality (25) suggests a further sharpening: replacing 
both varianees in (21) by entropy powers, giving 

where 

or 

(see (57), (50). 

? 
16 n 2 N(x) N(u) ~ 1 (28) 

N(u) = 2~e expf 2H(lcp 1
2 H 

? 
H(x) + H(u) of 1- In 2 

(29) 

(30) 

H(x) + H(u) attains the value 1- ln 2 for 
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and it lies at hand to suppose that a gaussian distribution for x 
and u is the "least uncertain" situation not only with respect to 
the criterion of variance but also with respect to entropy. 

So far no proof of (30) is known to the author . 
It can be shown that an uncertainty relation in H holds with 

a smaller constant (Hirschman, [57]) : 

H(x) + H(u) ~ 0 (31) 

This can be shown by making use of the Hausdorff- Young
Titchmarsh inequality ([51], theorem 74) : 

1 1 < When k + k' ::: 1, 1 < k ::: 2 : 

(32) 

(32) can be written as 

E 1-2E 
~ . l / ~ . 2(1+-)r-
~J I CP I2(1-E)du~1 &: ~J I:!J I 1-2E ~ E ~ 1 

or 

(see section 2.4). 
Passing to the limit for E~ 0+ in (33) gives 

(2.4(8». 
The consequence of the suggestion (30) is that in (32) 1 is 

not the best constant. It lies at hand to suppose that the best 
constant in (32) is found by substituting <j;(x) ::: C exp( -ax2 ) giv-
ing 

1 

~ J 1<j;lk'qX~l/k' 1 k2kr, H I CP lkdu~1/k 
k,2k 

(34) 

But (32) is derived from - and for k' = 2,4,6, . .. identical with 
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- the Young inequality for convolutions ([2~ , theorems 276-284): 
When fi (i=l, . . . n) are n complex functions of a real variabIe, 

Iq (i=l, ... n) n positive numbers with 

and 

then 

where 

n 

À = ~ Ài < 1 
i=l 

1 
- 1-0: 

~. 10: ~ 
So:(g) ::: ij Ig(x)1 - dx~ 

(35) 

(37) 

(38) 

So when we hypothe.size (34) we also have to suppose that the 
best constant in (37) is not 1 but is found by substituting 

x2 
fi(X) = ~ exp( - 2 0i2}. 

Doing this one finds that the Oi2 must be proportional to the 
Ài, giving 

(39) 

There are several facts that make the hypotheses (30), (34), 
(39) plausible. 

First, one can try to maximize 

1 J 1 f 1 t In ht(z) dz - r In fr(x)dx - s In J gS(y)dy 

where h(z) ::: f f(x) g(z-x)dx 

(and f, g ~ 0, which is sufficient to give a proof of (39» by equat
ing to zero the first variation. This gives the set of equations: 
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Jht-1 (X+y) f(x)dx _ gs-l(y) 
fht (z)dz - f gS(y)dy 

(40) 
J h t-1 (X+y) g(y)dy !I-I (X) 

Jht(z)dz "" jfI(x)dx 

By substitution one sees that 

x2 y2 
f(x) = Cl exp(-20.2 ), g(y) = C2 exp(-~) 

1 2 
(41) 

is a solution of (40), but only if there are 11.,11 > 0 withÀ+IJ. < 1 
such that 

r = l~À s = 1~1l t == 1}-1l and °12/ 0 22 =11./11· 

Further, let us consider 

n 
1 1~ 

L(Y]) = -In 8À(P) - - ~ ln~. (fi) 
Y] Y] i=l 1 

n n 

(42) 

with Ài = aiY], ~ ai = 1, À = ~ Ài =Y]. (p is the convolution of 
i=l i=l 

the fi). 
We have from (39): 

l+ l 
L(Y]) = l~Y]ln J Ipl 1-Y] dz -

n . l+~ ? 
- ~ ai l~~iY]ln j Ifd 1-a(rl dx ~ 

i"'l lY] n 

1 ~ (l-T)ln(l-Y]) - ~ (l-Cl:ïY])ln(l- a iY]) 
"2 ~ a i In ai + 2 Tl 

1=1 " 

When the fi are probability densities one finds the inequality 
4.4 (33) when passing to the limit for T) -+ 0 (by lIl. 1 theorem 1). 
Applying the same procedure to (37) one finds the trivial in
equality 
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n 

H(P) :f ~ ai H(fï) 
i=l 

These facts show that in (37), at least for small. À.i, the con
stant 1 is. not the best possible. 

It lies at hand to consider dL(T)/drj, as "for T) ---t0 (39) holds". 
One has (for fi :f 0) 

l' 1 
d _J·1 1-T) 1 1- T) 

dT) (T) L(T)) - A(P) P In A(P) p dz -

n 1 1 
~ . J. 1 . 1-a iT) 1 I-am 

- ~ al k(f) fi In k(f.) fi dx 
1=1 I 1 I I 

1 

where A(P) = J p1-T) dz 
. 1 

Ai (fï) = J fi1-a iT) dx 

As we supposed that for any T) L(r) is maximizèd by 

. x2 
fi = ei exp( - 20 ï2 ) with o} = cai 

(43) 

the same hypothesis suggests itself for d/dY) (Y) L(Y)). So we 
hypothesize that the minimum of 

n 
pt ~ tv f. ri 

H(A(P» - ~ f:. H(..{dfd) (44) 

n 

(À.i > 0, À. = ~ À.i < 1, ri = I-ti' t = 1~À.) is found by substitut
i=r1 

ing 

(45) 

This is a generalization of 4.4 (33). 
Equating the first variation of (44) to zero one finds a set of 

equations analogous to (40) that admit (4.5) as a solution, but 
only if 

1 1 
ri = 1 _ À .' t = 1 _ À • 
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Appendix I 

MEASURE THEORY 

Measure theory, as far as it is needed here, is the exten
sion of integration theory to abstract spaces. It provides the 
mathematical apparatus that is the most suitable for probability 
theory . We wil! give a short exposition of its principal ideas 
and theorems that we need in this thesis . 

Full information on measure theorl and its a~Plication to 
probability can be found in Halmos [25J and Doob 1 (Chapter 
I and supplement). Our exposition will follow 2~ closely. 
Proofs wil! be omitted. 

I. 1 Sets and classes 

Le: Q be an abstract space of "elements" or "points" w. We 
consider subsets of Q called "point sets", "w sets" , or just 
" sets" and further sets whose elements are themselves w sets, 
called classes (of sets). Sets will be denoted by capitais, clas
ses by wriiten capitais . 

First we give some definitions and notations : 
wEE : the point w belongs to the set E. 
w rI E: w does ·not belong to E . 
EE g : the set E belongs to the class g . 
ECF (F:=JE) : all points of E be long to F. 
g c g : all sets of the class gl be long to the class ,!$. 
~w : . .... J with a conditio~ on points w means the set of all 

w that satisfy this condition. 
E U F: (union of E and F) the setof all points that belong 

E-F: 

at least to one of the sets E and F 
union of the sets Ei, i=1, 2, .. .. 
(intersection of E and F) the set of all points 
that belong to E .and to F. 
(difference) the set of all points that belong to E 
but not to F . 
(complement) the set of all points that do not be
long to E. 

The empty set (0) is the set that contains no point. 
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Two sets are called disjunct if their intersection is empty. 
A set consisting of one point, w, is sometimes denoted by iw J. 
We also will make use of notations combining a class and a 

set, as En 35 which mearis the class of all sets E n F with 
FE .91, or $?8 -G, the class of all sets F-G with F E .!J? 

A sequence of sets f Enl is called increasing if En C En+l 
and decreasing if E n ~ E n+1. 

A field (or an algebra) is a class f of sets that satisfies 
the conditions: 

A (i) Q E .!! 

A (ii) When E E !T and F E g-, then E-F E .7 

A (iii) When E E ,Ç/ and F E !T, then E U F E g. 
These properties imply: 
When Ei E f (i=l, .. . n) then 

A (iv) U~l=l Ei E S" 

A (v) ~=1 Ei E f 
A (vi) When E E 

A (vii) 0 E .9'. 

u ."( , then E' E !t 

A Borel field (or a -algebra) is a field of sets that satisfies 
the extra condition: 

B (i) When Ei E g (i=l, ... (0) then ~=1 Ei E g 

This implies that also 

00 

B (ii) n i =l Ei E g; . 

THEOREM 1. When ~ is a class of sets there exists a field 
!t with the properties: 

(a) ~ C g o 
(b) For any field f with ~ c !T we have .!To c f. 

!to is determined uniquely by ~. 
Itis called the field generated by ~ and denoted by ,q(,. ~ ). 

!T'( ~ ) is "the smalle st field that contains ~". It is the class 
of all sets formed by applying the operations U and - a finite 
number of times to sets of ~ . 
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THEOREM 2. When ~ is a class of sets there exists. a Borel 
field ~ 0 with the properties: 

(a) ~ C §go 
(b) If for any Borel field §g ~ c §g, then .!?$oc §g. 

g o is called the Borel field generated by ~, and is denot
ed by .9 ( ~ ). ( g;o is determined uniquely) . 

(FQr theorems 1 and 2 see Halmos [25] § 5) . 

I. 2 Measurability 

A measurable space is the combination of a space Q and a 
Borel field §g of W sets. It is denoted by (Q , .9). The sets of 
.9ff are called the measurable sets. 

The measurable sets are the sets for which a measure will 
be defined. 

An important example is the n-dimensional Euclidean space 
with its Borelsets : Let ~ be the class of all "semiclosed in
tervals" , i. e . sets of the form : 

a á Xi < bi (i=1, ... n) 
(we might as weU take all closed or open intervals) . 

The n-dimensional Borelsets are the sets of the Borel field 
generated by ~ . 

Just as on Euclidean space we can de fine functions on Q . 
A real valued point function (or W function) f assigns to every 
point w a real number f(w) . 

If M is a subset of the realline, f-1(M) (caUed the inverse 
image of M with respect to f) is the w set ~ w : f(,;J ) E M J. 

We have 

-1 UDC UDC-1 
f (i=l Mi) = i=l f (Mi) 

r 1 (M-N) = f-1(M). - f-1(N) 

(1) 

(2) 

Let (Q, g ) be a measurable space. A real valued w function f 
is called measurable (with respect to .9, or <91 measurable) 
if for every Borelset M of the real line: 

(3) 

When (Q, §g) is· n-dimensional Euclidean space with its 
Borelsets, the g measurable functions are called Baire func
tions of n variables . 
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When f is an extended real value.d. function (i. e. f is allowed 
to have the values ±oo) the same definitions can be used, when 
the points + 00 and - 00 are by definition considered as one-point 
Borelsets. 

THEOREM 1. If fI, ... fn are n measurable functions on the 
measurable space (Q, . .9]), an.d F is a Baire function of n vari
ables, then F(fl, ... fn) is a g measurable function (Doob [13], 
supplement, theorem 1. 4). 

This means that with f and g f+g, fg, f/g, etc. are ~ 
measurable. 

A special case of a point function is the characteristic func
tion of a set E, denoted by X E' ~ .and defined by 

XE tv) = 1 if wEE 

XE (w) = 0 if WEEl 

THEOREM 2. \.E is 34 measurable if and only if E E 99. 

I. 3 Set functions 

(4) 

Just as we can de fine a point function on a set (or space) of 
points, we can define a set function on a class of sets: to ev~ry 
set E of a class ~ a (real) number À. (E) is assigned. À.(E) may 
be ± oo. 

Let (Q, 99) be a measurable space. A set function À. defined 
on. ~ is called a signed measure if it satisfies: 

(i) "-(0) = 0 

(ii) If Ei (i=l, 2, ... ) is a sequence of disjunct measurable sets: 
n 

À. (U:1 Ei) = ~ À. (Ei; 
i=l 

(1) 

where we require the convergence of the series in (1) to a limit 
that may be + Xl or - 00 . 

(iii) À. (E) assumes only one of the values + 00 or - 00. 

These properties imply 
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(iv) À.(E-F)= À.(E) - À. (F) if FeE. 

If À. :f 0 it is called a measure. 

Measure is a generalization of the concept of volume to ab
stract spaces. It is necessary to de fine measure on a restrict
ed class of subsets of Q, as in general it is not possible to define 
it on all subsets. In practice we begin by defining a measure on 
same rather small class and extend it to other sets by means 
of the rules (ii) and (iv). It is not essential that the measurable 
sets farm a Borel field. In fact, one aften begins by defining a 
measure on a ring (a class that satisfies the conditions of a 
field, except A(i» or a field and then extends it to the Borel 
field generated by it. This extension is possible and unique: 

THEOREM 1. A measure iJ. defined on a field .Cf can be ex
tended uniquely to the Borelfield generated by it. (Doob [13], 
supplement, theorem 2.2). 

This means that there is one and only one measure iJ.' on 
34(.!t) sa that iJ.'(E) == iJ.(E) if E E .!T. 

A signed measure À. on a Borelfield is called finite if for 
every measurable set E À.(E) is finite. It is called o:"finite if 
for every measurable E there is a sequence of measurable 
lEi 1 (i=l, 2, . . . ) with À. (Ed finite (i=l, 2, . . . ) and 
E C Lf7=l Ei, 

Two important properties of measures are: 

THEOREM 2. When E C F (E, F measurable) iJ.(E) ~ J.l(F) . 

THEOREM 3 . If {Ed is a fini te or infinite sequence of meas
urable sets, and E is a measurable set with ECU Ei then 
fJ (E) ~ ~ fJ{Eï). 

1 

A relation involving w is said to hold almost every
where (for almost all w, or a. e.) if the set where the re
lation does not hold is a subset of a set with measure fJ.=O. 
If it is not tr ivial which measure is meant, we denote this 
by putting [iJ.J behind the relation . 

The combination of a measurable space and a measure is 
called a measure space. Notation: (Q, . .91, iJ. ) . 

An important example is found by taking for (Q, 38) the real 
line with Borelsets . We begin by defining a set function on the 
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class of all semiclosed intervals [a, b), by fl([a, b)) == b - a. This 
set function can be extended uniquely to a measure on the class 
of Borelsets. (Halmos [25], § 8, § 15). This measure is called 
Lebesgue measure. 

Another important example is the case that Q is a countable 
set of points llii (i==l, 2, . .. ) and g the class of all subsets of Q. 
A measure on (Q, g ) is specified uniquely by giving the meas
ures ai of all one-point sets ~wd. If ai == 1 we will call this. 
measure here number measure, as fl(E) is the number of points 
in E . 

1. 4 Integration . 

The generalization of volume, called measure, admits a 
generalization of the concept of integration with respect to, vol
ume element. 

First of all, integration is defined for simple functions. The 
w function f is a simple function if there exist a fini te class of 
disjoint measurable sets El,' . . En and n fini te real numbers 
a l, ... a n, so that 

f(w) == ai if w E Ei (i==l, ... n) 

n 
f~) == 0 if w rt Ui=l Ei 

n 

f can he written f == ~ ai XEi' 
i==l 

(See I. 2). By 1. 2, theorem 3, fis measurable. 
n 

A simple function f == ~ ai XEi is called integrable w. r. to 
i'F1 

a measure fl, if for all i for which ai " 0, fl(Eï) < 00. The int~gral 
of f with respect to fl over Q is then defined by 

n 

J f <\1 E J f(w) dfl(~) == ~ Cxi fl (Ei) (1) 
Q Q i=l 

The subscript Q, "over Q", of ten i~ omitted. 
Here ai fl(Ei) == 0 by definition if-ai == 0 and Il(Eï) =::00. 

Now let · f be a measurable u ) function that is finite valued 
a. e. [fl]. f is called integrabie with respect to fl (fl integrabie) 
if there is a sequence of integrable simple functions ~fnJ that 
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converges to f (in a sense to be specified below) . The integral 
of f with respect to ~ over Q is defined by: 

ff d~ :; f f(w) dll(w) = lim f f n d~ 
Q n .... :xl 

(2) 

It can be proved (HaIrnos [25], chapter V) that this limit 
exists and is finite and does. not depend on the particular se
quence chosen if the convergence of f f n1 is of the following 
nature: 

(i) lim f Ifn -fml d~ = 0 
n,m~oo 

(ii) for every E > 0 

lim ~ Ow : Ifn(:.ü) - f(w) I f: E.1 ) = 0 
n .... OO 

(condition (ii) is the definition of "convergence in measure"). 
The integral of f over a measurable set E is defined by 

J f dil = f X dW) f(w) du.(w) (3) 
E Q 

This general concept of integration includes ordinary integra
tion as well as summation. When (Q, .98 , ~l) is the countable 
space defined at the end of I. 3, we have 

J f ~ = ~ f(wd . ai 
E 

(if the right side exists). 

(4) 

When (Q, g , 11) is the real line with Borel sets and Lebesgue 
measure (1. 3) the integral of a function f(x) is called Lebesgue 
integral and f is called Lebesgue integrable if the integral 
exists. If f is Riemann integrable the two concepts of integra
tion coincide if the Riemann integral converges absolutely. 

In practice we· can say that integration, as defined in meas
ure theory, satisfies all properties of ordinary integration, 
except those connected with the formula 

9 dF x J ~ dx = F(b) - F(a) . 
a 

The concept of integral still can be extended. If f is a non 
negative extended r eal valued measurable function, f f d~ will 
be defined as f f d~ in the sense defined above if f is integrable 
and as +00 if f is not integrabIe. When we omit the condition 
f;{ 0 we consider the functions f .... and f defined bv: 
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4(w) = f(:.u) if f(w) f 0 

4(W) = 0 if f(w) < 0 

C(W) = -f(:.u) if f(w) ~ 0 

C(W) = 0 if f(w) > 0 

If at least one of the functions 4 and C is integrable we define 

J f dil = J f+ dil - J f _ dil (5) . 

where at least ane of the terms on the right side is finite. 
For a function f that is equal a. e. [iJ] to an extended real 

valued measurable 'function g we de fine J f dfJ as J g dil. In these 
cases we wil! say that f is integrable in the wide sense (or: 
J f dil is defined). 

We mention some pröperties: 

THEOREM 1. If Il(E) .. 0 and fis integrable in the W'ide sense, 
then 

J f dil = J XE f dil = 0 
E 

(Halmos [2~, § 25, theorem C). 
The definition of illtegration is so that this integral is zero 

even if f(w) = + 00 on E. 

THEOREM 2. If the function f is non negative a. e. [IJ] and in
tegrable in the wide sen se , then f f dil = 0 if and only if f = 0 
a. e. wI. (Halmos [25] § 25, theorem B). 

THEOREM 3. lf f is integrable in the wide sense and positive 
a. e. f~] on a measurable set E, and if 

J f dil = 0 then Il(E):o; 0 
E 

(Halmos [2~ § 25, theorem D). 

THEOREM 4. lf f is a measurable function and if there is a 
integrable function g so that Ifl ~ Igl a. e. [Il} then f is inte
grable. (Halmos [25] § 27, theorem A). 

This means that with J f dil also f f dil exists for every 
measurable E, as I XE fl ~ Ifl. " E 
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As with f also kf (k a constant) is integrable we see that it h 
is a bounded measurable function, fh is integrable. 

For integrability in the wide sense the situation is not so 
simple. But we have: 

THEOREM 5. If fis integrable in the wide sense and h is equal 
a. e. [~] to a bounded non negative measurable tunetion, then th 
is integrable in the wide sen se . 

(By theorem 4, as (fh)+ ::::: hf+ and (fh) _ ::::: he). 

I. 5 Radon-Nikodym derivatives 

Let \! be a signed measure and iJ· a measure defined on the 
same measurable space . \! is called absolutely continuous with 
respect to IJ (notation: \! « IJ) if V(E) ::::: 0 for every measurable 
set E with iJ (E) ::::: O. If v <<. ~. and iJ «v, v and iJ are called 
equivalent (\! == iJ). 

THEOREM 1. Let f be an extended real valued w function, de
fined on the measure space (Q, .9#, iJ ) that is ~I integrable in the 
wide sense. Then the set function À defined by À(E) ::::: f f d iJ is 

E 
a signed measure on (Q, <~) that is absolutely continuous with 
respect to iJ. 

If fis integrable, À is finite . 
If f is finite valued, À is 0-finite. 
(Halmos [25] chapter VI). 

À(E) is called the indefinite integral of f. It is defined for all 
E E .!!4, as by theorem 5 fX E is integrable in the wide sense. 

The interesting fact is, that this theorem has a converse, 
the most important Radon-Nikodym theorem: 

THEOREM 2. Let v be a signed measure and fl be a 0-finite 
measure defined on (Q, g ). When \! « fl thereexists an w func
tion f, integrable in the wide sense, so that v is the indefinite 
integral of f with respect to fl, i. e. for every E E . ~: 

\!(E) - J f dfl E . 
(1) 

The function f is de te rmined uniquely [iJ], i. e . if the function g 
satisfies the same conditions, then f::::: g [p]. 

If \! is 0-finite, fis finite valued a. e. [p]. If v is finite, f is 
integrabie. (Halmos [2~ § 31, theorem B, exa~ple 7). 
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The function f is called the Radon-Nikodym derivative (R. N. 
derivative) of v with respect to ~ . It is denoted by dv /d~ . 

Strictly we should say that f is a versionof dv/d~ as f isonly 
determined [f1 ]. Relations between R. N . derivatives therefore 
only hold a. e . 

The use of the term "derivative" is justified by the two fol
lowing properties: 

THEOREM 3. If v and ~ are two a-finite measures defined on 
(Q, .98) with v « ~ and g is a fini te valued measurable function , 
integrable in the wide sense with respect to v, then g dv/d~ is 
(for any version of dv/d~.) integrable in the wide sen se with re
spect to ~ , and 

f g dv = J g ~~ d~ (2) 

(Halmos [25] § 32, theorem B). 

THEOREM 4. When v is a a -finite signed measure and ~ ,À. are 
a -finite measures defined on (Q , .g]) with v « IJ « À. , then 

(Halmos [25] § 32, theore~ A) . 

THEOREM 5. When ~ and vare a -finite measures on (Q, 31 ) 
with v =- f.1 then 

~ = 1Av [IJ] 
dv d~ · 

(Halmos [25] § 32, example (2). By theorem 4). 

I. 6 Product spaces 

Let (X, g , ~), (Y, 5, v) be two measure spaces . Throughout 
this section we wil! assume that IJ and vare a-finite. 

The product space (Cartesian product) of X and Y is the 
space Q of all ordered pairs w = (x, y) with x EX and y E Y. It 
will be denoted by X ® Y . If A C X and BeY we call the liJ set 
(i. e . (x, y) set): 

A ®B = fw : X E A, Y EB 1 (1) 
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a rectangle with sides A and B (or: the Cartesian product of A 
and B). 

Consider the class ~ of aU x sets that are rectangles A ® B 
with A E g and B E 5. We denote the Borel field generated 
by ~ bv 9 ® 5 and caU the measurable space (X ® Y, 
9 ® §) the (Cartesian) product of the measurable , spaces 
(X, g) and (Y, 9). Note that the c1ass g ® 5 is NOT the 
c1ass of all sets A Ob B with A E g, B E ...sr (this is ~). 

The sets of 9 ® 5 are the measurable sets of the prod
uct of the measurable spaces (X, g) and (Y, 5). 

If E is a subset of X ® Y and x .is a point of X, then the X
section Ex is the y set defined by Ex = 1 y : (Xi y) E El (the set 
of all y for which (x, y) E E for this given x). 

The x set EY is defined similarly: EY = 1 x : (x, y) E El 

THEOREM 1. Every X section of EEg ® gis an y set E 5 
(Hairnos [25] § 34, theorem A). 

When f(x, y) is a point function on X ® Y, the X-section of 
f(x, y) determined by Xo is the y function f(Xo, y} considered for 
this fixed x = xo. Similarly for Y sections. 

THEOREM 2. Every X-section of the 9 ® g measurable 
function f(x, y) is ff measurable. <[25], § 34, theorem B). 

THEOREM 3. lf we denote characteristic functions on Q ,X, Y by 
XE<W) , À,A(X) , XB (y) re spe ctively , we have 

XE(W) = ,XEx (y) = XEY(x) 

(Hairnos [25] § 34, example (1». 

(2) 

All these functions can be considered as w functions, but 
XE~{Y) cu also be considered as the X-section of XE(W) deter
mined by x. 

THEOREM 4. There is one and only one measure À. on (X x Y, 
9 ® 9) with the property that for A Eg, B E 5: 

À.(A ® B) = 11 (A) . V(B) 

This measure is 0-finite. It satisfies: 

À.(E) :: J V(Ex) dll(x) = f Il(EY) dv(y) 

(Hairnos [25] § 35, theorem B). 

(3) 

(4) 
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(v(E x) and ~I (EY) are non negative measurable functions, so 
their integrals are defined) . 
À is denoterl by 11 ® v and called the product measure of 11 and v . 
(X ® Y, .9 ® T ,À) is called the (Cartesian) product of the meas
ure spaces. 

Let h(x, y) be measurable with respect to 9 ® ff and À in
tegrable in the wide sense . f .h(x, y) dÀ is called the double in
tegral of h. Let f(x) = f h(x, y) dv(y) be defined for almost all 
x [iJ ]. If f(x) is integrable in the wide sense (the values of f on 
the set with 11 ::: 0 where f is not defined do not matter), 
I f(x) d fJ(x) is called the iterated integral of h. It is denoted by 
J f h(x, y) d V(y) l dll(x) or f J h dvdll. 

In the same way: 

IJ h d fJdv = J f h(x, y) ~(x) 1 dv(y) = f g(y) dv(y) where 

g(y) = f h(x, y) dll(x). 

The equality of double and iterated integrals is expressed by 
Fubini' s theorem (Halmos [25] § 36). The versions we need . 
here (ibid. theorems B, C) are: 

THEOREM 4. If h(x, y) is non negative and measurable with re
spect to 9 ® 5 , then f(x) and g(y) are defined for all x and y 
and measurable with respect to 9 and ff respectively. f and 
g are non negative and so their integrals are defined. These 
integrals are equal and equal to f h dÀ. 

For integrals over a set E the same considerations apply. 
Supposing all integrals to exist and iterated and double integrals 
t::> be equal we have: 

f h(x, y)dÀ ::: J f J X ~x, y) h(x, y) dv(y) j dll(X) 
E 

By (2) we have 

f h(x,y)dÀ = f f J h(x,y)dvl dil = f f J h(x,y) dtLjdv (5) 
E Ex EY 

If h satisfies the conditions of theortlm 4 then (5) holds and all 
the integrals occurring in it are defined. 

THEOREM 5. If h is À integrable on X ®Y, then there is F e g
so that h(x,y) is fJ integrable on X f()r yeY-F andv (F) = o. Any 
y function defined by 

g(y) = J h(x, y) dll(x) (y e Y - F) 

and arbitrary on y E F 

(6) 
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is v integrable, and 

f g(y) dV(y) = f h dÀ (7) 

A similar statement holds for the other iterated integral. 

I. 7 Measurable transformations 

Here we wil! suppose that (Q, g) and (Y, §) are two meas
urable spaces . A transformation T from Q iIito Y assigns to 
every point W E Q a point y = T(w) in Y. 

The concept of inverse image is defined just as in I. 2: If 
FCY, 

(1) 

Any point function g on Y defiile s a point function f on Q, by 

f(.U) = g(T(:.u» (2) 

f is denoted by gT. 
If g(y) = u(y) (F C Y), then 

gT(w) = XT-i(F) (w) (3;-

T is called a measurable transformation from (Q, .. 9) inta 
(Y, g ) if T-l(F) E ~ for all F E g, or, equivalentlr 
T"l (g) c .91. (T-l( 9) is the c1ass of all w sets T- (F) with 
F E g). A measurable function is a measurabletransforma
tion from (Q, .91) into the realline with Borelsets. 

THEOREM 1. The following .statements are equivalent (using 
the notation explained above): g(y) is 9 measurable, and gT is . 
T-l(.~) measurable. 

80 far, measurability seemed to require practically nothing 
of a function: e. g. the Baire functions of a real variable x are 
a very general c1ass of x functions . But here an important as
pect of measurability becomes clear: "measurable with respect 
to" means about the same as "being a function of". More pre
cisely: 

THEOREM 2. Let the range of T be Y, i. e. for every y there 
is at least one W E Q with Y = T(W). Then a real valued W functi()n 
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fis T- 1(9.) measurable if and only if there is a 5 measura
bIe y function g so that f = gT. (i. e. f(w) = g(T(w» or: f "depends 
on y only") . (Halmos [25] § 39, example 3). 

A measure Il on (Q, 38) and a measurable transformation T 
from ( Q, !%') into (Y, 9") define a measure V on (Y, ff ) by 

(4) 

This measure is denoted by Il T- 1 . 

THEOREM 3. lf g is an extended real valued 9 measurable y 
function, then 

J g(y) dllr- 1 (y) = J gT(w) dll(W) 

(if one of the integrals is defined, so is the other). 
(Halmos [25] § 39, theorem C) . 

THEOREM 4 . When v « Il, then vr-1 <<. IJ T- 1 . 

(Halmos [25] § 39. example (5». 

(5) 
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Appendix II 

A PPLICA TI ON OF MEASURE THE ORY TO PROBABILITY 

Il.1 (See [25], § 44 ; [13], Chapte"r I, § 2) 

A measure with Il (Q) = 1 is called a probability measure ; a 
measure space (Q, 9 , Il ) with Il (Q) = 1 is called a probability 
space. This means that we consider probability as a set func
tion. And in fact, this is the clue to the application of measure 
theory to probability . What we call an "event" in probability 
theory is not a point of some abstract space, but a set of points . 
The "events" for which a probability is defined, are the meas
urabie sets on which ( probability) measure is defined . 

But what then is the meaning of the points of Q? Loosely 
speaking they are the "elementary events" by whichall other 
events can be built up. But they are not very important, as they 
can be chosen in várious ways. We will illustrate this situation 
with two exampIes: 

The continuous real variabie x has a probability distribution 
defined by the probability density p(x) . The events are such 
statements as a < x ~ b, x = c, x b d. For (Q, 9 ) we can take 
the real line with Borel sets. Then the event "x E E" is identi
fied with the Borel set E. The elementary events are the one
point sets. B~t if q(x, y) is a probability density on the Euclide
an plane X ® Y, so that f q(x, y)dy = p(x) , then for x nothing is 
changed, but the elementary events are now the pairs (x, y), 
and we can consider (X ® Y, .!J# ® Y) as our measurable spa ce , 
( 9 is the class of one-dimensional Borel sets) . 

An other example is the throw of a die. We can choose 
i ll, .. . f 6l as the elementary events, from which such state
ments as "odd", "more than three" are derived, but we èould 
as weIl consider this throw as a particular one, say the nth , out 
of a finite or infinite sequence of throws, ~nd then the element
ary events are sequences of results of throws . 

Far more important than the choice of Q is the choice of the 
measurable sets: these describe what we are interested in. 

The same considerations apply to the definition of a random 
variabie as a measurable LU function on a probability space 
(Q, 9 ,1l ). Of ten the random variables we consider are meas-
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urable with respect to a smaller Borel field g o' So in the 
first example above x is a random variabie , measurable with 
respect to g ® Y, but also with respect to g ~ g. I. 7 theo
rem 2 shows that such things mean that the random variables 
we consider "depend only on some aspects of the elementary 
events" . 

The set operations defined in I. 1 correspond to the logical 
operations with events: 

the event "A and B" is the set A n B 
the event "A or B" is the set A U B 
the event "not A" is the set A' = Q-A 
exclusive events are disjunct sets. 

The countable additivity of a measure gives the summation 
rule for exclusive events. . 

The expectation of a random variabie f(w) is the integral of f 
with respect to the probability measure p (if it is defined): 

E ~f l = J f dil (1) 

Il.2 Conditional probabilities and expectations 

If conditional probability is to be a probability measure, we 
have to de fine it, as only the measure Il is given. 

If E is an event with measure Il(E) > 0 we can de fine the con
ditional probability for an event F, given E, by using the prod
uct rule: 

Il(FIE):: tJ(E nF) 
Il(E) 

(1) 

But this does not help us in defining such conditional probabili
ties as "the conditional probability that a ~ x ~ b, given y = c", 
as the probability that y = c may be zero. 

T9 illustrate the general definition we first give some prop
erties for the case of a probability density p(x, y) on the Eucli
dean plane. 

The weU known definition for the conditional probability 
density for x, given y, is: 

p(xly) = p(x, y) (Q(y) > 0) 
Q(y) 

with Q(y)::: f p(x, y)dx. 
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For the conditional expectation of f(x, y), given y, and the 
conditional probability of an x set E, given y, we have: 

E [fly 1 == J f(x, y) p(xly)dx 
X 

p[Elyl = J p(xly)dx = J XE(X) p(xly)dx 
E 

lf F is an y set we have: 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

J E [flY 1 Q(y)dy::: J f(x, y) p(x, y)dxdy (5) 
F X®F 

For f(x, y) ::: XE(x) we find by (4) 

J p[Elyl Q(y)dy::;; J p(x,y)dxdy == P(E ~ F) (6) 
F E®F 

or, in a form more suitable to illustrate the general definition: 

J E[flyl p(x,y)dxdy = J f(x,y) p(x,y)dxdy (7) 
X®F XqoF 

J PfElyl p(x,y)dxdy== P[(E qoY) (,)(X®F)l (8) 
X®F 

The general definition of conditional probabilities and ex
pectations makes use of the extension of (7) and (8) to arbitrary 
probability spaces (HaIrnos [25], § 48; Doob [13J sections 1. 7, 
I. 8, I. 9). 

Consider the measurable transformation T from th~roba
bility space (Q, $W,~) into the probability space (Y, .9' ,~T"1) 
(see I. 7). Let f be an extended. real valued w function that is 
integrable in the wide sense (see I. 4) with respect to~. Then 
by I. 4, theorem 5, for every EEg 
À(E) = J f(w) ~(W) is defined, and by I. 5 theorem 1, it i~ a 

E 
signed measure on (Q, .91), absolutely continuoUB with respect 
to ~. 

From this fact one sees easily that the set function v defined 
on ffby: 
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(9) 

is a signed measure on (Y, 9 ) that is absolutely continuous 
with respect to flT-l . 

By the Radon-Nikodym theorem (1. 5, theorem 2) there exists 
a 5 measurable y function g(y) so that V(F) = f g(y)dflT - l 

F 
for all F E 9 . g(y) is called the conditional expectation of f 
for given y, or rather , it is a version of it, as by I. 5 theorem 2 
it is only determ"ïned fu. T-11. All relations between conditional 
expectations hold a . e. ] flT - ]. 

It is denoted by E !flyl or by ElfIT(W)l ifwe see itas anw 
function by its dependenee on y . 80 it is defined as a 9 meas
urable y function or - see 1. 7 theorem 2 - a T- 1( g ) measur
able w function satisfying: 

J f(w) d ~(:D) = J E lfjyl dflT-1 (y) (F E ST) (10) 
-r-l(F) F 

or , by 1. 7, theorem 3, 

J f(w) dfl(w) = J E lfl T(w) 1 ~(W) (F E g ) (11) 
T-1(F) r-1(F) 

The conditional probability of EE g , given y, is defined by: 

(12) 

which gives the defining equations : 

fl(E n T-l(F» = J fl(E Iy) dflT-l(y) (F E 9 ) (13) 
F 

fl(E n T-1(F» = J fl(E IT(W» dfl(W) (F E 9 ) (14) 
T-l(F) 

Taking F = Y in (11) and (14) gives: 

E lfj = E fE lflY II 

fl(E) = Ef fl(Ely)l 

fl (E I y) has ' many properties of a probability measure : 

(15) 

(16) 



THEOREM 1. 

ll(OIY) == 0 fi1 T- I ] 

Il(Xly) = 1 [IlT-I] 

o ~ Il(Ely) ~ 1 [IlT-I] 

If f Ei J is a sequence of disjunct sets E .95: 
00 

Il(U~;::1 Ei Iy) :;: ~ -1l(Ei Iy) [IlT-I] 
i==l 

(Halmos [25] § 48, theorem A). 
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(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

But generally we may not conclude that Il(EIY) is a measure, 
as all these relations hold for fixed E and Ei for almost all y, 
i. e. the exceptional y set where they do not hold, depends on 
E, Ei, etc. We may not even say that Il(EIY) is a measure for 
almost all y [uT-I]. 

However, we have 

THEOREM 2. Let Il(E Iy) be a function that depends on the sets 
E E .95 and the points y E Y, that for all E E .95 is a version of 
the conditional probabiUty for E given y, and that for all 
y E Y - Fo (with IlT-I(F ) = 0) is a measure on (Q, .95). When f 
iS a Il integrabie w function, f is Il( Iy) integrable for almost all 
y ~T-I]. and any function g(y) defined by 

g(y) = J f(w) dil( Iy) 
Q 

(21) 

for those y for which f is Il( Iy) integrable and arbitrary for 
other y. is a version of E/fIYÏ and therefore IlT- I integrable. 

(Halmos [2~ , § 48, example 6; Doob [i3], chapter I, theo
rems 9. 1, 9.2). 

THE OREM 3. If f(w) = g( T(w» h(w), then 

E ~fIYJ ~ g(y) EfhlY! [IlT-I] 

(Halmos [25], § 48, example (7); Doob [13], chapter I, theorem 
8 . 3) . 
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A special case occurs when (Q, .9§'") is the product of the 
measurable spaces (X, g ) and (Y, 5) and the transformation 
T is T(x,y) == y. If F CY, T-l(F) == XQOF, T-i.§7) = X ® ~o/, 
and llT-1(F) == iJ2(F) ::: Il(X ® F). 

If we follow the definitions given above, a conditional prob
ability will be found for (x, y) sets. But what we want is a con
ditional probability for x sets given y. 

For conditional expectations there is no difficulty. If f is an 
(x, y) function E I fly 1 is defined in accordance with (7) and (10) 
by: 

J E Iflyl d il == J f(x, y)d~' (25) 
X ®F X®F 

or 

J E UI y 1 dP2 == J f(x, y)d ll , (26) 
F X®F 

It is obvious to de fine the conditional probability for the x set 
E E /7 for given y, III (E Iy), by: 

(27) 

where \ E is defined as an x function, but can be se en as an 
(x, y) function that does not depend on y. This gives the defini
tion (by (26»: 

J ~Jl(Ely)dIl2 = f.l(E@F) 
F 

which is the generalization of (6). 

(28) 

As the x function x E<x) has the same values for all (x, y) as 
the (x, y) function XE ® y(x, y) we see that III (E Iy) is equal to 
Il(E ® Yly) by the general definition. In fact, the two concepts 
can 'be considered as identical (at least with respect to their 
numerical values) as we have for any 9 ® 9 measurable set 
G: 

(29) 

For lll( Iy) the same theorems apply as in the general case. 
If f.l == III ® iJ2, the conditional measures are III and iJ'2 them

selves: x and y are independent. 
The general definition for f.l( Iy) is in accordanqe with (1). 

There we can consider T as given by T(w) == 1 if wE E. 
T(w) = 0 if w rI E. 
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When there are more probability measures fl , V , ... we wiU 
denote expectations and conditional expectations derived from 
fl , V, ... by EH1)' E(V)"" 
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Appendix UI 

GENERALIZED AVERAGES AND SOME INEQUALITIES 

Here we bring together some definitions and theorems taken 
from Hardy, Littlewood, P6lya) Inequalities [2~1 that we need 
in this thesis. These theorems are given in [27J for sums and 
Lebesgue integrals but can be generalized to integrals with re
spect to arbitrary probabiiity measures. 

lIl. 1 Generalized averages 

Let (Q, 3&, V) be a probability space, and f a non negative v 
integrabie function. The concept of average or expectation of f, 
E ft I = J f dv can be generalized in the following direction: 

Mr(f,v) "" (EfFJ)1/r = fjfrdflli/r (r f- 0) (1) 

Any time we use these quantities it will be assumed tacitly that 
fr is integrabie. 

THEOREM 1. When In f is v integrabIe, 

lim Mr(f,v) = expf f In f dvJ 
r--O . 

(2) 

[27J, theorems 3, 187, 209. 

So Mo(f, V) will be defined by (2). It is the geometrical aver
age of f with respect to v. 

THEOREM 2. For given f and V Mr (f, V) is a non decreasing 
function of r, i. e. if Ms(f, v) exists, then Mr(f, V) (r < s) exists 
and 

Mr (f, v) ~ Ms(f, v) (3) 

For r ~ 0 there is equality in (3) if and only if f(w) :0:: constant 
[v] . 
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When s > 0, r < 0 the existence of Mr may be in this sense 
that Mr :::: 1/00 = O. [27], theorems 16, 192, 211. 

(1) and (2) can be written in the form 

M(f, v) :::: F- 1( F(f)d v) 

where F(x) is a function of the real variabie x, and F-1 the in
verse function. For F(x) ;: O:xr + ~ (a ::f. 0) we get Mr(f, V), for 
F(x) :0:: o:ln x + ~ (o:::f. 0) we get Mo(f, V). 

This suggests the generalization: 
Let F(x) be a strictly monotone continuous function for x ~ 0, 

so that F has an inverse . Then we de fine 

Mdf, V);: F-1(fF(f)d v) (4) 

(as min F(x) ~ J F(f)dv ~ max F(x), F -1 is defined for its argu-
x>O x >O 

in (4». 
(4) still shows several properties of an average ([2~ , chapter 

3, section 6. 14) . 

THEOREM 3. MF(f, V) = MG(f, V) for all measures V and posi
tive integrabiefunctions f if andonly if F= o: G + ~ (o: , ~ constants, 
o:::f. 0). It is sufficient that there exists equality for all f, v on a 
two-points space. ([27], theorern 83) . 

THEOREM 4. When for a given F 

MF(kf, V) :::: k Mr (f, V) (5) 

for ali f and V on a finite space, F(x) == o:xr + 13 (0: ::f. 0) or F(x) == 
y In x+ 6 i.e. MF(f,v) "'" Mdf,v) for sorne r. (L27], theorem 84) . 

THEOREM 5 

Mo(f+g, v) ~ Mo(f, V) + Mo(g, v) 

with equality only if there are A, B (not both zero) such that 

Af:::: Bg [vJ 

or if Mo(f+g,v):::: O. 

([27], theorerns 10, 185) . 
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lIl. 2 Convexity and concavity 
A real fun~tion g(Xl •... x n) of n variables is convex on the 

interval A: ai ~ x ~ bi (i=1, ... n) if for all non negative num
bers À and ~ with À.+~ = 1: 

g(ÀXl + ~Xl, ... ÀXn + ~x~) ~ Àg(Xl, ... xn) + ~(xl, ... x'n> (6) 

for all (Xl, ... xn) and (x'l> ... xh) in A. 
g is called strictly convex if the = sign in (6) holds only if 

À~ = 0 or (Xl, ... xn) 0:; (X'l, ... xh). 
Concavity and strict concavity are defined by (6) with the S 

sign reversed. As "g convex" and "-g concave" are equivalent, 
we shall confine ourselves to convexity. 

THEOREM 5. Let g(Xl,'" xn) be convex on A. Let (Q, g , V) be 
a probability space. If fl, ... fn are n v integrable w functions, 
so that g(fl, ... fn ) is V integrabie, and (fl(W), ... in (w» E A for 
almost all W [v], then 

where 

. g(Fl, ... Fn) ~ f g(fl, ... fn)dv 

Fi ·"" Effd = Jfi dv (i=1, ... n) 

(7) 

(8) 

When g is strictly convex there is equality in (7) if and only if 
all fi are constants [v]. 

THEOREM 6. Theorem 5 holds also for conditional expecta
tions , whether the conditional probabilities define a measure 
or not. 

When T is a measurable transformation from (Q, g) into 
(Y, 9) and g, f l , ... fn satisfy the conditions of theorem 5" 

g(Fl (y), ... Fn (y» ~ E fg(fl , ... fn)lyj [VT- l] 

where Fdy)-=EffilY} (i=1, ... n) 

(9) 

(10) 

When g is strictly convex there is equality in (9) if and only if 
fl, ... fn are T"l( .. 9') measurable. (Doob [13], p.33). 

THEOREM 7. When g(x) is twice continuously differentiabie on 
[a, b], g(x) is convex on ~,b] if and only if g"(x) of 0 on [a,b]. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for strict convexity is 
g"> 0 on [a,b]. ([2~, theorem 94). 

From this. one sees easily: 
The functions x In x, -ln x are strictly convex for X" O. 
The function x k is, for X f 0, strictly convex if k < 0 or k > 1, 

and strictly con ca ve if 0 < k <. 1. 
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Appendix IV 

SOME THEOREMS -ON NON NEGATIVE QUADRATIC FORMS 

Here we state some theorems that . are used in chapters 3, 
4, 5. Theorems 2, 4, 5 we found in [32] and [33]. As for 2 and 
4 we prefer a proof different from those indicated in [32], [33], 
1 and 3 are added. Full information on quadratic forms can be 
found e. g. in [7] and [20]. 

First we specify the notations used here. 

IV. 1 N otidions , definitions 

Let A be a matrix of, in general, complex elements aij . We 
denote 

the transposed matrix by AT (aD == aji) 
the complex conjugate matrix by A * 
the (Hermitian) conjugate matrix by Ä (if B == Ä, bij == aid 
One has the relations 

A is called symmetrie if AT == A 
A is called Hermitian if Á = A 
A is called unitary if A -1 == Ä. 

"......, _,.J 

AB == BA (1) 

(2) 

When x ;: (XL ... xn) is a vector we denote the column symbol 
x (the one-column matrix with elements Xl;' .. "0) by Ix and the 
row symbol x (the one-row matrix with elements Xl, .. ' xn) by 
~. One has, in matrix notation, 

(3) 

The homogeneous linear transformation y == Ax can be denoted 
by a matrix product: 
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Iy = A I x or 1. = ~ AT 

Iy* = A * Ix* or 1* = ~* Ä 

n 

(4) 

(5) 

The inner product (x, y> .= ~ x! Yi can be written as a one-ele
i=l 

ment matrix: 

n 

~ xT Yi = K* IY 
i=l • 

A complex quadratic form 

n n 

A(z*, z) = ~ ~ a ij zi z j 
i=l j:=1 

(6) 

(7) 

defined by an Hermitian matrix A is called non negative when 
(7) is non negative for all zl, ... zn' It is called positive when 
(7) is positive for all Zl , . .. Zn except Zi = 0 (i==l, .. . n). 

A must be Hermitian for A(z*, z) to have real values. 
The same definitions apply to the real quadratic form 

n n 

A(x, x) = ~ ~ aij Xi x j 
i=l j=l 

(8) 

except that the x i are restricted to real values. But by IV. 2 
theorem 1 wil! follow that a non negative or positive re al form 
is also non negative or positive when we give the Xi complex 
values. The condition of symmetry on A is not essential but no 
restriction. By (6) one has 

A(z*, z) = (z*, Az) = ~* A Iz (9) 

(matrix product). 
When A and B are matrices of non negative forms, we say 

that A ~ B if the form B(z*, z) - A(z*, z) is nonnegative, and 
A < B when B(z*, z) - A(z*, z) is a positive form. In accordance 
with thi~ definition we call the matrix of a positive form a po
sitive matrix and of a non negative form a non negative matrix, 
and denote this by A > 0 and A ~ 0 respectively. When it is ne
cessary we shall add to such inequalities the specification: 
"matrix inequality" . 
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By the invariance of Det (A) under a unitary transformation 
of ZI, ..• Zn one sees that a non negative matrix is positive if 
and only if it has an inverse. 

IV. 2 Some theorems 

THEOREM 1. The matrix A is non negative if and only if there 
is a matrix B such that A = B B. 

A is positive if and only if B has an inverse. 
The real matrix A has a non negative real quadratic form if 

and only if there is a real matrix B so that A = BTB. 
A(x, x) is positive if and only if B has an inverse. 
As, when B is real, BT = 13, a real non negative (positive) 

matrix is also non negative (positive) in the sense of complex 
forms. 

Proo f. The condition is sufficient : 

A(z*, z) = Z* A Iz = Z* B B Iz (matrix product) 

When lu = B Iz, by (5) and (6): 
n 

A(z*, z) = g* lu = ~ lud
2 

i=1 

The condition is necessary: 

(10) 

As A is Hermitian there is a unitary matrix S that trans
forms it to a diagonal matrix D. 

D ... SAS = S-1 A S 

The elements of D are non negative, so DOl: C2 where C is a 
real diagonal matrix. Then 

A = S D S-1 = SC CS- 1 = SC CS:=: 13 B with B = C s. 
THEOREM 2. When A is a positive matrix, 

n 

A(z*, z) A -1(w* , w) f ~ z! wi 2 
i=1 

(11) 

The = sign holds if and only if there are constants eI and c2 
(not both of them zero) so that 

(12) 
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Proof. By theorem 1 A = B B , Kl = B- I î3- 1 = F F with 
F = î3- I . 

By (10) we have 

with lu = B Iz, Iv = F Iw 

By the Schwarz inequality we have 

n 

A(z*,z) A-I(w*,w) ~ I~ u~ vil2 = I:l!.* Ivi 2 

i=l 

(13) 

There is equality if and only if there are constants cl and c2 
not both of them zero, with 

or 

Cl lu = C 2 Iv or by (13) 

cl B Iz = C2 F \w 

Cl B B Iz = c2 Iw. 

THEOREM 3. When A and Bare positive matrices, the follow
ing statements are equivalent: 

n 

~ zt wi 2 ~ A(z*, z) B(w*, w) 
i=l 

A-I ~ B 

B-I~A 

The following statements are also equivalent: 

n 

~ zt wi 2 (A(z*, z) B(w*, w) 
i:;: 1 

for all z, Vi so that not z = 0 or Vi = o. 

(i) 

(iï) 

(iii) 

(iv) 
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A-I < B (v) 

(vi) 

when A and Bare real, it is suffieient that (i) and (iv) hold for 
real wand z. 

Proo f : (ii) follows from (i) and (v) from (iv) by substitut
ing Iz = A-I Iw (Then there is equality in (11». 

By symmetry between A and B now also the relations 
(i) -> ~iii) and (iv) ---0 (vi) are proved . 

(i) follows fr om (ii) and (iv) from (v) by theorem 2, as 

A(z* , z) B( * ) > B(w*, w) w ,w _ --'-----'--
ILz! wi 1

2 - A -1(w*, w) 

From theorem 20ne sees that for given A , B, w (ii) is the 
sharpest inequality that ean be derived from (i) by substitution. 

THEOREM 4. When A and Bare positive matrices , then the 
relations A ~ Band B-1 2: A-I are equivalent. The same holds 
for the relations A < Band B-l <. A -1. 

This is a direct consequence of theorem 3. (write A = C- 1) . 

THEOREM 5. When A and B a~e positive matrices , and A ~ B , 
then Det(A) ~ Det(B). When A <. B _ Det(A) < Det(B) . 

The theorem follows from [20], theorems 44 and 48 . 

THEOREM 6. When A is a positive matrix of n2 elements 

Tr(A) Tr(A-l) ~ n 2 

with equality if and only if A is diagonal with all elements equal. 
n 

Here Tr(A) = ~ aH. 
i=1 n 

Proof. Tr(A) = ~ À. i where À. lt ... À. n are the eigenvalues 
i=1 

of the matrix A . When A is positive the À. i are positive. A-I has 
the eigenvalues 1/À. it so 

n n n 

Tr(A) Tr(A- 1) =~ À. i. ~ 1/Ài f~~ À. ~/2.(1/À.d1/2h =n2 

i::: 1 i=1 ? 1=1 ~ 
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by the 8chwarz inequality. There is equality if and only if 0: , ~ 
(not both zero) exist, . so that 

Cl. ~t = ~ ~ i1 
, 

80 ~ i does not depend on i, which gives that A is diagonal 
with equal elements . 
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STELLINGEN 

I 

De berekening door Muroga van de capaciteit van een communi
catiekanaal voor gegeven signaalvermogen bij de veronderstel
ling dat de ruis additief is, is alleen juist in het reeds door 
Shannon behandelde geval dat de ruis gaussisch verdeeld is. 

S. Muroga, Trans. I. R. E. PGIT 3, 1957, 44-51. 

11 

De door du Mosch gedefinieerde grootheid H(p) is identiek met 
M(x, y) (dit proefschrift, 1. 2 (10» voor een paar stochastische 
variabelen (x, y) waar de waarschijnlijkheidsdichtheid voor x 
p is en y de som is van x en een van x onafhankelijke, recht
hoekig verdeelde "ruis". 

A. D. du Mosch, Appl. Sci. Res. B, vol 4 (1955), 469-473. 

111 

Met behulp van de transformatietheorie 1) kan men aantonen 
(indien hierbij het gebruik van [; -functies toegelaten wordt) dat 
het formalisme van de golfmech~nica volgens Schrödinger in
variant is t. o. v. coördinatentransformaties, en wel speciaal 
wat betreft de vorm der operatoren. 

Invariantie in deze laatste, strikte, zin geldt echter niet 
voor elke canonische transformatie. 

1) R. C. Tolman, The Principles of Statistical Mechanics, 
Oxford 1950, § 67. 

IV 

Bij de statistische behandeling van het Ising-model 1) voor een 
ferromagnetische stof in een magnetisch veld kan de toestands
som getransformeerd worden in de toe stands som voor een 
rooster waarbij bindingen en roosterpunten van rol verwisseld 
zijn. De uiterlijke gedaante van de transformatieformules is 
dezelfde als bij de overgang naar het duale rooster volgens 
Kramers en Wannier 2). 

Deze eigenschap geldt voor alle soorten kristalroosters. De 
bijdrage tot de energie tengevolge van de wisselwerki,ng tussen 
de spins behoeft niet beperkt te blijven tot naaste buren. 

1) J.de Boer, Ned.T.Natuurk. 13, Maart 1947,29-50. 
2) J.de Boer, Ned.T.Natuurk. 13, .April l.947, 57-74. 



V 

Indien het paar stochastische variabelen (X, Y) een waarschijn
lijkheidsdichtheid p heeft, zodat f xp(x, y) dxdy = f y p(x, y)dxdy :K 

o en indien de stochastische variabelen ~, Va gedefinieerd 
zijn door Ua = X cos a + Y sin a, Va = -X sin a + Y cos a zo is 
de regressiekromme v ~ E fVallb.l (conditioneel gemiddelde 
van Va bij gegeven Ua) dan en slechts dan een rechte indien p 
te schrijven is als 

x2 ~ y2 
p(x, y) = F (02 - 2 P 0 1: + :tz) 

Hierin zijn: 

0 2 = f x2 p(x, y)dxdy, 1:2 = f y2 p(x, y)dxdy, p01: = f xy p(x, y)dxdy. 

VI 

Het gebruik der bra- en ket-vectoren volgens Dirac in de ma
thematische formulering der quantummechanica is niet nodig 
en maakt de notatie ingewikkeld. 

P.A . M. Dirac, The Principles of Quantum Mechanics, Ox
ford 1947. 

VII 

Het zou interessant zijn, te onderzoeken of de ongelijkheid 4.4 
(33) uit dit proefschrift zodanig verscherpt kan worden dat met 
behulp ervan een bewijs voor de centrale-limietstelling der 
waarschijnlijkheidsrekening gegeven kan worden. 

VIII 

Waar het werk der Centrale Taalcommissie voor de Techniek 
zo ver gaat dat getracht wordt ingeburgerde termen te vervan
gen door nieuw bedachte woorden, is dit een vruchteloos pogen 
dat bovendien in tegenspraak is met het streven naar normali
satie. 

Woordenlijsten C. T. T., uitgegeven als normaalbladen der 
Hoofdcommissie voor de Normalisatie in Nederland, o. a. 
V 5019, V 5026 (1946), N 5012 (1949), N 5036 (1955). 

IX 

Het geschiedenisonderwijs op de middelbare scholen besteedt 
te weinig aandacht aan de geschiedenis van het Byzantijnse Rijk 
in vergelijking met het overig deel van Europa. 



x 
Documentatie vormt een probleem dat voor alle wetenschappe
lijk onderzoek van het hoogste belang is en welks oplossing nog 
in vele opzichten te wensen· overlaat; Zo zouden velen gebaat 
zijn bij een werk dat voor een bepaalde wetenschap, bijvoorbeeld 
de wiskunde, zonder naar volledigheid te streven, een naar on
derwerpen gerangschikte, zo veel mogelijk up to date gehouden, 
opsomming geeft van de belangrijkste boeken en tijdschriftpu
blicaties die over deze onderwerpen handelen. 

XI 

Een krijgsmacht dient scherp acht te slaan op de gevaren en 
nadelen die verbonden zijn aan het automatiseren van bepaalde 
gevechtstaken . 


